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1. Pumos e

AND CONSIDERATION OF CLAIMS ON
UNITED STATES

JAGINST 5800.7C. Manual of the Judge Advocate General
(JAGMAN )

Procedures for Processing Federal Tort Claims
Act Claims
Procedures for Processing Military Claims Act Claims
Procedures for Proceaaing Claima Involving
Nonappropriated-Fund Activities and Their I?mployees
Procedures for Processing Nonscope Claims
Procedures for Processing Personnel Claims
Procedures for Processing Affirmative Claims

a. To provide general information about the supervision and
management of the Navy’s claims program and the processing of
claims under various Federal claims statutes. This information
ia of general applicability and where it conflicts with materials
contained in the enclosures concerning a specific claims statute,
the latter control. For admiralty claims, see Chapter XII of
reference (a).

b. To supplement the provisions of reference (a) concerning
the investigation of incidents giving rise to claims for or
against the United States.

c. To provide, in the enclosures, detailed explanations of
the procedures for adjudicating claims filed under the various
claima statutes.

2. lmlormatia

a. BesnouW&Wik9

(1) The Judge Advocate General is responsible for the
administration and supervision of the resolution of claima
ariaing under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Military Claima
Act, the Nonacope Claima Act, the Military and Civilian Em-
ployees’ Personnel Claims Act (Personnel Claims Act), the Foreign
Claims Act, the International Agreements Claims Act pertaining to
cost sharing of claims pursuant to international agreements, the
Medical Care Recovery Act, the Federal Claims Collection Act of
1966, and postal claims.
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(2) The Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General (Claims
and Tort Litigation) is the functional manager of the Navy
claims system established to evaluate, adjudicate, and
provide litigation support for claima arising under the acta
listed above and is responsible to the Judge Advocate General for
the management of that system. The claima system consists of
field activities delegated claims processing and adjudicating
authority and the attorneys and support personnel assigned to the
Claims and Tort Litigation Division of the Office of the Judge
Advocate General. For economy of language, Naval Legal Service
Offices and Naval Legal Service Office Detachments are referred
to as Naval Legal Service Command activities.

b. Investiqation&

(1) Immediate Report of Certain Events. The Navy or
Marine Corps activity most directly involved in the incident
shall notify the Judge Advocate General and the appropriate
adjudicating authority as shown in Appendix 1-5 immediately by
message, electronic mail, or telephone in any of the following
circumstances:

(a) Claims or possible claims arising out of a
major disaster or out of an incident giving rise to five or more
possible death or serious injury claims.

(b) Upon filing of a claim that could result in
litigation that would involve a new precedent or point of law.

(c) Claims or possible claims that involve or are
likely to involve an agency other than the Department of the
Navy.

(2) Reou est for Assistance. When an incident occurs at

a Place where.the naval service does not have an installation or
a unit conveniently located for conducting an investigation, the
commanding officer or officer in charge with responsibility for
performing the investigation may request assistance from the
commanding officer or officer in charge of any other organization
of the Department of Defense. Likewise, if a commanding officer
or officer in charge of any other organization of the Department
of Defense requests such assistance from a naval commanding
officer or officer in charge, the latter should normally comply.
If a complete investigation is reguested it will be performed in
compliance with the regulations of the requested service. These
investigations are normally conducted without reimbursement for
per diem, mileage, or other expenses incurred by the investigat-
ing unit or installation.

2
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(3) ReDOrt of Motor Vchicle Accident. Standard Form 91.
RCS OPNAV 5100-6. The operator of any Government motor vehicle
involved in an accident of any sort shall be responsible for
making an immediate report on the operator-e Report of Motor
Vehicle Accident, Standard Form 91. This operator-s report shall
be made even though the operator of the other vehicle, or any
other person involved, states that no claim will be filed, or the
only vehicles involved are Government owned. An accident ehall
be reported by the operator regardless of who waa injured, what
property was damaged, or who wae reeponaible. The operator-s
report shall be referred to the investigating officer, who shall
be responsible for examining it for completeness and accuracy and
who shall file it for future,reference or for attachment to any
subsequent investigative report of the accident.

(4) Prioritv of the Inveetia atioq. To ensure prompt
inveatigation of every incident while witneesea are available and
before damage has been repaired, the duties of an investigating
officer shall ordinarily have priority over any other assignments
he may have.

(5) Contente of the ReDort of Investigation. The report
should include the following items in addition to the require-
ments in section 0804 of reference (a):

(a) If pertinent to the investigation, the investi-
gating officer should obtain a statement from claimant-e employer
ehowing claimant’s occupation, wage or salary, and time lost from
work aa a result of the incident. In caae of personal injury,
the inveatigating officer should ask claimant to submit a written
statement from the attending physician setting forth the nature
and extent of injury and treatment, the duration and extent of
any disability, the prognosis, and the period of hospitalization
or incapacity.

(b) A Privacy Act statement for each person who waa
asked to furnish personal information shall be provided. Social
Security numbers of military personnel and civilian employeee of
the U.S. Government should be included in the report but should
be obtained from available recorde, not from the individual.

(c) Names, addreaeea, and ages of all civiliane or
military personnel injured or killed; names of insurance com-
panies: information on the nature and extent of injuries, degree
of permanent disability, prognosie, period of hospitalization,
name and address of attending physician and hospital, and amount
of medical, hospital, and burial-expensea actuaily
occupation and wage or salary of civilians injured
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names, addresses, ages, relationship, and extent of
survivors of any such person fatally injured should

(d) If straying animals are involved,

dependency of
be included.

a statement
as to whether the jurisdiction has an “open range law” and, if
so, reference to such statute.

(e) A statement as to whether any person involved
violated any State or Federal statute, local ordinance, or
installation regulation and, if so, in what respect. The stat-
ute, ordinance, or regulation should be aet out in full.

(f) A statement on whether a police investigation
was made. A copy of the police report of investigation should be
included if available.

(9) A statement on whether arrests were made or
charges preferred, and the result of any trial or hearing in
civil or military courts.

(6) EXDert ODinions. In appropriate cases the opinion
of an expert may be reguired to evaluate the extent of damage to
a potential claimant’s property. In such cases the investigating
officer should consult Navy-employed experts, experts employed by
other departments of the U.S. Government, or civilian experts to
obtain a competent assessment of claimant-s damages or otherwise
to protect the Government’s interest. Any cost involved with
obtaining the opinion of an expert not employed by the Navy shall
be borne by the command conducting the investigation. Any cost
involved in obtaining the opinion of a Navy-employed expert shall
be borne by the command to which the expert ia attached. Medical
experts shall be employed only after consultation with the Chief,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

(7) Action by Command Initiating the Investigation and
Subseau ent Reviewina Authorities

(a) The command initiating the investigation in
accordance with sections 0803 or 0806 of the JAGMAN ehall review
the report of investigation. If additional investigation is
reguired or omissions or other deficiencies are noted, the
investigation should be promptly returned with an endorsement
indicating that a supplemental investigative report will be
submitted. If the original or supplemental report is in order,
it shall be forwarded by endorsement, with any pertinent comments
and recommendations. An advance copy of the investigation shall
be forwarded to the Naval Legal Service Command activity having

4
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responsibility for the area where the incident giving
clsim occurred as indicated in Appendix 1-5.

(b) A reviewing suthority may direct that addition-
al investigation be conducted, if considered necesssry. The
initial investigation ehould not be returned for such additional
investigation, but should be forwarded by an endorsement indicat-
ing that the supplemental material will be submitted. The report
shall be endorsed and forwarded to the next-level authority with
appropriate recommendation including an assessment of the
responsibility for the incident and a recommendation ae to the
disposition of any claim that may subaeguently be filed. If a
reviewing authority may be an adjudicating authority for a claim
subsequently filed, one copy of the report shall be retained by
such authority for at least 2 years after the incident.

(c) It is essential that each investigative report
reflect that a good faith effort was made to comply with the
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 5 552a) as implemented by SEC-
NAVINST 5211.5C. Any indication of noncompliance shall be
explained either in the preliminary statement or the forwarding
endorsements and, when reguired, corrected. The adjudicating
Naval Legal Service Command activity listed in Appendix 1-5 has
the responsibility to ensure that remedial action is taken to
rectify noncompliance indicated in the inveatigative report prior
to forwarding the report to the Judge Advocate General.

c. Claims--Generally

(1) Claims aqainst the United States. Claims against
the United States shall receive prompt and professional disposi-
tion. Every effort will be made to ensure an investigation is
thoroughly snd accurately completed, the claimant-s allegations
evaluated promptly, and where liability is established, a check
issued ae guickly as poseible to prevent further harm to a
meritorious claimant. Similarly, claima not payable will be
processed promptly and the claimant advised of the reasons for
the denial.

(2) Claims in favor of the United States. Potential
claime in favor of the United States will be critically evaluated
and, where appropriate, promptly asserted and aggressively -
pursued.

(3) Assistance to Claimants. Claimants or potential
claimants who inquire about their rights or the procedures to be
followed in the resolution of their claims will be referred to a
claims officer. The officer will provide claims forms, advise
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where the forms should be filed, and inform the requester of the
type of substantiating information required. Claims officers may
provide advice on the claims process but shall not provide advice
or opinions about the merits or the wisdom of filing a particular
claim. While claims officers have a responsibility to provide
general information about claims, they must consider 18 U.S.C.
5 205 which makes it a crime for an officer or employee of the
United States to act as an agent. or an attorney in the prosecu-
tion of any claim against the United Statee. -

d. Claims--Proper Claimants

(1) Damaue to ProDertv Cases. A claim for
destruction or loss of, property shall be presented
of the property or a duly authorized agent or legal

damage to, or
by the owner
representa-

tive. “Owner” includes a bailee, lessee, or mortgagor, but does
not include a mortgagee, conditional vendor, or other person
having title for security purposes only.

(2) Personal Iniurv and Death Cases. A claim for
personal injury shall be presented by the person injured or a
duly authorized agent or legal representative, or, in the case of
death, by the properly appointed legal repreaentative of the
deceased”s estate or survivor where authorized by State law.

(3) Subrogation. A subrogor and a subrogee may file
claims jointly or separately. When separate claims are filed and
each claim individually is within local adjudicating authority
limits, they may be processed locally, even if the aggregate of
such claims exceeds local monetary jurisdiction, if they do not
exceed the sum for which approval of the Department of Justice is
required (currently, $25,000.00) under the Federal Tort Claims
Act. Where they exceed this amount, they shall be referred to
the Claima and Tort Litigation Division.

(4) Limitation on Transfers and Assicrnment. All trans-
fers and assignments made of any claim upon the United States,
and all powers of attorney, orders, or other authorities for
receiving payment of any such claim, are absolutely null and void
unless they are made after the allowance of such a claim, the
ascertainment of the amount due, and the issuing of a warrant for
the payment thereof. 31 U.S.C. 5 203. This statutory provision
does not apply to the assignment of a claim by operation of law,
as in the case of a receiver or trustee in bankruptcy appointed
for an individual, firm, or corporation, or the case of an
administrator or executor of the estate of a person deceased, or
an insurer subrogated to the rights of the insured.

6
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(1) Written Demand and Standard Form 95. A claim shall
be submitted by presenting a written statement with the amount of
the claim expreaeed in a sum certain, and, as far as poaaible,
describing the detailed facte and circumstances surrounding the
incident from which the claim arose. The Claim for Damage or
Injury, Standard Form 95, ehall be used whenever practical for
claims under the Federal Tort and Military Claims Acts. Claims
under the Personnel Claims Act shall be submitted on DD Form
1842. The claim and all other papers reguiring the signature of
the claimant shall be signed by the claimant personally or by a
duly authorized agent. If signed by an agent or legal represen-
tative, the claim shall indicate the title or capacity of the
person signing and be accompanied by evidence of appointment.
When more than one person has a claim arising from the same
incident, each person shall file a claim separately. A subrogor
and a aubrogee may file a claim jointly or separately.

(2) To Whom Submitted. Claims under the Federal Tort
and Military Claims Acte shall be submitted to the commanding
officer of the Navy or Marine Corps activity involved, if known.
Otherwise, they shall be submitted to the commanding officer of
any Navy or Marine Corps activity, preferably the one nearest to
where the accident occurred, the local Naval Legal Service
Command activity, or to the Judge Advocate General, 200 Stovall
Street. Alexandria, VA 22332-2400.

f. Claime--Action BY Receivina Command

(1) Record Date of ReCeiDtj. The first command receiving
a claim shall stamp or mark the date of receipt on the letter or
claim form. The envelope in which the claim was received shall
be preserved.

(2) peterm ine the Mili tary Activitv Involv ed. The
receiving command shall determine the Navy or Marine Corps
activity most directly involved with the claim--usually the
command where the incident is alleged to have occurred--and
forward a copy of the claim to that activity. The original claim
(and the transmittal letter, if a copy is forwarded to a more

appropriate activity) should i~ediately be sent to the servicing
Naval Legal Service Command activity claims office.

(3) >nitiate an Investigation. An investigation under
reference (a) and this instruction shall be commenced immediately
by the command meet directly involved with the claim. Once the
investigation haa been completed, an edvance copy shall be

7
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forwarded by the convening authority to the Naval Legal Service
Command activity providing claims support. Waiting until en-
dorsements have been obtained before providing a copy of the
investigation to the cognizant claims adjudicating authority is
neither required nor desirable. The facts of the incident must
be made known to cognizant claims personnel as soon as possible.

g. Claims--Action Bv Adiudicatinq Authority. The adjudicat-
ing authority is responsible for the following:

(1) Reviewinq Prior Actions. The adjudicating authority
determines whether an adequate investigation has been conducted,
whether the initial receipt date is recorded on the face of the
claim, and whether all holders of the investigation, if com-
pleted, are advised of the receipt of the claim.

(2) Determining Sufficiency of the Claim. The claim
should be reviewed and a determination of its sufficiency made.
If the claim is not sufficient as received, it shall be returned
to the party who submitted it along with an explanation of the
insufficiency. This does not constitute denial of the claim.
The claim shall not be considered “presented” until it is receiv-
ed in proper form.

(3) Adiudicatinq the Claim

(a) The adjudicating authority shall evaluate and
either approve or disapprove all claims within its authority,
except where the payment of multiple Federal Torts Claims Act
claims arising from the same incident will exceed .$25,000.00 in
the aggregate and thereby require approval of the Department of
Justice. In this latter instance, the claims and the investiga-
tive report shall be forwarded to the Judge Advocate General for
action.

(b) The adjudicating authority shall evaluate and,
where liability is established, attempt to settle claims for
amounts within its adjudicating authority. Permission of higher
authority to conduct settlement negotiations to effect such
settlements is not necessary. Negotiation at settlement figures
above the adjudicating authority-s payment limits may be at-
tempted if the claimant is informed that the final decision on
the claim will be made at a higher level.

(c) If a claim cannot be approved, settled, com-
promised. or denied within the adjudicating authority limits
>atsblished
promptly to

in this instruction, ~he claim-shall be ~eferred
the Judge Advocate General. The following materials

8
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shall be forwarded with the claim:

i. An official endorsement or letter of
transmittal containing a recommendation on resolution of the
claim;

ii. a memorandum of law containing a review of
applicable law, an evaluation of liability, and recommendation on
the settlement value of the case. Thie memorandum should con-
centrate on the unusual aapects of applicable law, chronicle the
attempts to resolve the claim at the local level, provide infor-
mation about the availability of witnesses, and outline any other
information material to a resolution of the claim, i.e. prior
dealings with the claimant-s attorney, local procedural rulee, or
peculiarities that may make trial difficult. The memorandum
should not repeat information readily obtained from the inves-
tigative report and should be tailored to the complexity of the
issuee presented. An abbreviated memorandum should be submitted
if the claim is statutorily barred becauae of the statute of
limitations or Federal Employees’ Compensation Act or otherwise
barred becauee of the ~ doctrine.

iii. The original investigative report and all
allied papers; and

the original claim filed by the claimant
(and the envelopei~n which it arrived, if preserved). The
adjudicating authority shall retain at least one copy of all
papers forwarded to the Judge Advocate General under this sec-
tion.

(d) See Appendices 1-4 and 1-5 to determine ap-
propriate adjudicating authorities and the monetary limits of
their adjudicating authority.

(4) PreDarina Litigation ReDorta. A litigation report
ia prepared when a lawsuit is filed and a complaint received.
The report Is addressed to the Department of Justice official or
the U.S. Attorney having cognizance of the matter. The report is
a narrative summary of the facts upon which the suit is based and
has as enclosures the claima file and a memorandum of law on the
issues presented.

(a) When the claim has been forwarded to the Judge
Advocate General prior to the initiation of a suit, litigation
reports originate in the Claims and Tort Litigation Division of
the Office of the Judge Advocate General.

9
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(b) When, however, the claim has not been forwarded
and is still under the cognizance of the Naval Legal Service
Command claims office, that command will ordinarily be required
to prepare and forward the litigation report to the requesting
organization. In this instance, the litigation report should be
sent directly to the cognizant Department of Justice official or
U.S. Attorney with a copy of the report and all enclosures to the
Judge Advocate General.

h. Claims--Paym ents. Claims approved for payment shall be
expeditiously forwarded to the disbursing office or the General
Accounting Office depending on the claims act involved and the
amount of the requested payment. Generally, payment of a Federal
tort claim above $2.500.00 reauires submission of the Davment
voucher to the General Accounting Office.
authorized payment vouchers are submitted
ing disbursing office for payment.

i. Claims--Settlement and Release

(1) Fully and Partiallv Approved

All other f;eid
directly to the servic-

Claims. When a
claim is approved for payment in the amount claimed, no settle-
ment agreement is necessary. When a federal tort, military, or
non-scope claim is approved for payment in a lesser amount than
that claimed, the claimant must indicate in writing a willingness
to accept the offered amount in full settlement and final satis-
faction of the claim. In the latter instance, no payment will be
made until a signed settlement agreement has been received. See
Appendices 1-2 and 1-3.

(2) Release

(a) Acceptance by the claimant of an award or
settlement made by the Secretary of the Navy or designees, or the
Attorney General or designees, is final upon acceptance by the
claimant. Acceptance is a complete releaae by claimant of any
claim against the United States by reason of the same subject
matter. Claimant-s acceptance of an advance payment does not
have the same effect.

(b) The claimant’s acceptance of an award or settle-
ment made under the provisions governing the administrative
settlement of Federal tort claims or the civil action provisions
of 28 U.S.C. $ 1346(b) also constitutes a complete release of any
claim against any employee of the Government whose act or omis-
sion gave rise to the claim.

j. Claims--Denial. A final denial of any claim within this
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chapter shall be in writing and sent to the claimant, hia attor-
ney, or legal representative by certified or registered mail with
return receipt requested. The denial notification shall include
a statement of the reason or reaaons for the denial. The notifi-
cation shall include a statement that the claimant may:

(a) If the claim ia cognizable under the Federal Tort
Claims Act. file suit in the appropriate United States District
Court within 6 months of the date of the denial notification.

(b) If the claim is cognizable under the Military Claima
Act, appeal in writing to the Secretary of the Navy within 30
days of the receipt of the denial notification. The notice of
denial shall inform the claimant or hia repreaentative that suit
is not possible under the Act.

k. Claims--Action When Suit Filed

(1) Action Reoui red of anv Navv Off icial Receivinq
Notice of suit. The commencement, under the civil action provis-
ions of the Federal Tort Claima Act (28 U.S.C. 5 1346(b)), of any
action against the United States and involving the Navy, that
cornea to the attention of any official in connection with his

● official duties, shall be reported immediately to the commanding
officer of the servicing Naval Legal Service Command activity who
shall take any necessary action and provide prompt notification
to the Judge Advocate General. The commencement of a civil
action against an employee of the Navy for actiona ariaing from
the performance of official duties shall be reported in the same
manner.

(2) Stem Upon Commencement of Civil” Action. Upon
receipt by “the Judge Advocate General of notice from the Depart-
ment of Justice or other source that a civil action involving the
Navy haa been initiated under the civil action provisions of the
Fe”deral Tort Claima Act, and there being no investigative report
available at the headquarters, a request shall be made to the
commanding officer of the appropriate Naval Legal Service Command
activity for an investigative report into the incident. If there
is not a completed investigation, the request shall be forwarded
to the appropriate naval activity to convene and complete such a
report. The commanding officer of the Naval Legal Service
Command activity shall determine whether an administrative claim
had been filed and. if available information indicates none had,
adviae the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Claims and Tort
Litigation Division) immediately.

a 11
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1. Claims--Sinale Service Responsibility

(1) The Department of Defense has assigned single-
service responsibility for processing claims in foreign countries
under the following acts. The service and country assignment
are in DODDIR 5515.8 of 9 June 1990.

(a) Foreign Claims Act (10 U.S.C. ~ 2734);

(b) Military Claims Act (10 U.S.C. 5 2733);

(c) International Agreements Claims Act (10
U.S.C. 5 2734a and b), on the pro-rata cost sharing of claims
pursuant to international agreement;

(d) NATO Status of Forces Agreement (4 UST 1792,
TIAS 2846) and other similar agreements;

(e) Medical Care Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. 5 2651-
2653) claims for reimbursement for medical care furnished bv the
United States;

(f) Nonscope Claims Act (10 U.S.C. 5 2737
not cognizable under any other provision of law;

(g) Federal Claims Collection Act of 1966
U.s.c. 5 3701); the Act of June 1921 (31 U.S.C. s 3702)
and demands by the U.S. Government; and

, claims

(31
claims

(h) P.L. 87-212 (10 U.S.C. 3 2736), advance or
emergency payments.

(2) Single service assignments for processing claims
mentioned

Salvador,
Honduras,
Receivinq

above are as follows:

(a) Department of the Army: Austria, Belgium, El
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Grenada,
Korea, the Marshall Islands, and Switzerland and as the
State Office in the United States under 10 U.S.C.

55 2734a-and 2734b and the NATO Status of Forces Agreement, and
other Status of Forces Agreements with countries not covered by
the NATO agreement.

(b) DeD?IrtIIEYk.Of the Navy: Bahrain, Iceland,
Israel, Italy, Portugal, and Tunisia.

(c) Department of the Air Force: Australia,
Azores, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Greece, India, Japan, Luxem-
bourg, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Saudi
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Arabia, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Egypt. Oman, and
claims involving, or generated by, the U.S. Central Command
(CSNTCOM) and the U.S. Special Operation Command (USSOC), that
arise in countries not specifically aseigned to the Departments
of the Army and the Navy.

(3) y.s. Eorces Afloat Ca sea Under .$2.500.00. Notwith-
standing the single eervice assignment above, the Navy may
settle claims under $2,500.00 caused by personnel not acting
within the scope of employment and arising in foreign ports
visited by U.S. forcee afloat and may, subject to the concurrence
of the authorities of the receiving state concerned, process such
claims.

m. “ sDecif ic Claima Procesaina Procedures. The enclosures
establish detailed procedures for processing claims filed under
the various Federal claims statutes. In the event of a conflict
between the information contained in paragraph 2 of this instruc-
tion and the enclosures, the latter control.

3. Action

The commanding officers and officers in
Service Command activities shall eneure
instruction.

charge of Naval
compliance with

J. E. WRDON

Distribution:
JAG Special List 60 (one copy each)
MARCORPS PCN 72000006600

Legal
thi e
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING CLAIMS UNDER
THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT

1. STATUTORY/REGULATORY AUTHORITY

The statutory provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA)
sre at 28 U.S.C. $5 1346(b), 2671-2672, and 2674-2680. The
Attorney General of the United States haa issued regulation on
administrative claims filed under the FPCA at 28 C.F.R. Part 14.
If the provisions of this enclosure and the Attorney General-s
regulations conflict, the Attorney General’s regulations prevail

2. SCOPE

This enclosure provides information regarding the administrative
processing and consideration of claims against the United Statee
under the FTCA. The FTCA is a limited waiver of sovereign
immunity. Under the FTCA, an individual can seek money damages
for personal injury, death, or property damage caused by the
negligent or wrongful act or omission of a Federal employee
acting within the scope of employment. The FTCA SISO providea
for compensation for injuries caused by certain intentional,
wrongful conduct. The liability of the United States is
determined in accordance with the law of the State where the act
or omission occurred.

3. EXCLUSIVENESS OF REMEDY

The Federal Employees Liability Reform and Tort
Comp~nsation Act of 1988, P.L. 100-694 (amending 28 U.S.C. ~~
2679(b) and 2679(d)). provides that the exclusive remedy for
damage or loss of property, or personal injury or death ariaing
from the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of all Federal
employees, acting within the scope of their employment, will be
againat the United States. This immunity from personal liability
doea not extend to allegations of constitutional torts, nor to
allegations of violstione of statutes specifically authorizing
suita against individuals.

b. Other statutory provisions create immunity from personal
liability for specific categories of Federal employees whose
conduct, within the scope of their employment, gives rise to
claims aaainst the Government. Department of Defense health care
provider; are specifically protect~d by 10 U.S.C. $ 1089, the
Gonzalez Act. 00D attorneys are specifically protected by 10
U.s.c. g 1054.
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4. DEFINITIONS

a. Neqliqent Conduct. Generally, negligence is the failure
to exercise that degree of care, skill, or diligence a reasonable
person would exercise under similar circumstances. Negligent
conduct can result from either an act or a failure to act. The
law of the place where the conduct occurred will determine
whether a cause of action lies against the Government. 28 U.S.C.
5$ 1346(b) and 2674.

b. Intentional Torts. Although any employee who commits an
intentional tort is normally considered to be acting outside the
scope of employment, the FTCA does allow claimants to seek
compensation for injuries arising out of the intentional torts of
assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, abuse of
process, and malicious prosecution, if committed by a Federal
investigative or law enforcement officer. An “inveatigative or
law enforcement officer” is any officer of the United States
empowered by law to execute searches, to seize evidence, or to
make arrests for violations of Federal law. 28 U.S.C. $ 2680(h).

c. Government EMD1OYM

(1) General. “Employee of the Government,” defined at
28 U.S.C. 5 2671, includes officers or employees of any Federal
agency, members of the U.S. military or naval forces, and persons
acting on behalf of a Federal agency in an official capacity. ●

(2) ~ernment Contractors. Government (also referred
to as independent) contractors, are those individuals or
businesses who enter into contracts with the United States to
provide goods or services. Because the definition of “Federal
agency, “ found at 28 U.S.C. 5 2671, specifically excludes “any
contractor with the United States,” the United States is
generally not liable for the negligence of Government
contractors. There are, however, three limited exceptioris to the
general rule, under which a cause of action against the United
States has been found to exist in some jurisdictions. They are:
(1) Where the thing or service contracted for is deemed to be an
“inherently dangerous activity”; (2) where a nondelegable duty in
the employer has been created by law, or; (3) where the employer
retains control over certain aspects of the contract and fails to
discharge that control in a reasonable manner.

(3) wOVeeS of NOnapDroDriated-fund Activities.
Nonappropriated-fund activities are entities established and
operated for the benefit of military members and their
dependents, and have been judicially determined to be “arms”’ of
the Federal government. These entities operate from self-
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generated funds, rsther than from funds appropriated by Congress.
Examplee include Navy and Marine Corps Exchanges, officer or
enlisted clubs, and recreational services activities. A claim
ariaing out of the act or omission of an employee of a
nonappropriated-fund activity not located in a foreign country,
acting within the scope of employment, is an act or omission
committed by a Federal employee and will be handled in accordance
with the FTCA. See paragraph 14b(3) below.

d. scoDe of emDlovm ent. “Scope of employment’” ia defined by
the law of respondeat superior (master and servant) of the place
where the act or omissipn occurred. Although 28 U.S.C. 5 2671
statee that acting within the scope of employment meane acting in
the line of duty, the converse is not always true. For
administrative purposes, a Government employee may be found “in
the line of duty,” yet not meet the criteria for a finding of
‘within the scope of employment” under the law of the place where
the act or omission occurred.

5. SCOPE OF LIABILITY

a. Terr itor ial Limitations. The FTCA doea not apply to any
claim ariaing in a foreign country. 28 U.S.C. 5 2680(k) and
Beattie v. United States, 756 F.2d 91 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

b. Exclusions from Liability. Statutea and case law have
established categories of exclusions from FTCA liability.

(1) Statutorv Excluaiona. Section 2680 of Title 28
lists claims not cognizable under the FTCA. They include:

(a) Claime based on the exercise or performance of,
or the failure to exercise or perform, a discretionary Government
function:

(b) admiralty claims under 46 U.S.C. 55 741-752 or
‘781-790. Claima under the Death on the High Seas Act (46 U.S.C.
S 761), however, are cognizable under the FTCA. All admiralty
claims will be referred to the Judge Advocate General for
adjudication. Admiralty claima against the Navy shall be
processed under Chapter X11 of the Manual of the Judge Advocate
General (JAGNAN):

(c) claims arieing from intentional torts, except
those referred to in paragraph 4b above;

(d) claime arising from the combat activities of
the military or naval forces, or the Coast Guard, during time of
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war.

(2) Additional Claims Not Pavable. Although not
expressly statutorily excepted, the following types of claims
shall not be paid under the FTCA:

(a) A claim for personal injury or death of a
member of the armed forces of the United States incurred incident
to military service or duty’. Compare United States v. Johnson,
481 U.S. 681 (1987); Feres v. United States, 340 U.S. 135 (1950)
with Brooks v. United States, 337 U.S. 49 (1949);

(b) any claim by military personnel or civilian
employees of the Navy, paid from appropriated funds, for personal
property damage occurring incident to service or Federal
employment, cognizable under 31 U.S.C. 5 3721 and the applicable
Personnel Claims Regulations (enclosure (5) of this instruction);

(c) any claim by employees of nonappropriated-fund
activities for personal property damage occurring incident to
Federal employment. These claims will be processed as indicated
in enclosure (3);

(d) any claim for personal injury or death covered
by the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act (5 U.S.C. S 8116c);

(e) any claim for personal injury or death covered
by the Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act (33 U.S.C.
6 905 and 5 U.S.C. 5 8171);

(f) that portion of any claim for personal injury
or property damage, caused by the negligence or fault of a
Government contractor, to the extent such contractor may have
assumed liability under the terms of the contract (see United
States v. Seckinqer, 397 U.S. 203 (1969) and paragraph 4c(2)
above );

(g) any claim against the Department of the Navy by
another Federal agency. Property belonging to the Government is
not owned by any one department of the Government. The
Government does not reimburse itself for the loss of its own
property except ,where specifically provided for by law; and

● 1

I

(h) any claim for damage to a vehicle rented
pursuant to travel orders. See Joint Federal Travel Regulations,
Vols. 1 and 2.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CLAIM

~oper Claimant. See paragraph 2d of this instruction.

Claim Pr eeented by Aqent or Leqal ReDr esentative. A
claim filed by an aqent or leaal representative will be filed in
the name of &e cla~mant; be ~igned-by the agent or legal
repreaentative; show the title or legal capacity of the person
signing: and be accompanied by evidence of the individual-a
authority to file a claim on behalf of the claimant.

c. Proper Claim. A claim ia a notice in writing to the
appropriate Federal agency of an incident giving rise to
Government liability under the FTCA. It must include a demand
for money damages in a definite sum for property damage, personal
injury, or death alleged to have occurred by reason of the
incident. The Attorney General-s regulations epecify that the
claim be filed on a Standard Form 95 (see Appendix l-l) or other
written notification of the incident. If a letter or other
written notification is used, it is eaaential that it aet forth
the same basic information reguired by Standard Form 95. Fai lure
to do so may result in a determination that the administrative
claim ia incomplete. A suit may be diamiaaed on the ground of
lack of subject matter jurisdiction based on claimant’e failure
to present a proper claim as reguired by 28 U.S.C. 5 2675(a).

d. Rr esentment. A claim is deemed presented when received
by the Navy in proper form.:..See paragraph 16a, below. A claim
against another agency, mistakenly addressed to or filed with the
Navy shall be transferred to the appropriate agency, if
ascertainable, or returned to the claimant. A claimant
presenting identical claims with more than one agency should
identify every agency to which the claim is submittad on every
claim form presented. Claima officers shall coordinate with all
other affected agencies and eneure a lead agency is designated.
28 C.F.R. 5 14.2.

7. INFORMATION AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

a. Proper Documentation. Depending on the type of claim,
claimants may be required to submit information, as follows:

(1) -h

(a) An authenticated death certificate or other
competent evidence showing cause of death, date of death, and age
of the decedent;
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(b)
death, including
last employment;

(c)

decedent’s employment or occupation at time of
monthly or yearly earnings and the duration of

full names, addresses, birth dates.
relationship, and marital statua of the decedent’s survivors,
including identification of survivors dependent for support upon
decedent at the time of death;

(d) degree of support provided by decedent to each
survivor at time of death;

(e) dece~ent”s general
condition before death;

(f) itemized bills for

physical and mental

medical and burial expenses;

(9) if damages for pain and suffering are claimed,
a physician’s detailed statement specifying the injuries
suffered, duration of pain and suffering, any drugs administered
for pain, and the decedent-s physical condition during the
interval between injury and death; and,

(h) any other evidence or information which may
affect the liability of the United States.

(2) Personal Injury

(a) A written report by attending physician or
dentist on the nature and extent of the injury, nature and extent
of treatment, any degree of temporary or permanent disability,
the prognosis, period of hoapitalization, and any diminished
earning capacity. In addition, the claimant may be required to
submit to a physical or mental examination by a physician
employed by any Federal agency. Upon written request, a copy of
the report of the examining physician shall be provided;

(b) itemized bills for medical, dental, and
hospital expenses incurred, or itemized receipts of payments of
such expenses;

(c) a statement of expected expenses for future
treatment;

(d) if a claim is made for lost wages, a written
statement from the employer itemizing actual time and wages lost;

(e) if a claim is made for lost self-employed
income, documentary evidence showing the amount of earnings
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actually lost: and

(f) any other
affect the liability of the
or the damages claimed.

evidence or information which may
United States for the personal injury

(3) ~ertv Damagg

(a) Proof of ownership;

(b) a detailed statement of the amount claimed for
each item of property;

(c) an itemized receipt of payment for necessary
repairs or itemized written estimates of the cost of repairs;

(d) a statement listing date of purchaae, purchase
price, and salvage value where repair is not economical; and

(e) any other evidence or information which may
affect the liability of the United Statea for the property
damage claimed.

b. Fail ure to Submit Necessarv Documentation. If claimant
fails to provide sufficient supporting documer?tation. claimant
should be notified of the deficiency. If after notice of the
deficiency, including reference to 28 C.F.R. S 14.4, the
information is still not supplied, two follow-up reguests should
be sent by certified mail, return receipt reguested. If after a
reasonable period of time the information is still not provided,
the appropriate adjudicating authority should deny the claim.

8. ANSND- OF THS CLAIM

A proper claim may be amended.at sny time prior to settlement,
denial, or the filing of suit. An amendment must be submitted in
writing and must be signed by the claimant or duly authorized
agent or legal representative. No finally denied claim for which
reconsideration has not been requested under paragraph 11 of this
enclosure may be amended.

9. INVESTIGATION AND EXAMINATION

Chapter VIII of the JAGNAN reguirea an investigation for every
incident that may result in a claim against or in favor of the
United States. Where a Dreviouslv unanticipated claim is filed
against the Government akd an inv~stigation”has
conducted, the appropriate claims officer shall

7

not already been
immediately
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request an investigation. See Chapter VIII of the JAGMAN for
specific action required by an adjudicating authority.

10. DENIAL OF THE CLAIM

Final denial of an administrative claim shall be in writing and
shall be sent to the claimant, his duly authorized agent or legal
representative by certified or registered mail, with return
receipt requested. The notification of final denial shall
include the reasons for the denial. The notification shall
include a statement informing the claimant of his right to file
suit in the appropriate Federal district court not later than 6
months after the datejof the mailing of the notification. 28
C.F.R. S 14.9(a).

11. RECONSIDERATION

a. Reauest. Prior to the commencement of suit and prior to
the expiration of the 6-month period for filing suit, a claimant
or his duly authorized agent or legal representative may present
a request for reconsideration to the authority who denied the
claim. The request shall be in writing and shall state the
reasons for the requested reconsideration. A request for
reconsideration is presented on the date it is received by the
DON . 28 C.F.R. 5 14.9(b).

b. ProDer Basis. A request for reconsideration shall set
forth claimant-s reasons for the request, and shall include any ●
supplemental supporting evidence or information. Any writing
communicating a desire for reconsideration that reasonably
appears to have been presented solely for the purpose of
extending the statutory period for filing suit, shall not be
treated as a request for reconsideration. Claimant or claimant’s
authorized representative shall be notified promptly that the
writing is not considered a proper reguest for reconsideration.

Effect of Presentment of Reauest. The presentment of a
prop~~ reguest for reconsideration starts a new 6-month period
for the DON to act on the request to reconsider. The claimant
may not file suit until the expiration of the new 6-month period,
or until after the date of mailing of the final denial of the
reguest. Final denial of a regueat for reconsideration shall be
accomplished in the manner prescribed in paragraph 10, above. 28
C.F.R. $ 14.9(b).

12. SUITS UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT (FTCA)

a. Venue Venue is proper only in the judicial district
where th~~ntiff resides or where the act or omission
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complained of occurred. 28 U.S.C. 5 1402.

b. Jurv trial. There ie no right to trial by jury in suits
brought under the FTCA. 28 U.S.C. 5 2402.

c. Settlement. The Attorney General of the United States,
or designee, may arbitrate, compromise, or settle any action
filed under the FTCA. 28 U.S.C. ~ 2677. See psragraph 14a(2)
below.

d. Litigation suD~

(1) who Dr ovides. me adjudicating authority holding a
claim at the time suit is filed shall be reeponeible for
providing necessary assistance to the Department of Justice
official or U.S. Attorney responsible for defending the
Government-e interests.

(2) J.liticlation rep ort. A litigation report, including a
legal memorandum emphasizing anticipated issuea during
litigation, shall be furnished to the appropriate Department of
Justice official or U.S. Attorney. See paragraph 2g(4) of thie
instruction.

(3) Pr etrial discovery. Complete and timely responses
to discovery requests are vital to the effective defense of tort
litigation. Subject to existing persomel and resources
available, appropriate aaeistance shall be provided. The Judge
Advocate General should be notified promptly when special
probleme are encountered in providing the requested assistance.

(4) Preserv ation of evidence. Tort litigation is often
accomplished over an extended period of time. Every effort shall
be made to preserve files, documents, and other tangible evidence
that msy bear on litigation. Destruction of such evidence, even
in accordance with
defense of a case.

13. DAMAGES

routine operating procedures, undermines

a. Generally. The measure of damagee ia determined by the
law of the place where the act or omission occurred. When there
is s conflict between local and applicable Federal law, the
latter governs. 28 U.S.C. S 1346(b).

b. Limitations on Li ability. The United States is not
liable for interest prior to judgment or for punitive damages.
In a death case, if the place where the act or omission
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complained of occurred provides for only punitive damages, the
United States will be liable in lieu thereof, for actual or
compensatory damages. 28 U.S.C. 5 2674.

c. Setoff. The United States is not obligated to pay twice
for the same injury. Claimants under the FTCA may have received
Government benefits or services as the result of the alleged
tort. The cost of these services or benefits shsll be considered
in arriving at any award of damages. For example, the cost of
medical or hospital services furnished at Government expense,
including CHANPUS payments, shall be considered. Additionally,
benefits or services received under the Veterans Act (38 U.S.C.
5S 101-800) must be considered. Brooks v. United States, 337
Us. 49 (1949).

d. ~. Any damage award in a suit brought under the FTCA
is limited to the amount claimed administratively unless based on
newly discovered evidence. 28 U.S.C. 5 2675(b). Plaintiff must
prove the increased demand is based on facts not reasonably
discoverable at the time of the presentment of the claim or on
intervening facts relating to the amount of the claim.

14. SETTLEMENT AND PAYNENT

Settlement. 28 U.S.C. S 2672, 28 C.F.R. 55 14.2(b)(3),
14.l;~b).

(1) Settlement Aqreement

(a) When Required. A settlement agreement, signed
by the claimant, must be received prior to payment in every case
in which the claim is either (1) settled for leas than the full
amount claimed or (2) the claim was not presented on a Standard
Form 95. See Appendices 1-2 and 1-3 for sample settlement
agreements.

(b) Contents. Every settlement agreement must
contain language indicating payment is in full and final
settlement of the applicable claim. Each settlement agreement
shall contain language indicating acceptance of the settlement
amount by the claimant, or his agent or legal representative,
shall be final and conclusive on the claimant, or his agent or
legal representative, and any other person on whose behalf or for
whose benefit the claim has been presented, and shall constitute
a complete release of any claim against the United States and
against any employee of the Government whose conduct gave rise to
the claim, by reason of the same subject matter. 28 C.F.R. 5
14.10(b). In cases where partial payment will benefit both
claimant and the Government, such as payment for property damage
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to an automobile, the settlement agreement shall be tailored to
reflect the terms of the partial settlement. All settlement
agreements shall contain a recitation of the applicable statutory
limitation of attorneya feea. 2S U.S.C. 5 2678.

(2) in Settl@nent Negotiation s Inv lvina the

~. Agency concurrence is general~y sought by
the Department of Juetice or U.S. Attorney’s office prior to
settlement of suite involving the OON. Requests for concurrence
in settlement proposala shall be referred to the appropriate DON
adjudicating authority with primary responsibility for monitoring
the claim. Adjudicating authorities shall consult with the Judge
Advocate General concerning proposed settlements beyond their
adjudicating authority.

b.

(1) ~. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. S 2672
and in accordance with 28 C.F.R. $ 14.6(a), the Secretary of the
Navy or designee, acting on behalf of the United States, may
compromise or settle any claim filed againat the Navy under the
FTCA, provided any award, compromise, or settlement by the Navy
in excess of $25,000.00 may be effected only with the prior
written approval of the Attorney General or designee. Title 28
C.F.R. 5 14.6 requires consultation with the Department of
Justice prior to compromise or settlement of a claim in any
amount when:

(a) A new precedent or a
involved;

(b) a guestion of policy

(c) the United States ia
indemnity or contribution from a third

new point of law is

is or may be involved;”

or may be entitled to
party and the agency is

unable to adjust the third party claim;- -

(d) the compromise of a particular claim, as a
practical matter, will or may control the disposition of a
related claim in which the amount to be paid may exceed
$25,000.00; or

(e) the DON is informed or is otherwise aware that
the United States or an employee, agent, or coat-plus contractor
of the United States ia involved in litigation based on a claim
arising out of the same incident or transaction.

(2) ~eci~eaation ~. See Appendix
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1-4 for amount of payment authority and Appendix 1-5 for specific
territorial responsibility.

(3) Fundinq. Claims approved for .$2,500.00 or less are
paid from DON appropriations. Claims approved in excess of
$2,500.00 are paid from the judgment fund and must be forwarded
to the United States General Accounting Office (GAO) for payment.
28 C.F.R. $ 14.10(a). See Appendix 1-6. Claims arising out of
the operation of nonappropriated-fund activities and approved for
payment, shall be forwarded to the appropriate nonappropriated-
fund activity for payment.

15. ATTORNEY-S FEES

Attorney’s fees are limited fo 20 percent of any compromise or
settlement of an administrative claim, and are limited to 25
percent of any judgment rendered in favor of a plaintiff, or of
any
are
the

16.

settlement accomplished after suit is filed. These amounts
to be paid out of the amount awarded and not in addition to
award. 28 U.S.C. 5 2678.

TIME LIMITATIONS

a. Administrative claim. Every claim filed against the
United States under the FTCA must be presented in writing within
2 years after the claim accrues. 28 U.S.C. $ 2401(b). Federal
law determines the date of accrual. A claim accrues when the
claimant discovers or reasonably should.have discovered the
existence of the act giving rise to the claim. In computing the
statutory time period, the day of the incident is excluded and
the day the claim was presented included.

b. Amendments. Upon timely filing of an amendment to a
pending claim, the DON shall have 6 months to make a final
disposition of the claim as amended, and the claimant’s option to
file suit under 28 U.S.C. S 2675(a) shall not accrue until 6
months after the presentment of an amendment. 28 C.F.R. 5
14.2(c).

c. Suits. A civil action is barred unless suit is filed
against the United States not later than 6 months after the date
of mailing of notice of final denial of the claim. 28 U.S.C. 5
2401(b). The failure of the DON to make final disposition of a
claim within 6 months after it is presented shall, at the option
of the claimant any time thereafter, be deemed a final denial of
the claim. 28 U.S.C. 5 2675(a).
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srrmm ,vamfim

[11[Hel herebyagreetnacceptthemm 01

Mn’MISMm 1s01csNfs(s_, _. _) in[u]1satisfactionandfinalsettlementofanyendallclaimI11

Iaelma haveorintlr?futureeayhaveegahettheUNI~ STATSSOFMICA aoditsegeetsaridemployeae.

allege.dlyarisingfrm IoedicaleelpracticeattheNavalReqionelMedicalSenter. .1lea

aotncobileaccidentat II I Ionorabet 19_.I Ifrmonortint—.

—.— .19_. b ,I.reeeltinginIinjeriestu 1lure

deathof II 1.

inmeeideratieafor”thapaywrtoftheme statedabm% IIIItalFilliedemifyandtmldhamfemthe

UNI~ SlA7ESOFARTMCAanditsegentaandenployeesfrmenyarrdallclaim.actiona,orprccwdiegsvbicb

nayhereafterbeeesertedorhmqhtbyoranMal fofanyp?manormtitytorecoverfordaeageearisicq

antoforrefatedt4I(ny)(ear)intereetinI*thenattersallegedintheclainfiledbyIesl[eel.

~~persgantb ZEo.S,C.I2678(1982)II1Iwel.theUOdOrSignr!d,fUrtireragreethataOatbxw’s fee

“inthearanrntofnotmre thantaentypercent(20%)or . DlLLA2SAATlltulssNrs

(s. . )shellbepaidto .Seqrire,lay]Iourlattimey.ibicbme shall

bepideetatW pmmedeofthesettleneatemuetpayableto[ml (us]eednetinadditionthereto.

A= Icmwrrl

DATE . Mm

HITNBS

ADDmSOFIrlnrm

lTbiBp3raseeeyteappropriateincaseswheretherearebremaeltiplec1ainantaorsubmgaee.
*~fiiaamtmm ianetuee4incameinwhichaclaic!antisactmeprewrtedbylegalWJMel.
**[*~i]i~ryclaimM casestheappropriatecitetlonofarrtirityla10IJ.S.C.I2723(lM).
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SSTMMNf AORMMRNT
(withninorchildren) ●

III[He] individuallyandasthe[fatherIlandI lmth~r!andlegal

guardianof[my)Inurlnirrnr[child]lchildrenl, and

IIl[wel herebyagreetoacceptthesumof

~LLARSANDIKOlCSNTS($_, _. _) infullsatisfactionandfinalaettlernentofmy andallclaim

[IIIweInowhaveorinthefuturemayhaveagainsttheIJNITFJLTATSSOFAlfSRICAanditsagentsand

employees.allsgadlyarisingfmn [medicalmalpracticeattheNavalRegionalHeiicalCenter.

.IIanautombile accidentat II 1Innorstout

19_,1 [fromonorabut ,19_, tn .I,resultingin[injuries

b I[thedwtbof II 1.

Inmmideratimforthepaynentofthfaunstatadabove,II1IweIwil1 indennifyandtoldhamlesa

tbeUNITSOSTATESOFAMERICAanditsaqentaandernplnyeesfmnanyandal1claim,actions.or

pmcesdingswhichnayhereafterbeassertalorbrnqhtbyoronMalf ofanypersonorentitytnrecover

fordamgesariaingoutoforrelatsdto[(my)(our)interestinI*thenatteraalleqedintheclaim

filedbylnellusl.
a

●*firauantt,nZ8U. S.C. I z678(]983)[1IIwel.theundersigned.furtheragreethatanattorney’s

feeiitbeamuntofnotmre thantwentyp?.rcent(20%)nr DJLLARSAND[MI]

c~s (s , )shallixpaidh ,Ssgrrire,lny1[our1attorney,which

sunshallk paidnutnfthepmceedaoftbesettlementasmurtpayabletolneIIUS1andnotinadditio~

theretn.

AITIRNRY [cLAInANfl

OATS OATS

Ilmms

MORSSSOFHITNSSS

*ThisphrasenaybeappropriateincaseswherethereareAnommltipleclaimantsorsubmgees.
●*Thissentenceisnotused in cases inwhichaclainantisnotrepresentedW legalmlUISel.
●*[nHllitarYClalmAticasestheappropriatecitatinnnfauthmityis10U.S.C.!2733(lW).
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TABLE OF DELEGATED AND DESIGNATED AUTHORITY TO PAY A CLAIM

A. DELEGATED AND DESIGNATED FEDEML TORT CLAIMS ACT
AUTHORITY

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL unlimited+

DEPUTY JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL unlimited*

ASSISTANT JUDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL (GENERAL LAW) unlimited*

DEPUTY ASSISTANT JUDGE
ADVOCATE GENERAL (Claims

and Tort Litigation)

HEAD, FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS
BRANCH, CLAIMS AND TORT
DIVISION, OJAC

COMMANDING OFFICERS OF NAVAL
LEGAL SERVICE OFFICES;
OFFICERS IN CFIARGE OF NAVAL
LEGAL SERVICE OFFICE
DETACHMENTS WHEN SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNATED BY COGNIZANT
COMMANDING OFFICERS OF NAVAL
LEGAL SERVICE OFFICES

$25,000.00

.$20,000.00

$20,000.00

B. The authority to deny Federal Tort Claims is double the
Federal Tort Claims Act approval authority ahown above. The
Judge Advocate General, the Deputy Judge Advocate General, the
Assistant Judge Advocate General (General Law), and the Deputy
Assistant Judge Advocate General (Claims and Tort Litigation) may
deny Federal Tort Claima in any amount.

●need approval of
Dept. of Justice
over S25,000.00
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mm oFmmm REEFuNsIBtLInFORPAYHENSOFIWT CLAIMS

RRSFUNSIBLECIJMAND

NAVLFXXWJFFNXHMRT

NAVLSGSVC4XFPEILAOELPEIA

NAVLSOSVCOFFIIASRIN3TJN.W

NAVIMSVCOFFSURFULK

NAVMIXVCOFFCRARLES3UN

NAVHMVCWFJACKSONVILLE

NAVLFGSVWFFPENSACOLA

NAVLEGEVCOFFlITWiiIS

NAVLEGSVCOFFGREATLAIRS

NAVLEWVCOFFCORHJSCKRIETI

NAvLF&ivcmFSANOILDI

TsRRImw

HAMS,VZMNiT,NZHHANFSHIRE,NASSACRUSRTTS,MOOEISLANO,
●

ANucoNNlcTIcuP

PENNSYLVANIA,NE!4JERSEY,OHIO,ANONZHYORK

MARYLANO.TKEOISi”RICTOFCOLIN4BIA,AMINURTRZRNVIRGINIA
AREA(21P220-223)

HZETVIRCINIA(LESSMXTREBNV1ffiINIAAREA--ZIP2Z0-Z23).
MO NORTRCASULINA(COUNTIESOFCUBBITSCK.CAHDSN,
PAQWMNX,GATES,PE?!QUIMANS.CEOHAN,DARE.TVRRJLL.
HASEINGMN.RYOE.BZAUMRT,PML1c13.CRAVZN,JONES.
CARTSRET,AND0NSU3HONLY).BETWOA.ICELANTI.GREEMAND,
AZWS, TRBCARIBBEAN.TREREPUBLICSOFGUATENALA,EL
SALWJIOR,HONDUTAS,NICARAGUA,Cf3TARICA,ANTIPANMA,
BELIZE.CJILJXBIA.VENEZUELA.GUYANA.mR GUIANA,EURINAH,
BRAZIL,BOLIVIA.PARAGUAY.URICUAY.ARGENTINA,ANDALL
ATLAWTICANDARCTICOWN ARSASANDISLANDSWI mWIEB
AESIGNZO

RJRTBCASULINA(LESSIXWTTIESOFCURRITW,K,CANOEN,
PAQUJTONX,GATES.PESQUH4ANS.CBOHAN,OARS,TYRBBLL.
HAERISGTON.BYOE.BEAUFOST,PAMLIC13.CRAVEN,JONES,
CARTERAT,ONEIOH),ANTIG5YMIA(LESSCJ3UNTIESOFCRMW3N.
cAhDzN.ANDGLm)

TBATFURTIONOFFLQRIDAMET OFTEEHZSCSRNBOUNDARIESOF
GAOSEN,LIBERTY.ANDFRANKLINCOUNTIESANDGEORGIA(COWTIES
OFCNABLTON.CA140ZN.ANDGLVNN)

● “

FIJ3R1OAIPZNSACOLMPANAUACITYAREA(ZIP324-325)1,ALABAM4,
IOUISIANAAND141SSISS1PPI(TBATFORTIONSOWNOF14AER1WITJN,
BIN4T’RRRYS,KOIMS,AlTAM.HINL?ON.ANONOKIJBZECOUWIES,
Ml TRATFURTIONOFTREGULFOFKRKICJ3ZAETOFL13!AXTUOE5U
u)

HISWJBI,TBNNESSKE.KENIWKY.ARKANSAS.MiDTBATPOSTIONOF
MISSISSIPPItT3RTROFME SUUTNERNBOUNDARIESOFHAERIMON.
NLN4TRREYS.ROWS. ATTALA.HINSMN.ANDNOYJJWACOUNTIES

WJRTNOAKOTA.SUUI’NOAZOTA,NEBRASKA,WNNMTA. MICHIGAN,
10HA,HIECONSIN,ILLINOIS.ANDINDIANA

TEKAs

CALIFUBNIA(lIIFEBIAJIWJNTV,SANOIEMCOUNTY.ANllTBATAREA
ItELUDEOINMARINECORPSBASE,CAMPPENOLEFJNEmIt?3 INTO
ORAWBCOUNTY,ONLY).TBATFOBTIONOFKEKICOINCLUOIWAND
14ESTOFTEESTATESOFCtllBUABUA.0URAN33.NAYARIT.JALISD2.
ANDCOLI14A.PACIFICfxsANAREASAND]ms 93UTROF
LATITUDE45NANDEASTOFLJ3tWTUOE135H,SCUAW3R,PZRU,
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NAVLSCWCUFFlJIffiBEACH

WLDXMOFF SANFRANCISCO

lL4vLmmoFFPm SoUluI

NAWSmVmFFPEARLNAREf.m

NA’AWWJFFHAVmRY

NAWXVCOFFGUM

NAVTECSVMFFEUBICBAY

CEILE.ARIZONA,NM IISSICO,OSWO!lA.ANDNEVMA(CLARK
CouNrTO’NLY)

YRATFURTIONOFCALIFURNJAINSSRN.SANYABARBARA.WFURA.
LA?5AAWLESMD ORAIUiEIYIJNYISS(SXCLUOINGMRINSCORPS
MEE,W PENULS?ON).RIVEISIDC.SANBSRNAOINJ,ANDYRs
CHINALA5eNAVALHEAMNScm

SORYRZMCALIMP,NIACLNNYISSOFSANLUISOBISFO.KIKGE,
YULARE,Iwo,MO ALLmiss tiuR7RTNSREOF),MMRAD3.
NSWA (LESSCLARKCOUNTY).UYAB,AETIKANSAS

HASRl~N.ORSWN.10ARO.MllilANA.HYWW. AKOALASKA

NAHAI1.IIXLIDIKMOHAYAADPACIFIClSLANOFCSSBSIONS
ESIiWC~FRCNIIAHAII

CLAIMINVOLVIMWHAliQSIJXA7EJIATNAVALSYATION.HAVMRY,
FWRIOA

0UA!4.ME m TERRIYORYOFYBEPACIFICISLANUS.YBE
REPUBLICOFYESMRSEALLIELANOS,YREFSOSRA~SYATSSOF
HICRUNEEIAANDYRECWWWALTR OFTRsW3RYBsMinARIANAs

JAPAN.OKINAHA.KORRA.TBATPORYMNOFIRElillRAEIAN
CONYINENYm OFLATIYIME30NAN71EM OFlJJffiIMOEWE.
ANOYFIOSRPACIFICAM AF!XICCCRANW AIUJISLANDStNIRTN
OFLATIYUOS31NYNATAREEASYOFIJJXCIYUOEWE ANOIiXSYOF
IJltmUos170H

susuF&.IRSAFRICANWNYINSNY(eKcLuolffiIBATFURY104
‘‘- ~s[~’ TONM CUBICBAY).YESEURASIANCHN.

.. m (BKCL101t13TRArmm.. IRSRDXM$lm m NLso
YOY.CSUKAMO NLm CUBICBAY).MD TRBHF21YF3RMEMm

PRILIPPINCS.BOW KOW.SIIMMRS,Dii CmIA. ND UN-
LESSIYYBEWISESFSVIFISO,ALLPACIFICANOINOIANOXAN
AREASAIUJISLAtUISLLAMYSOBEYUEENUIATIYUOE135EANOLO..-
GIYWE15E:lJYiSIOFIA.M!IALIA,KENYA.TANEANIA,IIJEMBIQuI.
SMBILMO.LwYBo,MO muYBAFRICA:TRArmRIIoNOFYRR
ROlfASIANCUN71NZliTWYB OFLATITUOE30NANTISASYOFUIWX-
TOY)S60E

. .
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Do not fill inVWC6erNo.................................

VOUCHER FOR PAVMENT Do not fill inSAedukNo. ................. . .
UNDER FF,OERALTORT CLAIMSACT

Claim No. . . .. ..P.o...Q.L_f_$.U.U.. .il!...

`-""""-"""-""-"""""‘*’DBI

u~, .D.epartmentOf the Navy ‘- Naval Legal ServiceOffice,Philadelphia

Voucher/J,c@md af ..!.:.S.:..N!V!.;.. B.~.S.$.?...p.b!.!.fG.Fl.P.~J.?.:...P~.....!.??j.?...~.Y..3. ?..>.g.gO

lHEUNITEDSTATFS,Dr.

TO..JO.@Doe, Sr., as Guardianof John Doe, Jr., 6 Joseph Smith,Esq.
'C/0"Srn-ii"h;""JOriiS"-S"Bia"i-k"''i"&-i;i~""""""""""""""'"""-----"""`-""""""-""""""-"-""`""""""'-`-"'

Addrtx .3~2..U?Sg..!?U?!?.. !!:.? ..?:.!:... !O!..!!!.?..!!W..?OFb.? ...F ....!.!~a ..............

10 000.00Amount claimed, $. . ...2 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. Date claim =1’u~ . ..--. ---.--------.----..- . . ..-..- . . ..-.- . . ..!??!!?~.~.!. ._._.-... 19.94..

Amountofaward,.ompr.mise,w settlement ...EQlJR..THQLlMNUKMANS..ANQ-M..!2EN!-S..........@s.M.Q@__._...._..
BaIm’ Dz5cIumoN OF tl.AIM: (S.,attachments for furtherexplanationindetaiL)
On January18, 1990,a O.S. Navy vehicle operatedhy Joe Doakeswhile actingwithin the
scopeof his Federalemployment,strucka vehicle in which claimantwas a passenger. The
accidentoccurredat the intersectionof t-fainand Broad Avenue,Paoli,Pennsylvania. The
claimantwas not contributorilynesligent,and he’has agreed in writingto acceptthe above
sum in full settlementof his claim. This claim is consideredproper for paymentunder
the FederalTorts ClaimsAct (28 u.S.C. 2;671-72,2674-2680)

ACCEPTANCEBY CIAIMANT(S)
1,(We), the claimant (s), do hereby acceptthewithin-statedaward, compromise,or settlement M final and conclusive .m me (w),

and agree that said acceptance cnnsttt.tes a, ~mrdate i+- by me (.s) of any claim against the United States and F.LTaiti the
employee ~f the Government whose act oromlsmon gave nse to the CIanneby rem%cmof the same subject matfer.

SIGN .. . . .._. _ .. . . .._. 4 ______________________
Date .. Do..nnL.flJJ-.ti 19.. . . . . OR: G~;AL (CulMut)

Not necessary. !EncloseSF-95 (and settlemen ..—.._______________ .
nt s ess than amount statedon SF-95)— (-t)

Thisclaimhns been fully examined in accordance with the I%muar.t fo the authority vested in me, 1 certify that this
pmviaions of the Fcdere.1 Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. 2672), voucher is correct and proper for payment in tk
and is approval in the

nln.mntof $.4.a.w2:!2?_....__ ~o”nt .f $..p?..cg!-ki~inin

-.- . . ..- .. . . ..(.s.igp.a.t.y.~.e.) .. . . . . . . . . . .------------------------------- To be si~nedby GAO
[u d w- -., or .Iburkd mm.) ‘---”-----””””-”””-‘-”--ii”%&iiZ-=iiZ&-&~----

—..

Date ...- . . ..4?Y.-?.>- . .. . . . 19..!?! Date .!??..?~~._!?~l_.~?. 19._..

SIGN ORIGINAL ONLY
Commanding Officer

Title....W.>Q....?hiladeWZ?
SIGNORIGINAL ONLY

.. ... . . . . . . .. Title .M_w!...w.xL,L_.. .._.

ACCOUNTING9AS51FlCAl10N

“.——-,,.—. ●
hidh M NO___________
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JAGINST 5890.1
17 Jan 91

PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING
MILITARY CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY. 10 U.S.C. S 2733, as amended, commonly
referred to as the Military Clsims Act (MCA).

2. SCOPE . This enclosure prescribes the substantive bases and
special procedural requirements for the settlement of claima
againet the United Statea for death,
loss.

personal injury, or damage,
or destruction of property:

a. Caused bv Military Personnel or Civilian EmDlov eea of the
Department of the Navv (DON) “ihereinafter_DON Dersonnel~. For
the purposes of this enclosure, DON personnel include all
military personnel of the Navy and Marine Corpe, volunteer
workers, and others serving as employees of the DON with or
without compensation, and members of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration or of the Public Health Service when
eerving with the DON. DON personnel does not include DON
contractors or their employees.

b. Incident to Noncombat Activities of the DON. Claime for
personal injury or death of a member of the Armed Forces or Coaet
Guard, or civilian officer or employee of the U.S. Government
whose injury or death ia incident to service, however, are not
payable.

Territorial Limitation. There ia no geographical
limi~~tion on the application of the MCA, but if a claim arising
in a foreign country is cognizable under the Foreign Claims Act
(10 U.S.C. $ 2734), the claim shall be processed under that
statute. See Chapter VIII, Part B of the Manual of the Judae “
Advocate General (JAGNAN) and 10 U.S.C. 5 2733(b)(2).

d. w. The MCA
and payment of certain
consented to be sued.

3. CLAIMS PAYABLE

authorizes the administrative settlement
claima. The United States has not

a. General,. Unless otherwise prescribed, a claim for .
personal injury, death, or damage or loss of real or personal
property is payable under this provision when:

(1) Caused by an act or omission determined to be
negligent, wrongful. or otherwise involving fault of DON
personnel acting within the scope of their employment; or
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(2) incident to noncombat activities of the DON. A
claim may be settled under this provision if it arises from
authorized activities essentially military in nature, having
little parallel in civilian pursuits, and in which the U.S.
Government has historically assumed a broad liability, even if
not shown to have been caused by any particular act or omission
by DON personnel while acting within the scope of their
employment. Examples include practice firing of missiles and
weapons, sonic booms, training and field exercises, and maneuvers
that include operation of aircraft and vehicles, use and
occupancy of real estate, and movement of combat or other
vehicles designed especially,for military use. Activities
incident to combat, whether or not in time of war, and use of L)ON
personnel during civil disturbances are excluded.

b. .%ecific Claims Payable. Claims payable by the DON under
aubparagraphs 3a(1) and 3a(2) above shall include, but not be
limited to:

(1) Reqistered or Insured Mail. Claims for damage to,
10ss, or destruction, even if by criminal acts, of registered or
insured mail while in the possession of DON authorities are
payable under the MCA. This provision is an exception to the
general requirement that compensable damage, loss, or destruction
of personal property be caused by DON personnel while acting
within the scope of their employment or otherwise incident to
noncombat activities of the DON. The maximum award to a claimant
under this section is limited to that to which the claimant
would be entitled from the Postal Service under the registry or
insurance fee paid. The award shall not exceed the cost of the
item to the claimant regardless of the fees paid. Claimant may
be reimbursed for the postage and registry or insurance fees.

(2) ProDertv Bailed to the DON. Claims for damage to or
loss of personal property bailed to the DON, under an express or
implied agreement are payable under the MCA, even though legally
enforceable against the U.S. Government as contract claims,
unless by express agreement the bailer has assumed the risk of
damage, loss, or destruction. Claims filed under this paragraph
may, if in the best interest of the U.S. Government, be referred
to and processed by the Office of the General Counsel, DON, as
contract claims.

(3) Real Property. Claims for damage to real property
incident to the use and occupancy by the DON, whether under an
express or implied lease or otherwise, are payable under the MCA
even though legally enforceable against the DON as contract
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claims. Claims filed under this paragraph may, if in the beat
interest of ths U.S. Government, be referred to and processed by
the Office of the General Counsel, DON, as contract claims.

(4) Pr oDertv of U.S. !.lilitarv Personnti. Claims of U.S.
military personnel for property lost, damaged, or destroyed under
conditions in subparagraphs 3a(1) and (2) occurring on a military
installation, not payable under the Military Personnel and
Civilian Employees” Claims Act, are paysble under the MCA.

(5) Health care and Leaal As sis tance Pr ovidera. Claims
ariaing from the personal liability of DON health care and legal
assistance personnel for costs, aettlementa, or judgments for
negligent acts or omissions while acting within the scope of
assigned duties or employment are payable under the MCA. See
paragraph 14 of this enclosure.

4. CLAIMS NOT PAYABLE. The following are not payable under the
MCA :

a. Any claim for damage, loss, destruction, injury, or death
which was proximately caused, in whole or in part, by any
negligence or wrongful act on the part of the claimant, or his
agent or employee, unless the law of the place where the act or
omission complained of occurred would permit recovery from a
private individual under like circumstance, and then only to the
extent permitted by that law.

b. by claim resulting from action by the enemy or resulting
directly or indirectly from any act by armed forces engaged in
combat.

Any claim for%eimbursement of medical, hospital, or
buri;i expenses to the extent already paid by the U.S.
Government;.

d.

Act, as

Chapter

Any claim cognizable under:

(1) Military Personnel and
amended. 31 U.S.C. 5 3721.

Civilian Employees” Claims

(2) Foreign Claima Act. 10 U.S.C. 5 2734.

(3) 10 U.S.C. 5 7622, relating to admiralty claims. See
XII of the JAGMAN.

(4) Federal Tort Claima Act. 28 U.S.C. S5 2671, 2672,.
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and 2674-2680.

(5) International Agreements Claims Act. 10 U.s.c.
~~ 2734a and 2734b.

(6) Federal Employees’ Compensation Act. 5 U.s.c.
55 8101-8150.

(7) Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act. 33
U.s.c. 55 901-950.

Any claim for damage.to or loss or destruction of real or
pers~nal property founded in written contract [except as provided
in subparagraphs 3b(2) and 3b(3) above] .

●

f. Any
as provided

9. Any

h. Any
to delivery

claim for rent of real or personal property [except
in subparagraphs 3b(2) and 3b(3) above] .

claim involving infringement of patents.

claim for damage, loss, or destruction of mail prior
by the Postal Service to authorized DON personnel or

occurring due to the fault of, or while in the hands” Of, bonded —
persomel.

i. Any claim by a national, or corporation controlled by a
national, of a country in armed conflict with the United States,
or an ally of such country, unless the claimant is determined to
be friendly to the United States.

j. Any claim for personal injury or death of a member of the
Armed Forces or civilian employee incident to his service. 10
U.s.c.

k.
bailor

1.

. .
s 2733(b)(3).

Any claim for damage to or loss of bailed property when
specifically assumes such risk.

Any claim for taking private real property by a
continuing trespass or by technical trespass such as overflights
of aircraft.

m. Any claim based solely on compassionate grounds.

5. FILING CLAIM

a. Who May File. See, generally, paragraph 2d of this
instruction. Under the MCA, specifically, the following are
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proper claimants:

(1) U.S. citizens and inhabitanta

(2) U.S. military personnel and civilian employees,
except not for personal injury or death incident to service.

(3) Persons in foreign countries who are not
inhsbitaita.

(4) States and their
agencies) .

(5) Prisoners of war
personal injury.

political subdivisiona (including

for personal property, but not

(6) Subrogees, to the extent they paid the claim.

b. Who Mav Not File

(1) Inhabitants of foreign nationa for loss or injury
occurring in the country they inhabit.

(2) U.S. Government agencies and departments.

c. When to File/Statute of Limi tationq. Claims against the
DON muet be presented in writing within 2 years after they
accrue. In computing the 2 year period, the day the claim
accrues is excluded and the day the claim is presented is
included. If the incident occurs in time of war or armed
conflict, however, or if war or armed conflict intervenes within
2 years after its occurrence, an MCA claim, on good cause shown,
may be presented within 2 years after the war or armed conflict
ia terminated. For the purposes of the MCA, the date of
termination of the war or armed conflict is the date established
by concurrent resolution of Congress or by the President. ~ 10
U.S.C. $ 2733(b)(l).

d.” Where to File. The claim shall be submitted by the
claimant to the commanding officer of the naval activity
involved, if it ia known. Otherwise, it shall be submitted to
the commanding officer of any naval activity, preferably the one
within which, or nearest to which, the incident occurred, or to
the Judge Advocate General of the Navy, 200 Stovall Street,
Alexandria, Virginia 22332-2400.

e. Claim Form. A claim is correct in form if it constitutes
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written notification of an incident, signed by the claimant or a
duly authorized agent or legal representative, with a claim for
money damages in a sum certain. A Standard Form 95 is preferred.
A claim should be substantiated as discussed in paragraph 7a of
enclosure (1) to this instruction. A claim must be substantiated
as required by this instruction in order to be paid. ~ 10
U.S.C. 5 2733(b)(5).

f. Amendment of Claim. A proper claim may be amended by the
claimant at any time prior to final denial or payment of the
claim. An amendment shall be submitted in writing and signed by
the claimant or a duly authorized agent or legal representative.

9. Pavment. Claims approved for payment shall be forwarded
to such disbursing officer as may be designated by the
Comptroller of the Navy for payment from appropriations
designated for that purpose. If the Secretary of the Navy
considers that a claim in excess of $100,000.00 is meritorious
and would otherwise be covered by 10 U.S.C. 5 2733 and paragraph
3 of this enclosure, he may make a partial payment of $100,000.00
and refer the excess to the General Accounting Office for payment
from appropriationa provided therefore.

h. Settlement Aqreement. ~ Appendices 1-2 and 1-3.

6. APPLICABLE LAW

Claims Arisina Within the United States. Territories.
Comm~nwealth. and Possessions. The law of the place where the
act or omission occurred will be applied in determining liability
and the effect of contributory or comparative negligence on
claimant-s right of recovery.

b. Claims Within Foreiqn Countries

(1) Where the claim ia for personal injury, death, or
damage to or loss or destruction of real or personal property
caused by an act or omission determined to be negligent,
wrongful, or otherwise involving fault of DON personnel acting
within the scope of their employment, liability of the United
States will be assessed under general principles of tort law
common to the majority of American jurisdictions.

(2) Apply the law of the foreign country governing the
legal effect of contributory or comparative negligence by the
claimant to determine the relative merits of the claim. If there
is no foreign law on contributory or comparative negligence,
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aPPly traditional rulea of contributory negligence. APPIY
foreign rules and regulations on operation of motor vehicles
(rules of the road) to the extent those rules are not
specifically superseded or preempted by U.S. Armed Forces traffic
regulations.

c. Clarif ication of Terms. The principles of abeolute
liability and punitive damages do not apply to claims under the
MCA . Federal law determinea the meaning and construction of the
MCA .

‘7. MEKSURE OF DAMAGES FOR PROPERTY CLAIMS. Determine the
measure of damagee in property claims ariaing in the United
Statee or its territories, commonwealth, or posseaaions under
law of the place where the incident occurred. Determine the
measure of damages in property claims arising overseaa under
general principles of American tort law, stated as follows:

the

If the property has been or can be economically repaired,
the ~eaaure of damages shall be the actual or estimated net cost
of the repairs necessary to substantially restore the property to
the condition that existed immediately prior to the incident.
Damagea shall not exceed the value of the property immediately
prior to the incident less the value thereof immediately after
the incident. To determine the actual or estimated net cost of
repairs, the value of any salvaged parte or materiala and the
amount of any net appreciation in value effected through the
repair shall be deducted from the actual or estimated gross coat
of repaira. The amount of any net depreciation in the value of
the property shall be added to such gross cost of repairs, if
such adjustments are sufficiently substantial in amount to
warrant consideration. Estimates of the cost of repairs ehall be
based upon the lower or lowest of two or more competitive bids,
or upon statements or eetimatea by one or more competent and
disintereeted persons, preferably reputable dealers or officiale
familiar with the type of property damaged, lost, or deetroyed.

b. If the property cannot be economically repaired, the
measure of damages shall be the value of the property immediately
prior to the incident lees the value immediately after the
incident. Estimates of value shall be made, if poesible, by one
or more competent and disinterested persons, preferably reputable
dealers or officials familiar with the type of property damaged,
loat, or destroyed.

c. Loss OK use of damaged property which is economically
repairable may, if claimed, be included aa an additional element
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of damage to the extent of the reasonable expense actually
incurred for appropriate substitute property, for such period
reasonably necessary for repairs, as long as idle property of the
claimant was not employed as a substitute. When substitute
property is not obtainable, other competent evidence such as
rental value; if not speculative or remote, may be considered.
When substitute property is reasonably available but not obtained
and used by the claimant, loss of use is normally not payable.

8. MEASURE OF DANAGES IN INJURY OR DEATH CASES

a. Where an injury or death arises within the United States
or its territories, commonwealth, or possessions, determine the
measure of damages under the law of the location where the injury
arises.

b. Where an injury or death arises in a foreign country and
ia otherwise cognizable and meritorious under this provision,
damages will be determined in accordance with general principles
of American tort law. The following is provided aa guidance.

(1) Meaaure of Damaaes for Overseaa Personal Iniury
Claims. Allowable compensation includes reasonable medical and
hospital expenses necessarily incurred, compensation for lost
earnings and services, diminution of earning capacity,
anticipated medical expenses, physical disfigurement, and pain
and suffering.

(2) Wronaful Death Claims Arisinq in Foreiun Countries

(a) Allowable compensation includes that in
subparagraph 8b(l) above, burial expenses, loss of support and
services, loss of companionship, comfort, society, protection,
and consortium, and loss of training, guidance, education, and
nurturing, as applicable.

(b) The claim may be presented by or on behalf of
the decedent’s spouse, parent, child, or dependent relative.
Claims may be consolidated for joint presentation by a
representative of some or all of the beneficiaries or may be
filed by a proper beneficiary individually.

9. DELEGATIONS OF ADJUDICATING AUTHORITY

a. Settlement Authoritv

(1) The Secretary of the Navy may settle claims in any
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amount. The Secretary may pay the first $100,000.00 and report
the excess to the Comptroller General for payment under 31 U.S.C.
5 1304. ~ 10 U.S.C. 5 2733(d).

(2) The Judge Advocate General has delegated authority
to settle claims for $100,000.00 or less.

(3) The Deputy Judge Advocate General, the Assistant
Judge Advocate General (General Law), and the Deputy Aasiatant
Judge Advocate General (Claims and Tort Litigation) have
delegated authority to settle claims for $25,000.00 or less.

(4) Naval Legal Service Office commanding officers and
the Officer in Charge, U.S. Sending State Office for Italy have
delegated authority to settle claims for $15,000.00 or less.

(5) Officers in charge of Naval Legal Service Office
Detachments, when specifically designated by cognizant commanding
officers of Naval Legal Service Offices; and the Claims Officer
at the U.S. Naval Station, Panama Canal have delegated authority
to settle claims for $10,000.00 or less.

(6) Overseaa commands with a Judge Advocate General-s
Corps officer or a judge advocate of the Marine Corps attached.
have delegated authority to settle claims for $5,000.00 or less.

b. Denial Authority

(1) The Secretary of the Navy may deny a claim in any
amount .

(2) The Judge Advocate General, the Deputy Judge
Advocate General. the Asaiatant Judge Advocate General (General
Law), and the Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General (Claims and
Tort Litigation) have delegated authority to deny claims in any
amount.

(3) All other adjudicating authorities have delegated
authority to deny claims only to the amount of their settlement
authority.

c. Amel 1ate Auth or ity. Adjudicating authorities have the
same authority as delegated in paragraph 9b to act upon appeals.
No appellate authority below the Secretary of the Navy may deny
an appeal of a claim it had previously denied.
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10. ADVANCE PAYMENTS

a. -. This paragraph applies exclusively to the payment
of amounts n~t to exceed ’$100,000.00 under 10 U.S.C. s 2736 in
advance of submission of a claim.

b. Statutorv authority. Title 10 U.S.C. 5 2736 authorizes
the Secretary of the Navy or designee to pay an amount not in
excess of $100,000.00 in advance of the submission of a claim to
or for any person, or the legal representative of any person, who
was injured or killed, or whose property was damaged or loat, as
the result of an accident for which allowance of a claim is
authorized by law. Payment tinder this law ia limited to that
which would be payable under the MCA (10 U.S.C. S 2733). Payment
of an amount under this law is not an admission by the United
States of liability for the accident concerned. Any amount so
paid shall be deducted from any amount that may be allowed under
any other provision of law to the person or his legal
representative for injury, death, damage, or leas attributable to
the accident concerned.

c. Officials with Authoritv to make Advance Pavm ents I
(1) The Secretary of the Navy has authority to make

advance payments up to .$100,000.00.

(2) The Judge Advocate General has delegated authority
to make advance payments up to $100,000.00.

(3) The Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General (Claims
and Tort Litigation) has delegated authority to make advance
payments up to $25,000.00.

(4) Naval Legal Service Office commanding officers and
the Officer in Charge, U.S. Sending State Office for Italy have
delegated authority to make advance payments up to $.5,000.00.

(5) Officers in Charge of Naval Legal Service Office
Detachments, when specifically designated by cognizant Commanding
Officers of Naval Legal Service Offices; and the Staff Judge
Advocate at the U.S. Naval Station, Panama Canal have delegated
authority to make advance payments up to .$3,000.00.

(6) Oyerseas commands with a Judge Advocate General’a
Corps officer or a judge advocate of the Marine Corps attached,
have delegated authority to make advance payments up to
S3,000.00.
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d. Conditions for Advance Pavm ents. Prior to making
advance payment under 10 U.S.C. S 2736, the adjudicating
authority shall aacertain that:

91

an

(1) The injury, death, damage, or loss would be payable
under the MCA (10 U.S.C. 5 2733);

(2) the payee, insofar as can be determined, would be a
Droner claimant. or is the sDouse or next of kin of a uroDer
;la~mant who

(3)
amount to be

(4)
euffered the

is”incapacitateh:
. .

the provable d~ages are estimated to exceed the
paid;

there exists an immediate need of the person who
injury, damage, or leas. or of his family. or of the

family of a per~on-who was killed, for food, clothing~” ahelter,
medical, or burial expenses, or other necessities, and other
resources for such expenses are not reasonably available;

(5) the prospective payee has signed a statement that it
is understood thst payment is not an admiasion by”the Navy or the
United Statee of liability for the accident concerned, and that
the amount paid is not a gratuity but shall constitute an advance
against and shall be deducted from any amount that may be allowed
under any other provision of law to the person or his legal
representative for injury, death, damage, or loss attributable to
the accident concerned; and

and the injury, death, damage, or loss (a)
or employee of the DON acting within the “
(b) occurred “incident to noncombat
as defined above.

(6) no payment under 10 U.S.C. 5 2736 may be made if the
accident occurred in a foreign country in which the NATO Status
of Forces Agreement (4 U.S.T. 1792, TIAS 2846) or other similar
agreement is in effect
was caused by a member
scope of employment or
activities” of the DON

11. FINAL DISPOSITION

a. Claiman t to be Notif ied. The adjudicating authority
shall notify the claimant, in writing, of the action taken on the
claim.

b. Final Denial. A final denial, in whole or in part, of
any MCA claim shall be in writing and sent to the claimant, or
his attorney or legal representative, by certified or registered
mail, return receipt requested. The notification of denial shall
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include a Statement of the reason or reasons for denial and that
the claimant may appeal. The notification shall also inform the
claimant:

(1) The titls of the appsllate authority who will act on
the appeal and that the appeal will be addressed to the
adjudicating authority who last acted on the claim.

(Z) No form is prescribed for the appeal, but the
grounds for appeal should be set forth fully.

(3) The appeal must,be submitted within 30 days of
receipt by the claimant of notice of action on the claim.

12. APPEAL

a. A claim which is disapproved in whole or in part may be

appealed by the claimant at any time within 30 days after receipt
of notification of disapproval. An appeal shall be in writing
and state the grounds relied upon. An appeal is not an adversary
proceeding and a hearing is not authorized; however, the claimant
may obtain and submit any additional evidence or written argument
for consideration by the appellate authority.

b. Upon receipt, the adjudicating authority examines the
aPPeal. determines whether the appeal complies with this
regulation, and reviews the claims investigative file to ensure
it ia complete. The claim, with the complete investigative file
and a memorandum of law, will be forwarded to the appellate
authority for action. If the evidence in the file, including
information submitted by the claimant with the appeal, indicates
the appeal should be approved, the adjudicating authority may
treat the appeal as a request for reconsideration.

c. Processing of the appeal may be delayed pending further
efforts by the adjudicating authority to settle the claim. Where
the adjudicating authority does not reach a final agreement on an
appealed claim, it shall send the entire claim file to the next
higher settlement authority, who ia the appellate authority for
that claim.

d. The appellate authority shall notify the claimant in
writing of the determination on appeal; that such determination
constitutes the final administrative action on the claim; and
there is no right to sue under the FICA.
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13. CROSS-SERVICING

See paragraph 2.1 of this instruction for information
abou~”single-service claims responsibility under DODDIR 5515.8 of
9 June 1990.

b. Claims Settlement Procedureq. Where a single service has
been assigned a country or area claims responsibility, that
service will settle claims cognizable under the MCA under the
regulations of thst service. The forwarding command shall afford
sny assistance neceseary to the appropriate service in the
investigation and adjudication of such claima.

14. PAYNENT OF COSTS, SETTLEMENTS, AND JUDGMENTS RELATED TO
CERTAIN MEDICAL OR LEGAL MALPWCTICE CLAIMS

a. General. Requesta for reimbursement/indemnification of
costs, settlements, and judgments cognizable under 10 U.S.C.
S 1089(f) [for personal injury or death caused by any physician,
dentist, nurse, pharmacist, paramedic, or other supporting
personnel (including medicsl and dental technicians, nurse
assistants, and therapists)] or 10 U.S.C. ~ 1054(f) (for dsmages
for injury or loss of property caused by any attorney, paralegal,
or other member of a legal staff) while acting as DON personnel
will be paid if:

(1) The alleged negligent or wrongful actions or
omissions arose in connection with either providing health care
functions or legal services and within the scope of employment;
and

(2) such personnel furnish prompt notification and
delivery of all process served or received, and other documents,
information, and assistance sa regueated; and cooperate in
defending the action on the merits.

b. Reouests for Indemnifi cation. All requests for
indemnification for personal liability of DON personnel for acts
or omiseions arising out of assigned duties shall be forwarded to
the Judge Advocate General for action.

15. A’ITORNEY-S FEES. Attorney-s fees not in excess of 20 percent
of any settlement may be allowed. Attorney-s fees so determined
are to be paid out of the amount awarded and not in addition to
the award. These fee limitations shall be incorporated in any
settlement agreement secured from a claimant.
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING CLAIMS INVOLVING
NONAPPROPRIATED-FUND ACTIVITIES AND THSIR EMPLOYEES

1. SCOPE

This enclosure explains how to settle claims for and againat the
United States for property damage, personal injury, or death
arising out of the operation of nonappropriated-fund
inatrumentalities.

2. DEFINITIONS

a. NonanDrov riated-Fund Instru mentalitv [NAFI~. An
instrumentality of the Federal Government established to generate
and administer nonappropriated-funda for programs and services
contributing to the mental and physical well-being of Department
of Defense personnel and their dependents. A NAFI ia not
incorporated under the laws of any State and enjoys the
privileges and immunities of the Federal Government.

b. Nonaun rovriated-Funds. Funds generated through the use
and patronage of NAFI”s, not including funds appropriated by
Congreae.

9
c. ESIDloYeea of NAFI. Civilian personnel employed by NAFI-e

whose salariea are paid from nonappropriated-funda. Also,
military personnel working part-time at NAFI”s when compensated
from nonappropriated-funds.

3. NOTIFICATION

a. Some NAFI”a, such as flying clubs, carry private
commercial insurance to protect them from claims for property
damage end personal injury attributable to their operations. The
Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Chief of Naval Personnel, and

. the Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command determine whether
NAFI’s within their cognizance shall carry liability insurance or
become self-insurers, in whole or in part.

b. The Marine Corps reguires mandatory participation in the
Morale, Welfsre and Recreation (NWR) Composite Ineurance Progrhm
by the following operations: MWR operations and retail services.
food and hospitality, recreation; and special NAFI activities
including flying clubs, rod and gun clubs, Interservice Rifle
Fund, Marine Corps Marathon and Dependent Cafeteria Fund. The
following organization may aleo participate in the NWR Composite
Insurance Program. if desired: Child welfare centers, billeting
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funds, chapel funds, and civilian welfare funds.

c. When the operation of NAFI’s result in property damage
or personal injury, the insurance carrier, if any, should be
given immediate written notification. Notification should not be
postponed until a claim is filed. When the activity is self-
insured, the self-insurance fund shall be notified of the
potential liability by the activity.

4. RESPONSIBILITY

The primary responsibility for the negotiation and settlement of
claims resulting from nonappropriated-fund activities is normally
with the NAFI and its insurer. NAFI-S, however, are Federal
agencies within the meaning of the Federal Tort Claims Act if
charged with an essential function of the Department of the Navy
and if the degree of control and supervision by the Navy is more
than casual or perfunctory. Compare United States v. Holcombe,
277 F.2d 143 (4th Cir. 1960) and Scott v. United States, 226 F.
Supp. 846, (D. Ga. 1963). Consequently, to the extent sovereign
immunity is waived by the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 55
1346(b), 2671-2672, 2674-2680, the United States remains
ultimately liable for payment of NAFI claims.

5. INVESTIGATION

Claims arising out of the operation of NAFI”s, in and outside the
United States, shall be investigated in accordance with the
procedures for investigating similar claims against appropriated
fund activities in order to protect the residual liability of the
United States. All claims should be submitted to the command
having cognizance over the NAFI involved.

6. NEGOTIATION

a. General. Claims from NAFI’s should be processed
primarily through NAFI claims procedures, using as guidelines the
regulations and statutes applicable to similar appropriated fund
activity claims.

b. When the NAFI is Insured. When a NAFI is insured, the
insurer or the contracted third-party claims administrator (TPA)
will normally conduct negotiations with claimants. The
appropriate naVal adjudicating authority as shown in Appendix 1-
5 of this instruction has the responsibility of monitoring the
negotiations conducted by the insurer or TPA. Monitoring ia
normally limited to ascertaining someone has been assigned to
negotiate, to obtain periodic status reports, and to close files
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on settled claima. Any dissatisfaction with the insurer’s or
TPA’s handling of the negotiations should be referred directly to
the Judge Advocate General for appropriate action. Under special
circumstances, even when there is an ineurer or TPA, the
appropriate naval adjudicating authority may conduct
negotiations, provided the command involved and the insurer agree
to it. When an appropriate settlement ia negotiated by the Navy,
the recommended award will be forwarded to the insurer or TPA for
payment.

c. When the NAFI ia not Insured. When there is no private.
commercial insurer and the NAFI has made no independent
arrangement for negotiationa, the appropriate Navy adjudicating
authority ia responsible for.conducting negotiationa. Nhen an
appropriate settlement ia negotiated by the Navy, the recommended
award will be forwarded to the NAFI for payment from
nonappropriated-funda.

7. PAYNENT

a. Claims that Can be Settled for Less than $100.00. A
claim not covered by insurance (or not paid by the insurer), that
can be settled for $100.00 or less, may be adjudicated by the
commanding officer of the activity concerned or designee. The
claim shall be paid out of funde available to the commanding
officer.

b. Claims that Cannot be Settled for Leas than $1OO.OO. A
claim negotiated by the Navy, not covered by insurance, that
camot be settled for leas than $100.00, shall be forwarded to
the appropriate nonappropriated-fund headquarters command for
payment from its nonappropriated-funds.

c. men Pavm ent ia. Possible under Another Statute. In some
caaea neither the NAFI nor its insurer may be legally
responsible. In those instancea, when there ia no negligence,
and payment is authorized under some other statute, such aa the
Foreign Claima Act, 10 U.S.C. 55 2734-2736 (1982), the claim may
be considered for payment from appropriated funda or may be
referred to the Judge Advocate General for appropriate action.

d. Other Claima. A NAFI-a private insurance policy ia
usually not available to cover losses which result from some act
or omiaaion of a mere participant in a nonappropriated-fund
activity. In the event the NAFI declines to pay the claim, the
file shall be forwarded to the Judge Advocate General for
determination.
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8. DENIAL

Claims resulting from nonappropriated-fund activities may be
denied only by the appropriate naval adjudicating authority.
Such a denial is necessary to begin the 6-month limitation on
filing suit against the United States for claima filed under the
Federal Tort Claima Act. Denial of a claim shall be in writing
and in accordance with enclosure (1) or (2) of this instruction,
as appropriate. The appropriate naval adjudicating authority
should not deny claims which have initially been processed and
negotiated by a nonappropriated-fund activity, ita insurer or TPA
until the activity or its insurer has clearly stated in writing
that it does not intend to pay the claim and has elected to
defend in court.

9. CLAIMS BY EMPLOYEES

a. Property. Claims by employees of NAFI’s for loss,
damage, or destruction of personal property incident to their
employment shall be processed and adjudicated in accordance with
enclosure (5) of this instruction. They will then be forwarded
to the appropriate NAFI for payment from nonappropriated-funds.

b. Personal Iniury or Death

(1) Personal Iniury or Death of Citizens or Permanent
Residents of the United States Emploved Anw here, or Foreiqn

N@iiQtis EmPloYed within the Un&e&~. Compensation is
provided by the Longshore and Harbor Workers” Compensation Act
(33 U.S.C. 55 901-950) for employees of NAFI-S who have suffered
injury .or death arising out of and in the course of their
employment (5 U.S.C. 5 8171). That Act ia the exclusive basis
for Government liability for injuries or deaths that are covered
(5 U.S.C. 5 8173). A claim should firat be made under that Act
if there is a substantial possibility the injury or death is
covered.

(2) Personal Iniury or Death of Foreia Nationals
EmDloved Outside of the Continental United Stat=. Employees who
are not citizens or permanent residents, and who are employed
outside the continental United States, are protected by private
insurance of the NAFI or by other arrangementa. (5 U.s.c.
s 8172.) When a nonappropriated-fund activity has neglected to
obtain insurance coverage or to make other arrangements, the
matter shall be processed as a Foreign Claims Act or a Military
Claima Act claim if appropriate, and any award will be paid from
nonappropriated-funds.
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING NONSCOPE CLAIMS

1. SCOPE

This enclosure provides information on payment of claims
against the United States. not payable under any other statute,
caused by the act or omiaaion, negligent, wrongful, or otherwise
involving fault, of Department of the Navy (DON) military and
civilian personnel (hereinafter DON personnel) acting outside the
scope of their employment.

2. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

Section 2737 of title 10, ~nited States Code, provides authority
for the administrative settlement in an amount not to exceed
$1,000.00 of sny claim against the United States not cognizable
under any other provieion of law for damage, leas, or destmction
of property or for personal injury or death caused by military
personnel or a civilian official or employee of a military
department incident to the use of a vehicle of the United States
at any place, or any other property of the United States on a
Government installation. There ia no right to sue. There are no
territorial limitations and the Act haa worldwide application.

3. DEFINITIONS

a. Civilian Offici al or EMD10V13e. Any civilian employee of
the DON paid from appropriated funds at the time of the incident.

b. Vehicle. Includes every description of csrriage or other
artificial contrivance used. or capable of being used, as a means
of transportation on land. See 1 U.S.C. S 4.

c. Government InstaIl ation. Any Federal facility having
fixed boundaries and owned or controlled by the U.S. Government.
It includee both military bases and nol]military installation.

4. CLAIM PROCEDURES

The general provisiona of paragraph 2 of this
inst~ction and Chapter VIII of the Manual of the Judae Advocate
General (JAGMAN) shall apply in determining what is a proper
claim, who is s proper claimant, and how a claim is to be
investigated and processed under 10 U.S.C. ~ 2737 and this
enclosure.

b. A claim ia presented when the DON receives from a
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claimant or the claimant’s duly authorized agent, written
notification of a nonscope claim incident accompanied by a demand
for money damagea in a aum certain.

c. A claimant may amend a claim at any time prior to final
action. Amendments will be submitted in writing and signed by
the claimant or the claimant-a duly authorized agent.

d. Claims submitted under the provisions of the Federal Tort
Claims Act (FTCA) or Military Claims Act (MCA) shall be
considered automatically for an award under this part when
payment would otherwise be barred becauae the DON personnel were
not in the scope of their employment at the time of the incident.
If a tender of payment under this part is not accepted by the
claimant in full satisfaction of the claim, no award will be
made, and the claim will be denied pursuant to the rules
applicable to the a.tatute under which it was submitted.

e. Damages caused by latent defects of ordinary, commercial
type, Government eguipment that were not payable under the MCA,
Foreign Claims Act, or FTCA are payable under this enclosure.

f. Nonscope claims for damages cauaed by local national DON
employees overseas are also payable under this enclosure if the
injury was cauaed by the use of Government equipment.

9. Payment may not be made on a nonscope claim unless the
claimant accepts the amount offered in full satisfaction of the
claim and signs a settlement agreement. See Appendices 1-2 and
1-3.

h. Payment for nonscope claims adjudicated by field commands
will be effected through their local disbursing office by use of
funds obtained from the Judge Advocate General.

Claims submitted solely under 10 U.S.C. 5 2737 shall be
prom~tly considered. If a nonscope claim is denied, the claimant
shall be informed of reasons in writing and advised he may appeal
in writing to the Secretary of “the Navy (Judge Advocate General)
provided the appeal is received within 30 days of the notice of
denial. The provisions of paragraph 11 of enclosure (2) also
apply to denials of nonscope claims.

5. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

a. A claim must be presented in writing within 2 years
it accrues. It accrues at the time the claimant discovers,
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the exercise of reasonable care should have discovered, the
existence of the act or omission for which the claim is filed

b. In computing time to determine whether the period of
limitation haa expired, exclude the incident date and include the
date the claim waa presented.

6. OFFICIALS WITH AUTHORITY TO SETTLE

Judge Advocate General; Deputy Judge Advocate General; Assistant
Judge Advocate General (General Law); Deputy Assistant Judge
Advocate General (Claims and,Tort Litigation Division); Head,
Federal Tort Claims Branch (Claims and Tort Litigation Division);
Head, Military Claims Branch (Claims and Tort Litigation
Division), and commanding officers of Naval Legal Service Offices
may settle a nonscope claim.

7. SCOPE OF LIABILITY

a. Subject to the exceptions in paragraph 8 of epecific
claims not payable under this enclosure, the United States shall
not pay more than $1.000.00 for a claim against the United
States. not cognizable under any other provision of law, except
Article 139, UCMJ.

b. Article 139. UCNJ. 10 U.S.C. 5 939, is not preemptive.
The prohibition in 10 U.S.C. S 2737 on paying claima ““not
cognizable under any other provisions of law” applies only to
lawa authorizing claims against the United States. Article 139
authorizes claims againat aervicemembers. See Chapter IV of the
JAGMAN .

8. CLAIMS NOT PAYABLE. The following claims are not payable:

a. A claim for damage, loss, or destruction of property or
the personal injury or death caused wholly or partly by a
negligent or wrongful act of the claimant or his agent or
employee:

b. a claim, or any part thereof, that is legally recoverable
by the claimant under an indemnifying law or indemnity contract:
and

c. a subrogated claim.
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9. MEASURE 0!? DAMAGES

Generally, the measure-of-damage provisions under the MCA are
used to determine the extent of recovery for nonscope claims.
Compensation is computed in accordance with paragraphs 7 and 8 of
enclosure (2) of this instruction, except damages for personal
injury or death under this enclosure shall not be for more than
the coat of reasonable medical, hospital, and burial expenses
actually incurred and not otherwise furnished or paid for by the
United States.
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING PERSONNEL CLAIMS

SCOPE

E?mxd.. This enclosure ia divided into two sections. Section A
prescribes procedures and substantive bases for administrative
settlement of claims against the United States submitted by
Department of the Navy (DON) personnel and civilian employees of
the naval establishment. Section B sets forth procedures for the
administrative pursuit and recovery from carriers, contractors,
or insurers responsible for loss, damage, or destruction of such
personal property.

SECTION A: CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES

1. CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES--GENElbiLLY

a. flaximum Amount Pv blq The Military and Civilian
Employees’ Personnel Cla;m~ Ac; (Personnel Claims Act), 31 U.S.C.
55 3701, 3702, and 3721, provides that the maximum amount payable
for any leas or damage arising from a single incident is limited
co $40,000.00. Claims for losses occurring prior to 31 October
1988 are limited to $25,000.00.

b. Additional Instruct-. The Judge Advocate General of
the Navy may issue additional instructions ,or guidance as
necessary to give full force and effect to this enclosure.

c. Bee mntio~. The provisions of this enclosure and the
Personnel Claims Act are preemptive of other claims regulations.
Claims not allowable under the Personnel Claims Act may, however,
be allowable under another claima act.

d. Qther Cl ims. Claims arising from the operation of a
ship’s store, la~ndry, dry cleaning facility, tailor shop, or
cobbler shop should be processed in accordance with NAVSUP.P487

2. AUTHORITY

The Personnel Claims Act providea the authority for maximum
payment up to ,$40,000.00 for loss, damage, or destruction of
personal property of military personnel or civilian employees
incident to their service. The Act provides for the recovery
from carriers, warehouae firma, and other third partiea
responsible for such loss, damage, or destruction. No claim may
be paid unless it is presented in writing within 2 years of the
incident giving rise to the claim.
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3. CONSTRUCTION

The provisions of this enclosure and the Personnel Claims Act
provide limited compensation to servicemembers and civilian
employees of the DON for loss and damage to personal property
incurred incident to service. This limited compensation is not a
substitute for private insurance. Although not every loss may be
compensated under the Personnel Claims Act, its provisions shall
be broadly construed to provide reasonable compensation on
meritorious claims. Adjudications must be based on common sense
and the reasoned judgment of the claims examiner giving the
benefit of realistic”doubt

4. DEFINITIONS

a. Prouer Claimants

to the claimant.

(1) Members of the DON. All Navy and Marine Corps
active duty members and reservists on active duty for training
under Federal law whether commissioned, enrolled, appointed, or
enlisted. A retired member may only claim under this Act if loss
or damage occurred while the claimant was on active duty or in
connection with the claimant’s last movement of personal property
incident to service.

(2) Civilian Employees of the Navv. Federal employees
of the naval establishment paid from appropriated funds. This
term does not include Red Cross employees, USO personnel, and
employees of Government contractors (including technical
representatives ).

(3) Claims bv NOnauur ouriated-Fund Empl oyees . Claims by
employees of Navy and Marine Corps nonappropriated-fund
activities for 10ss, damage, or destruction of personal property
incident to their employment will be processed and adjudicated in
accordance with this enclosure and forwarded to the appropriate
local nonappropriated-fund activity which employs the claimant
for payment from nonappropriated-funds.

(4) ~. Separation from the”
service or termination of employment shall not ba’r former
military personnel or civilian employees from filing claims or”
bar designated officers from considering, ascertaining,
adjusting, determining, and authorizing payment of claims
otherwise falling within the provision of these regulations when
such claim accrued prior to separation or termination.

b. JmurODer Claimants. Insurers, assignees ,
vendors , lienholders, contractors, subcontractors
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not specifically mentioned as proper

Serious events and natural disasters
not expected to take place in the normal course of events. Two
different types of incidents may be considered unusual
occurrences: those of an unusual nature and those of a common
nature that occur to an unexpected degree of severity. Examples
of unusual occurrences include structural defects in quarters,
faulty plumbing maintenance, termite or rodent damage, unusually
large size hail, and hazardous health conditions due to
Government use of toxic chemicals. Examples of occurrences that
are not unusual include potholes or foreign objects in the road,
ice and snow sliding off a roof onto a vehicle, and tears, rips,
snags, or stains on clothing. Claims that electrical or
electronic devices were damaged by a power surge may be paid when
lightning has actually struck the claimant’s residence or objects
outside the residence, such as a transformer box, or when power
company records or similar evidence shows that a particular
residence or group of residences was subjected to a power surge
of unusual “intensity. In areas subject to frequent thunderstorms
or power fluctuations, claimants are expected to use surge
suppressors, if available, to protect delicate items such as
computers or videocassette recorders.

d. ~. Property including but not limited to
household goods, unaccompanied baggage, privately owned vehicles
(POV’S), mobile homes, and boats.

e. Property. Property that has no intrinsic
marketable value such as bankbooks, checks, promissory notes,
non-negotiable stock certificates, bonds, baggage checks,
insurance policies, money orders, and travelers checks.

f. Yehicm. Includes automobiles, motorcycles, mopeds,
utility trailers, camping trailers, trucks, mounted camper
bodies, motor homes, boats, boat trailers, bicycles, and
aircraft. Mobile homes and other property used as dwelling
places are not considered vehicles.

5. CLAIMS PAYABLE. Claims for loss, damage, or destruction of
property may be considered as set out below H possession of the
property was reasonable and useful under the circumstances and
the loss did not result from the negligence of the claimant.

a. ~ansvort at- and Stor aae Losses.

(1) Incurred during transportation under
in possession of the Government, carrier, storage

3

orders, whether
warehouse, or
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other Government contractor.

, !

(2) Incurred during travel under orders, including
temporary duty.

(3) Incurred during travel on a space available basis on
a military aircraft, vessel, or vehicle.

(4) Do-it-yourself (DITY) moves. In certain
circumstances , loss of or damage to property during a DITY move
is compensable. Claimants, however, are required to substantiate
the fact of loss or damage in shipment. Claimants who do not
prepare inventories have difficulty substantiating thefts. In
addition, unless evidence shows that something outside the
claimant’s control caused the damage, breakage is presumed to be
the result of improper packing by the claimant. For example, if
a claimant’s truck is rear-ended by a drunk driver during a DITY
move, it is out of claimant’s control. If the claimant can
substantiate that he was free from negligence, he can file a
claim for damages to his household goods.

(5) Shipment or storage at the claimant’s expense. The
shipment or storage is considered Government-sponsored if the
Government later reimburses the claimant for it. The Government,
however, will not compensate a claimant for loss or damage that
occurs while property is being shipped or stored at the ●
claimant’s expense, even if the Government reimburses the
claimant for the shipment or storage fees. The reason for this
is that there is no contract, called a Government Bill of Lading
(GBL), between the Government and the carrier. In such cases the
claimant must claim against the carrier.

b. ~ aces.
Damage or loss caused by fire, explosion, theft, vandalism,
lightning, flood, earthquake, and unusual occurrences. Losses
due to theft may only be paid if the claimant took reasonable
measures to safeguard the property and the theft occurred as a
result of a forced entry. Claimants are expected to secure
windows and doors of their barracks, quarters, wall lockers, and
other storage areas. Claimants are expected to store valuables
in a secure area yithin their barracks, quarters, and storage
areas. Claimants are also expected to take extra measures to
protect cash, valuable jewelry, and similar small, easily
pilferable items. Normally, such items should be kept in a
locked container within a secured room. It is also advisable
that the locked container be large enough that it is not
convenient for a thief to carry off. Bicycles located at
quarters or on base must be secured to a fixed object. Overseas
housing is considered assigned quarters for claimants who are not
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local inhabitants.

c. Yehicle Lo aaea

(1) Incurred while a vehicle is used in the performance
of military duty, if such use waa authorized or directed for the
convenience of the Government, provided the travel did not
include cosssuting to or from the permanent place of duty, and did
not arise from mechanical or structural defect of the vehicle.
There is no requirement that the loss be due to fire, flood,
hurricane, or other unusual occurrence, or to theft or vandalism.
As a general rule, however, travel is not considered to be for
the convenience of the Government unless it was pursuant to
written orders authorizing use for which the claimant is entitled
to reimbursement. The claimant must be free from negligence in
order to be paid for a collision loss. Travel by the claimant to
other buildings on the installation is not considered to be under
ordera for the convenience of the Government. Travel off the
installation withou,t written orders may only be deemed to be for
the convenience of the Government if the claimant was expressly
directed by his superior to use POV to accomplish the mission.
The issuance of written orders after the fact raises the
presumption that travel was not for the convenience of the

●
Government. The maximum payment of $2,000.00 authorized by the
Allowance List-Depreciation Guide still applies to loss of or
damage to vehicles and contents. This maximum does not apply to
DITT moves.

(2) Incurred while a vehicle is shipped at Government
expense, provided the loss or damage did not arise from
mechanical or structural defect of the vehicle during such
shipment. Damage caused during shipment at the claimant’a
expense or while the vehicle is being moved t.o or from the port
by an agent of the claimant is not compensable.

(3) Incurred while a vehicle is located at quarters or
other authorized place of lodging, including garages, carports,
driveways, asaigned parking spaces, U the loss or damage is
caused by fire, flood, hurricane, theft, or vandalism, or other
unusual occurrence. Vandalism is damage intentionally caused.
Stray marks caused by children playing, falling branches, gravel
thrown by other vehicles, or similar occurrences are not
vandalism. The amount payable on vandalism claims is limited to
.$2,000.00.

(4) Incurred while a vehicle is located at places other
than quarters but on a military installation, if the loss or
damage is caused by fire, flood, hurricane, theft, or vandalism,
or other unusual occurrence. “Military installation” is used
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broadly to describe any fixed land area, wherever situated, ●
controlled, and used by military activities or ,the Department of
Defense (DOD). A vehicle properly on the installation should be
presumed to be used incident to the claimant’s service. A
vehicle that is not properly insured or registered in accordance
with local regulations is not properly on the installation. A
vehicle left in a remote area of the installation that ia not a
designated long-term parking area for an undue length of time is
presumed not to be on the installation incident to service.

(5) Theft of property stored inside a vehicle.
Claimants are expected to lock doors and windows. Neither the
passenger compartment nor the trunk of a vehicle is a proper
place for the long-term storage of property unconnected with the
use of the vehicle. The passenger compartment of a vehicle does
not provide adequate security, except for very short periods of
time for articles that are not of high value or easily
pilferable. Car covers and bras are payable if bolted or secured
to the vehicle with a wire locking device.

(6) Rental vehicles. Damage to rental vehicles is
considered under paragraphs of the Joint Federal Travel
Regulations (JFTR), rather than as a loss incident to service.

d. Mobile Homes and Contents in Shiument. Claims for damage
to mobile homes and contents in shipment are payable unless the
damage was caused by structural or mechanical defects. (See ●
paragraph llg below on mobile homes.)

e. Borrowed Propertv (Includin~ Vehicles).. Loss or damage
to borrowed property is compensable if it was borrowed for
claimant’s or dependent’s own use. A statement will be provided
by the owner of the property attesting to the use of the property
by the claimant.

f. Clothinp and Articles Bein~ Worn. Repairs/replacement of
clothing and articles being worn while on a military installation
or in the performance of official duty may be paid a loss is
caused by fire, flood, hurricane, theft, or vandalism, or other
unusual occurrence. This paragraph shall be broadly construed in
favor of compensation, but see paragraph 4C above for the
definition of unusual occurrence. Articles being worn include
hearing aids, eyeglasses, and items the claimant is carrying,
such as a briefcase.

2 months) and the temporary loss of
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grave hardship on the claimant, a claim for the loss may be
considered for payment. This provision will not be used unless
every effort has been made to determine whether secondary
evidence, such as photographs, may be substituted for the item.
No compensation is allowed to a person suspected of an offense
for property seized from that same person in the investigation of
that offense. This also applies to property a foreign government
unjustly confiscates or an unjust change in a foreign law that
forces surrender or abandonment of property.

h. from Poss~ of Cla imar&. Theft from the person .
of the claimant is reimbursable if the theft occurred by use of
force, violence, or threat to do bodily harm, or by snatching or
pickpocketing, ~ at the time of theft the claimant was either
on a military installation, utilizing a recreation facility
operated or sponsored by the Department of Defense or any agency
thereof, or in the performance of official duty. The theft must
have been reported to appropriate police authorities as soon as
practicable, and it must have been reasonable for the claimant to
have had on his person the quality and the quantity of the
property allegedly stolen.

i. ertv Use d for the Benefit of the Governmq_&.
Compensation is authorized where property is damaged or lost
while being used in the performance of Government business at the
direction or request of superior authority or by reason of
military necessity.

j. Mm= Devosited for Safeikekpimz. Tr ansmittal. or Otk
A thorize d Disuosit~. Compensation is authcirized for personal
f~nds delivered to and accepted by military and civilian
personnel authorized by the commanding officer to receive these
funds for safekeeping, deposit, transmittal, or other authorized
disposition, if the funds were neither applied as directed by the
owner nor returned to the owner.

(1) For obtaining certain documents. The fees for
replacing birth certificates, marriage certificates, college
diplomas, passports, or similar documents may be allowed if the
original or a certified copy is lost or destroyed incident to
semice. In general, compensation will only be allowed for
replacing documents with a raised seal that are official in
nature. No compensation will be allowed for documents that are
representative of value, such as stock certificates, or for
personal letters or records.

(2) Estimate fees. An estimate fee is a fixed cost
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charged by a person in the business of repairing property to
provide an estimate of what it would cost to repair property. An
estimate fee in excess of $50.00 should be examined with great
care to determine whether it is reasonable. A person becomes
obligated to pay an estimate fee when the estimate is prepared.
An estimate fee should not be confused with an appraisal fee,
which is not compensable (see paragraph 6m). A reasonable
estimate fee is compensable if it is not going to be credited
toward the cost of repair. If it is to be credited toward the
cost of repair, it is not compensable regardless of whether the
claimant chooses to have the work done. When an estimate fee is
claimed, the file must reflect whether the fee is to be credited.

6. CLAIMS NOT PAYABLE

a. Losses in Unassigned Quarters in the United States.
Claims for property damaged or lost at quarters occupied by the
claimant within the United States that are not assigned or
otherwise provided by bhe Government.

b. Currency or Jewelrv Shiu ued or Stored in Ba~eaRe. Claims
for lost money, currency, or jewelry shipped or stored in baggage
are not payable. Coin or paper money included in collections is
payable only H listed on an inventory prepared at origin.

c. Enemv Prouertv or War Tr Dh0 ies . This includes only
property that was originally enemy property or a war trophy that
passed into the hands of a collector and was then purchased by a
claimant.

d. Uns erviceable or Worn-Out Prouerty<

Lass or Damave to Prouertv to the Extent of anv Available
lnsu~ance Coverage as Set Forth in ParaKrauh 19 of
Enclosure.

this

f. Inconvenience or Loss of Use. Expenses arising from late
delivery of personal property, including but not limited to the
expenses for food, lodging, and furniture rental, loss of use,
interest, carrying charges, attorney’s fees, telephone calls,
additional costs of transporting claimant or family members, time
spent in preparation of claim, or cost of insurance are not
compensable. While such claims do not lie against the
Government, members should be referred to the Personal Property
Office for assistance in filing their inconvenience claims
against the commercial carriers. (NAVSUP Publication 490,
Transportation of Personal Property)

g. Items of Speculative Value. Theses, manuscripts, unsold
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paintings, or a similar creative or artistic work done by the
claimant, friend, or a relative is limited to the cost of
materials only. The value of such items is speculative.
Compensation for a utilitarian object made by the claimant, such
as a quilt or bookcase, is limited to the value of an item of
similar quality.

h. ~ e
~iman~. Negligence is a failure to exercise the degree of care
expected under the circumstances that is the proximate cause of
the loss. Losses due, in whole or in part, to the negligence of
the claimant, the claimant’s spouse, child, houseguest, employee,
or agent are not compensable.

i. Dusiness Property. Losses of items acquired for resale
or use in a private business are not compensable. If property is
acquired for both business and personal use, compensation will
not be allowed if business use is substantial, or is the primary
purpose for which the item was purchased, or if the item is
designed for professional use and is not normally intended for
personal use.

-i. Motor Veh~. Collision damage is not payable unless

●
it meets the criteria for payment as property used for the
benefit of the Government as established in paragraph SC(1).

k. Yiolation of Law or Directiv~. Property acquired,
possessed, or transported unlawfully or in violation of competent
regulations or directives. This includes vehicles, weapons, or
property shipped to accommodate another person, as well as
property used to transport contraband.

1. QQ&LXU5. Sales taxea aaaociated with repair or
replacement costs will no”t be considered unless the claimant
provides proof that the sales tax was actually paid.

m. Avr- isal Fees . An appraisal, as distinguished from an
estimate of replacement or repair, is defined as a valuation of
an item provided by a person who is not in the business of
selling or repairing that type of property. Normally, claimants
are expected to obtain appraisals on expensive items at their own
expense.

n. 9U antities of Pr Dertvo not Reason blea or Usef U1 Un der thq
Circumstances are not Comvens ablq. Factors to be considered are
claimant’a living conditions, family size, social obligations,
and any particular need to have more than average quantities, as
well aa the actual circumstances surrounding the acquisition and
10ss .
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0. Intangible Propertv. such as Bankbooks. Checks ~
0“s0 NotesPr mz s ry . Stock Certificates. 11 e.Bonds. Bi s of Ladin

Jiarehouse Receipts. Bae~aee Checks. Insurance Policies. Money
Orders . and Traveler ‘s Checks are not Compensable.

P. Pr opertv Owned by the United States. Exceut where the
Claimant is Responsible to an Afzencv of the Government other than
the DON.

q. Contractual Coveraize. Losses, or any portion thereof,
that have been recovered or are recoverable pursuant to contract
are not compensable.

7. ADJUDICATING AUTHORITIES

a. Claims bv Navv Personnel

(1) The following are authorized to adjudicate and
authorize payment of personnel claims up to $40,000.00:

(a) The Judge Advocate General;

(b) Deputy Judge Advocate General;

(c) any Assistant Judge Advocate General;

(d) the Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General
(Claims and Tort Litigation); and

(e) commanding officers of Naval Legal Service
Offices.

.(2) The Staff Judge Advocate attached to Naval Supply
Center, Oakland is authorized to adjudicate and pay claims up to
$25,000.00.

(3) The Staff Judge Advocate attached to Naval Station,
Panama Canal is authorized to adjudicate and pay claims up to
$10,000.00.

(4) The following are authorized to adjudicate and
authorize payment of personnel claims up to $5,000.00:

(a) officers in charge of Naval Legal Service
Office ’Detachments ;

(b) the Staff Judge Advocate attached to Naval
Station, Keflavik; and
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(c) any personnel attached to a Naval Legal Service
Office when specifically designated by the commanding officer of
that Naval Legal Service Office.

(5) Any individual, when personally designated by the
Judge Advocate General, may be authorized to adjudicate and
authorize payment of personnel claims up to any delegated amount,
not to exceed $40,000.00.

b. Qaims bv Marine Corps Pers@

(1) The following individuals are authorized to
adjudicate and authorize payment of personnel claims up to
$40,000.00:

(a) Commandant of the Marine Corps;

(b) Deputy Chief of Staff, Manpower and Reserve
Affairs Department;

(c) Director, Human Resources Division;

(d) Head, Personal Affairs Branch;

(e) Deputy Head, Personal Affairs Branch;

(f) Head, Personnel Claims Section; and

(g) any individual, when personally designated by
the Commandant of the Marine Corps, may be authorized to
adjudicate and authorize payment of personnel claims up to any
delegated amount, and not to exceed $40,000.00.

(2) The following individuals are authorized to
adjudicate and authorize payment of personnel claims up to
$25,000.00:

(a) Head,

(b) Head,

(c) Head,

Adjudication Unit;

Carrier Recovery Unit; and

Administration Unit.

8. PRESENTMENT OF CIAIM

a. G!2nQKQ. A claim shall be submitted in writing and, if
practicable, be presented to the claims office or personal
property office serving the installation where the claimant is
stationed, or nearest to the point where the loss or damage
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occurred. If submission in accordance with the foregoing is
impractical under the circumstances, the claim may be submitted
in writing to any installation or establishment of the Armed
Forces which will forward the claim to the appropriate Navy or
Marine Corps claims office for processing. To constitute a
filing under this regulation, a claim must be presented in
writing to one .of the military departments. Claims that are
incomplete will not be refused and shall be logged in as
received. Claimants submitting such claims, however, shall be
informed in writing that properly completed forms or necessary
substantiation must be received within a fixed period of time
(normally 30 days), otherwise the claim will be denied or paid
only in the amount substantiated.

b. Statute of Limitations. A claim must be presented in
writing to a military installation within 2 years after it
accrues. This requirement is statutory and may only be waived if
a claim accrues during armed conflict, or armed conflict
intervenes before the 2 years have run, and good cause is shown.
In this situation, a claim may be presented not later than 2
years after the end of the armed conflict. A claim accrues on
the day the claimant knows or should know of the loss. For
losses that occur in shipment of personal property, normally the
day of delivery or the day the claimant loses entitlement to
storage at Government expense (whichever occurs first) is the day
the claim accrues. If a claimant’s entitlement to Government
storage terminates, but the property is later delivered at
Government expense, the claim accrues on delivery. In computing
the 2 years, exclude the first day (day of delivery or incident)
and include the last day. If the last day falls on a non-
workday, extend the 2 years to the next workday.

c. Substantiation. The claimant is responsible for
substantiating ownership or possession, the fact of loss or
damage, and the value of property. Claimants are expected to
report losses promptly. The greater the delay in reporting a
10ss , the more substantiation the claimant is expected to
provide.

(1) Obviously damaged or missing inventory items that
are not reported at delivery. Claimants are expected to list
missing inventory items and obvious damage at time of delivery.
Claimants who do not should be questioned. Obviously some
claimants will simply not notice readily apparent damage. If,
however, the claimant cannot provide an explanation or lacks
credibility, payment should be denied based on lack of evidence
that the item was lost or damaged in shipment.

(2) Later-discovered shipment loss or damage. A
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claimant has 70 days to unpack, discover, and report loss and
damage that is not obvious at delivery. In most cases, loss and
damage that is discovered later and reported in a timely manner
should be deemed to have been incurred in shipment.

(3) Damage to POV’S in shipment. Persons shipping POV’S
are expected to list damage on DD Form 788 (Private Vehicle
Shipping Document for Automobile) when they pick up the vehicle.
Obvious external damage that is not listed is not payable.
Damage the claimant could reasonably be expected not to notice at
the pickup point should be considered if the claimant reports the
damage to claims personnel within a short time, normally a few
days, after arriving at the installation.

(4) Credibility. Most claimants are honest. Most
claimants objectively attempt to claim only what is due them.
These persons are entitled to the presumption that what they list
is honest, although it may not be correct. Some claimants lack
credibility and their claims require careful scrutiny. Factors
that indicate a claimant’s credibility is questionable include
amounts claimed that are exaggerated in comparison with the cost
of similar items, insignificant or almost undetectable damage,
very recent purchase dates for most items claimed, and statements
that appear incredible. Such claimants should be required to
provide more evidence than is nomally expected.

(5) Inspections. Whenever a question arises about
damage to property, the best way to determine a proper award is
to examine the item closely to detemine the nature of the
damage. For furniture, undersurfaces and the edges of drawers
and doors should be examined to determine whether the material is
solid hardwood, fine quality veneer over hardwood, veneer over
pressed wood, or other types of material. If the inspection is
conducted at the claimant’s quarters, the general quality of
property should be detemined. Claimants should routinely be
directed to.bring in vehicles and small broken items of value
such as figurines for inspection, and inspections should be
conducted on all large claims. Observations by repairmen and
transportation inspectors are very valuable, but on occasion,
claims personnel must go out of the office and inspect items
themselves . Such inspections are necessary to reduce the number
of reconsiderations and fraudulent claims and sre invaluable in
enabling claims personnel to understand the facts in many
situations.

9. FORM OF CLAIM

The claim should be submitted on DD Fom 1842 (Claim for Personal
Property) (see Appendix 5-1) accompanied by DD Form 1844 (List of
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Property) (see Appendix 5-2). If DD Forms 1842 and 1844 are not
available, any writing will be accepted and considered if it
asserts a demand for a specific sum and substantially describes
the facts necessary to support a claim cognizable under these
regulations. The claim must be signed by a proper claimant (see
paragraph 4 above) or by a person with a power of attorney for a
proper claimant. A copy of the power of attorney must be
included with the claim.

10. INVESTIGATION OF CLAIM

Upon receipt of a claim filed under the Personnel Claims Act, the
claim shall be stamped with the date and receiving office, and be
referred to a claims investigating officer. The investigating
officer shall consider all information and evidence submitted
with the claim and shall conduct such further investigation as
may be necessary and appropriate.

11. COMPUTATION OF AWARD. The Judge Advocate General will
periodically publish an Allowance List-Depreciation Guide
specifying rates of depreciation and maximum payments applicable
to categories of property. The Allowance List-Depreciation Guide
will be binding on all DON claims personnel. The value of the
loss is determined and adjusted to reflect payments$ repairs, or
replacement by carriers or insurers, or lost potential insurance
or carrier recoveries.

a. ReDair of Items . For items that can be economically
repaired, the cost of repair or an appropriate loss in value is
the measure of the loss. The coat of repair may be the actual
cost, as demonstrated by a paid bill, or reasonable estimated
costs, as demonstrated by an estimate of repair prepared by a
person in the business of repairing that type of property.

(1) Loss of Value (LOV I

(a) Minor Damage not Worth ReDairing. An LOV,
rather that replacement cost, should be awarded when an item
suffers minor damage that is not economical to repair but the
item remains useful for its intended purpose. An LOV is
particularly appropriate when the item is not of great value and
has preexisting damage (PED). An LOV is also appropriate to
compensate claimants for minor damage, such as a chip or surface
crack to a figure or knickknack. For example, if an inexpensive,
fiberboard coffee table with’ extensive PED is scratched, repair
of the scratch would exceed the value of the table. Under the
circumstances , LOV is appropriate.

(b) Damaee to Upholstered Furniture. If damage can
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be repaired imperceptibly by cleaning or reweaving, the claimant
is only entitled to repair cost. If repairs would be somewhat
noticeable but the damage is to an area not normally seen, repair
costs plus an I.AV would be appropriate. Alternatively, if
repairs would be somewhat noticeable but the item is of no great
value and has already suffered PED, repair costs and LfJV would be
appropriate even if the damage is in an obvious area. If,
however, repairs would be so noticeable as to destroy the
usefulness of the item, the item should be reupholstered or
replaced. What is noticeable will depend on the nature and value
of the item, and the nature of the damage, and claims personnel
should exercise sound judgment to avoid being too lenient or too
harsh.

(C) cOSMetiC Dimalze to No ndecorative It ems. Lov
should also be awarded to compensate claimants for cosmetic
damage to items that were not purchased for purposes of display
or decoration. For example, the caaing of a washing machine is
dented. The washing machine is not decorative in nature and
still functions perfectly. An WV, rather than replacement of
the washing machine or the casing, is the appropriate measure of
the claimant’s loss.

(2) PEI) to ReDa irable Items. PED is damage to an item
that predates the incident givin~ rise to a claim. PED is most
commonly identified by the use of symbols on household goods
shipment inventories. Whenever PED is listed on an inventory,
claims personnel must determine whether the PED did in fact exist
and whether the cost of repairing the item includes repairing
PED . The fact that a claimant signed the inventory that listed
PED is conclusive evidence that PED did exist unless the member
has taken written exceptions on the invento~ to the carrier’s
description of PED. These findings are essential for recovery
purposes. Often, inspecting the item or calling the repainaan
who prepared the estimate is the only way to make an effective
determination.

(a) Estimates that do not Xn lude Rev ir of pED.
If the estimate does not include reDair ofcPED. eve: if PED is
listed on the inventory, no deducti~n should be made. This
should be recorded on the chronology sheet and on carrier
recovery documents.

fact

(b) Estimates that Inclu de Repair of PED. lf
repair of PED is included in the estimate, the percentage
attributable to repair of PED is deducted.

(3) Kech anical Defeeti. The Personnel Claims Act only
provides compensation for losses incurred incident to service.
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Damage resulting from a manufacturer’s defect or from normal wear
and tear is not compensable. Damage to the engine or
transmission of an old vehicle during shipment is probably due to
a mechanical defect. Internal damage to appliances, such as old
televisions, is also often due to a mechanical defect,
particularly when there is no external damage to the item.
Claims for internal damage to small appliances that are not
normally repaired, such as toasters or hair dryers, should be
assessed based on damage to other items in the carton and the
shipment, the age of the item, the honesty of the claimant, and
whether there are loose parts inside. If the evidence suggests
rough handling caused the damage, a claim for the item should be
paid. Internal damage to larger items such as televisions or
stereos should be evaluated by a repairman. Evidence that
suggests rough handling, such as smashed boards, provides a basis
for payment. Evidence that suggests a fault in the item, such as
burned-out circuits, does not. Deterioration because an item in
storage was not used for a long time, rather than because the
item was mishandled or the conditions of storage were improper,
is also considered due to a mechanical defect.

(4) J/rinkled Clothing. Clothing wrinkled in shipment
presents special problems. Normally, unless the wrinkling is so
severe as to amount to actual damage, the cost to press wrinkles
out of clothing after a move is not compensable. The mere fact
that clothing was “wadded up” or “used as packing material” is
not in itself sufficient. The wrinkling must be such that
professional pressing is necessary to make the clothing usable.
This determination will depend on the wrinkling and the nature of
the material.

(5) yet and Mildewed Items. A claimant has a duty to
mitigate damages by drying wet items to prevent further
deterioration. Items that have been wet are not necessarily
damaged and claimants who throw them away have difficulty
substantiating that a loss has occurred. Although a deeply
seated mildew infestation is almost impossible to remove
completely, items lightly infested can often be cleaned.

b. Reul acement of Items . A claimant is entitled to the
value of missing and destroyed items. An item that has sustained
damage is considered destroyed if it is no longer useful for its
intended purpose and the cost of repairing it exceeds its value.
Value is measured in the following ways:

(1) Similar Used Items. If there is a regular market
for used items of that particular type, the loss may be measured
by the cost of a similar item of similar age. Prices obtained
from industry guides or estimates from dealers in this type of
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property are acceptable to establish value. There is a regular
market on used cars and the value of a used automobile is always
measured according to the N.A.D.A. Official Car Guide rather than
the depreciated replacement cost. Similarly, the Mobile Home
Manufactured Housing Replacement Guide may be used to value a
destroyed mobile home. Where there is no regular market in a
particular type of used item, however, estimates from dealers in
“collector’s items” should be avoided.

(2) ~iated ReDl acement cost. This is the normal
measure of a claimant’s 10ss. A catalog or store price for a new
item”similar in size and quality is depreciated using the
Allowance List-Depreciation Guide to reflect wear and tear on the
missing or destroyed item. The replacement cost for identical
items--particularly decorative items--should be used whenever the
item is readily available in the local area, but a claimant who
is eligible to use the Navy Exchange (NEX) and the NEX Mail Order
Catalog should not be allowed a higher replacement cost of an
item, such as a television, from a specialty store when the NEX
carries an item comparable in size, quality, and features from
another manufacturer.

(3) “Eair and Reasonable
!,

[F&Rl awardq. A fair and
reasonable award should be used sparingly when other measures
would compensate the claimant appropriately. Overuse of such
awarda impedes carrier recovery and “F&R” should never be used
when a more precise measure of damages is available. An F&R
award for a missing or destroyed item should reflect the value of
an item similar in quality, description, age, condition, and
function to the greatest extent possible. An F&R award for a
damaged item should reflect either the amount a firm would charge
for repair or the reduced value to the greatest extent possible.
Whenever such an award is made, the basis for the award should be
explained on the chronology sheet, in the comments block of DD
Form 1844 (List of Property),
fair and reasonable award may
instancea :

(a) The item is
a percentage for obsolescence

(b) The claimant
local area.

(c) The claimant
cost .

(d) Repair costs
for the item and an LOV is not

or in a separate memorandum. A
be considered in the following

obsolete and a simple deduction
is not appropriate.

cannot replace

cannot replace

or replacement
appropriate.

17

the item in the

the item at any

costs

of

are excessive
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.

(e) The claimant has substantiated a loss in some
amount but has failed to substantiate a loss in the amount
claimed.

c. Depreciation. The Personnel Claims Act is only intended
to compensate claimants for the fair market value of their loss.
Except in unusual cases, a used item that has been lost or
destroyed is worth less than a new item of the same type. The
price of a new replacement item must be depreciated to award the
claimant the value of the lost or destroyed item. Average yearly
and flat rates of depreciation have been established to determine
the fair value of used property in various categories. Thes e
rates are listed in the Allowance-List Depreciation Guide. The
listed depreciation rate should be adjusted if an item has been
subjected to greater or lesser wear and tear than normal or if
the replacement cost the claimant provides is for a used item
rather than a new one. Yearly depreciation is not taken during
periods of storage and normally no depreciation is taken on
repair costs or on replacement cost for items less than 6 months
old, excluding the month of purchase and the month the claim
accrued (but see subparagraph (3) below).

(1) Depreciating Replacement Parts. No depreciation
should be taken on replacement parts for damaged items unless
these are parts separately purchased or normally replaced during
the useful life of these items. The replacement cost for these

●
latter items should be depreciated. For example, the glass top
to a table is not normally replaced during the useful life of the
table and should not be depreciated.

(2) Deureciatiruz Fabric for Reupholstry. Fabric is
normally replaced during the useful life of upholstered
furniture. When upholstered furniture is reupholstered because
the damage is too severe to be repaired and an LOV is not
appropriate, the cost of new fabric is depreciated at a rate of 5
percent per year. If the item has been reupholstered since it
was purchased, depreciation is measured from the date the item
was last reupholstered, rather than from the date the item was
originally purchased. Labor costs ”are allowed as claimed. If
the estimate does’ not list separate costs for fabric and labor,
the labor costs’may be assumed to be 50-percent of the total
bill.

(3) Rapidlv Depreciating Items . Tires , most clothing
items, and most toys rapidly lose their value, as the high
depreciation rate for these items reflects. Depreciation should
be taken on such items even when they are less than 6 months old.
As a rule of thumb, half of the normal yearly or flat rate
depreciation should be taken on such items when they are between
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● 3 and 6 months old at the time of loss.

(4) Obsoles cence. Even though depreciation is not taken
during perioda of storage, obsolescence should be claimed on
those items that have lost value because of changes in style or
technological imovations.

(5) mitarv~ozm Normally, no depreciation should
be taken on military uniforms! “ Depreciation, however, should be
taken on military uniform items that are being phased out or that
belong to persons separating from the service. Socks and
underwear are not considered military uniform items.

d. Salv Qe va alue. Whenever a claimant has been fully
compensated for a destroyed item tha~ll has some value, the
claimant has the option of either retaining the item and having
the claims office deduct an amount for the aalva8e value, or
turning the item over to the Government or to the carrier if the
carrier will fully reimburse the Government.

(1) ~-i. to the Gove~. On all claims, except
CONUS domestic shipments, if the claimant does not choose to
retain the items and accepts a reduction in the amount paid on
the claim for salvage value, the claims office will require the
claimant to turn them into a disposal unit designated by the
Personal Property Office. Normally, the amount that the
Government may obtain from selling such items is very low. If
the claims office determines that the salvage value is less than
$25.00, the claimant may be advised to dispose of the items by
other means, either by throwing the item away or by turnin8 it
over to a charitable organization. Claimanta may also be
directed to make alternative disposition of items that have been
refused by the designated disposal unit. This alternate
disposition must be noted on the chronology sheet that ia kept as
part of the claims file. Claims personnel will not divert such
items to personal use or use them to furnish Government offices.
In determining whether an item has salvage value, the size of the
item and the distance the claimant must travel to turn it in
should be considered. A claimant must make his own arrangements
to transport salvageable items prior to payment. Clsims
personnel should ask the claimant’s command to make
transportation available to assist the claimant in appropriate
cases, particularly when the item is large or bulky. Sound
discretion prohibits requiring a claimant living far from a
designated disposal unit to turn in an item of relatively slight
valu~.

(2) Z.rn-i. to the Cati. On CONUS domestic
shipments, the carrier may choose to pick up items for which it
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will fully reimburse the Government. Pursuant to a
Military-Industry Memorandum on Salvatze. items that

Joint ●
are hazardous

to keep-around, =uch as mildewed item: or broken glass, (except
items such as figurines and crystal with a per item value of more
than $50.00), may be disposed of as the claimant chooses.
Claimants must retain other items for a maximum of 120 days from
the date of delivery to allow the carrier to pick them up.
Pursuant to this memorandum of understanding, the carrier has
until the end of the inspection period or 30 days after receipt
of the demand, whichever ia greater, to identify such items.
Claima offices must identify files in which the carrier is
entitled to salvage and must process these claims for recovery
action within 30 days so that the claimant does not dispose of
salvageable items before the ,end of the period allotted for
carrier pick-up.

(3) Maximum Allowances. If the claimant will not be
fully compensated for an item because a maximum allowance ia
applied, he will not.be required to turn in the item.

e. ~. The claims examiner’s intent
should be clear and unmistakable to anyone reviewing the remarks
section of DD Form 1844. The following standardized
abbreviations are used in completing the remarka section. Other
abbreviations should not be used. Whenever one or more of these
abbreviations will not adequately explain how the claimant has
been compensated, a brief explanation should be inserted in the
remarks section, in the comments section on the bottom of DD Form
1844, or on the chronology sheet that is kept in each claims
file.

(1) AC--Amount Claimed. The amount claimed was awarded
to the claimant. This abbreviation is not used if the claimant
has presented an estimate of repair.

(2) AGC--Aizreed Cost of Repairs. The claimant did not
present an estimate but instead, after discussing the matter with
claims personnel, entered an amount that represents the
claimant’s guess as to how much it would cost to repair the
damaged item. The claima office may accept this amount as a fair
estimation of the cost of repair based on the amount of damage,
the value of the item, and the cost of similar repairs in the
area. A claimant may be allowed up to $50.00 as an AGC without
an inspection and between $50.00 and $100.00 if claims personnel
have inspected the item. The use of AGC is an integral part of
small claims procedures.

(3) CR--Carrier Recovery. The claimant was paid this
amount by the carrier for the item. The payment is recorded in
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the remarka column, and the total carrier payment is deducted at
the bottom of DD Fom 1844 in the same manner as insurance
recovery.

(4) P--Deure.ia~. Yearly depreciation was taken on
the destroyed or missing item in accordance with the appropriate
depreciation guide in effect at the time of the loss. Deviations
from standard rates must be explained.

(5) JW--Depreciated Value+. A claimant’s repair costs
exceeded the value of the item, so the depreciated value was
awarded instead. Whenever a claimant claims a repair cost that
is very high, relative to the age and probable replacement cost,
the replacement cost should be obtained and the depreciated value
determined.

(6) ~ a. The claimant provided an
estimate of repair that was used to value the loss. If multiple
estimates were provided, they should be numbered and referred to
aa exhibits.

(7) ER--Exh&j,&. When numerous documents have been
provided to substantiate a claim, they should be numbered and
referred to as exhibits.

(8) ~--Flat Rate Deprec iatim. Flat rate depreciation
waa taken on an item in accordance with the Depreciation Guide in
effect at the time of the loss. Deviations from the nomal rate
must be explained.

(9) l?&R F lr an Reason bl,g A fair and reasonable
award was made. ~~e~ paragraph 11~(3)-above. )

(10) JAY/--Leas of Valu~. An LOV was awarded. (See
paragraph ha(l) above.)

(11) ilA--Maxi.mum Amwancq The adjudicated value,
listed in the “Amount Allowed” column, exceeds a maximum
allowance. The amount in excess of the maximum allowance is
subtracted at the bottom of the DD Fom 1844.

(12) N/P--Not Pavabl~. The item is not payable. The
reason for this comment should be noted (i.e., “not
aubstantiated”) .

(13) ~B S--Obsolescence. A percenta~e was deducted for
obsolescence.

(14) PCR --Lost Po~al Carri @r Recovery. A deduction
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was made for

(15)
PED .

lost PCR.

PED--Preexistin~ Dama~e. A deduction was made for

(16) PP--Purchase Price. The purchase price was used to
value the loss. Normally, the purchase price is not an adequate
measure of the claimant’s loss. If, however, the claimant used
the replacement cost of a dissimilar item or otherwise failed to
substantiate the replacement cost, a recent purchase price may be
used at the discretion of claims personnel, if a true replacement
cost is not available.

(17)
from the NEX

(18)

NEX--Navv ExchagPe Reul acement Cost. A replacement
was used.

RC--Reul acement Cost. A replacement cost was used.
The store or catalog from which the replacement cost was taken
should be listed.

(19) SVIN--1tem has no Salvaize Value. A destroyed item
was determined to have no salvage value.

(20) SvlR--Salvaee Value. Item Retained. A destroyed
item was determined to have salvage value and the claimant chose
to keep the item. Accordingly, a deduction was made for the
salvage value.

(21) SVIT--Salvaee Value. Item Turned in. A destroyed
item was determined to have salvage value and the claimant chose
not to keep the item. If the item is part of a CONUS domestic
shipment, the claimant must keep it for the carrier to pick up.
Otherwise”, the claimant must turn the item in prior to payment on
the claim.

f. Sets Normally, when component parts of a set are—.
missing or destroyed, the claimant is only entitled to the
replacement cost of the missing or destroyed components. In some
instances, however, a claimant would be entitled to replacement
of the entire set or to an additional LOV. Some claimants will
assert that all of the items in a room are part of a set. Pieces
sold separately, however, are ordinarily not considered parts of
a set, and pieces that merely complement other items, such as a
loveseat purchased to complement a particular hutch, are never
considered part of a set. When a component part of a set is
missing or destroyed and cannot be replaced with a matching item,
or has to be repaired so that it no longer matches other
component parts of the set, the following rules apply:
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● (1) The set is no longer useful for its intended
purpose. When a set is no longer useful for its intended purpose
because component parts are missing or destroyed the entire set
may be replaced. Note that several firms will match discontinued
sets of china and crystal and that replacement of the set is not
authorized if replacement items can be thus obtained. Generally,
with china and crystal the value of the set as a whole is not
destroyed unless more than 25 percent of the place settings are
unusable. Exceptions may be made if the claimant can demonstrate

a particular need for a certain number of place settings becauae
of family size or social obligations. In those rare instances
when an entire set is replaced, the claimant will be required to
turn in undamaged pieces.

(2) The set ia still useful for its intended purpose.
When missing pieces cannot be matched and there is measurable
decrease in the value of the act, but the set is still useful for
its intended purpose, the claimant is awarded the value of the
missing pieces plus an amount for the diminution in value of the
set as a whole. The amount awarded as an LOV will vary depending
on the exact circumstances.

(3) Mattresses and upholstered furniture are recovered.
A mattress and box spring set is covered during normal use. Such
sets are still useful for their intended purpose if one piece of

●
the set has to be recovered in a different fabric. No award will
be made for the undamaged piece. When one piece of a set of
upholstered furniture suffers damage that cannot be repaired or
recovered in matching fabric, recovering the entire set or re-
covering the damaged piece plus LOV should be considered.
Factors to take into account include the value of the set, PED to
the set, the nature of the current damage, and the extent to
which the claimant’a furniture is already mismatched.

g. We Horn=. Mobile homes present special problems.
Most mobile homes, particularly larger ones, are not built to .
withstand the stress of multiple long moves. While the Mobile
Home One-Time Only rate solicitation program, effective 1
November 1987, may have reduced the incidence of loss and damage
by encouragi~ carriers to use extra axles when necessary, mobile
home shipments can result in enormous, uncompensated losses for
servicemembers and present unusual difficulties for claims
adjudicators. Because the risk is so great, claims offices must
coordinate with their servicing transportation offices to ensure
both that aervicemembers shipping mobile homes are advised of the
risk and of their responaibilities, and that the transportation
office does not authorize shipment of a mobile home that has not
been placed in a fit condition to be shipped.
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(1) Transportation Counseling Prior to Shipment.
Servicemembers should be advised of the following:

(a) They are responsible for placing the mobile
home and its tires, tubes, frames, and other parts in fit
condition to ship and for loading the mobile home to withstand
the stresses of normal transportation. They will not be
compensated for any damage that results either from a latent
defect in the construction of the mobile home (except when the
carrier is aware of the defect and the servicemember is not) or
from their failure to place the mobile home in fit condition to
ship.

(b) They are responsible for paying for necessary
repairs .enroute. Such repairs can amount to several hundred or
even several thousand dollars, and some mobile homes have been
left in storage at the servicemember’s expense hundreds of miles
from destination because the owner could not pay for necessary
repairs.

(c) They are responsible for resealing the roof and
weatherproofing the mobile home after delivery. The cost of this
is not compensable, nor is any damage caused by the
servicemember’s failure to have it done.

(d) They are responsible for removing obstructions,
grading the roadway, or otherwise preparing the site to make it
accessible for the carrier’s equipment at both origin and
destination.

(e) Because of the risk that damage will result for
which they cannot be compensated, servicemembers should strongly
consider purchasing private insurance coverage. A claimant
usually must purchase separate insurance for property shipped
inside the mobile home and most mobile home carriers will sell
some sort of insurance coverage for damage to the mobile home
itself. Often, when a mobile home has been moved repeatedly, the
risk of uncompensated loss is so high that the Servicemember
should consider selling the home rather than attempting to ship
it.

(2) In spection Prior to Shit.ment. Transportation
personnel should inspect the home prior to shipment in all
instances. All defects should be recorded. In particular:

(a) A mobile home should not be shipped with a
servicemember’s furniture and other household goods inside. The
maximum safe weight of appliances and additional property is very
low . An overweight mobile home tends to blow tires and break
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apart during shipment. Servicemembers should be advised long
before shipment that they will have to make other arrangements
for shipping such items at their own expense.

(b) A mobile home should never be shipped with
defects in the steel frame or tow hitch.

(c) The condition of all tires should be checked
and recorded. Some carriers submit huge bills for “blown” tires
during shipment.

(d) Structural changes to the interior of the home,
particularly those that involve cutting through beams, should be
examined closely and a civil engineer should be called in to
render an opinion. Frequently, it is not safe to ship mobile
homes in which the claimant has altered the interior framing.

(3) ~. Many carriers will attempt to
escape liability by attributing all damage to latent
manufacturing defects. A loss due to such a defect, like a loss
due to any other mechanical defect, is not considered incident to
senice. When an engineer’s report or other evidence shows that
damage was indeed caused by a defect rather than by the carrier’s
failure to take the necessary care, the following rples apply:

(a) If both the carrier and the claimant knew or
should have known of the defect, and if the claimant took no
corrective action and had the mobile home shipped anyway, the
claim is not payable.

defect,
to know
pursued

(b) If the carrier knew or should have known of the
and the claimant could not reasonably have been expected
of it, the claim is payable and liability should be
against the carrier.

(c) If neither the claimant nor the carrier could
reasonably be expected to know of the defect, the claim is not
payable.

(4) Substantiation of a Clam. Prior to adjudication of
such claims, the mobile home should be inspected and the
following evidence obtained, if possible:

(a) QP FOrM 18130 (M- H meo Shipment Insveet i“o~
at Des ~. This document shows the condition of the home
at origin prior to shipment. This document is prepared by the
Transportation Office (TO) and is signed by the servicemember,
the carrier’s representative, and the Government inspector. It
is vital and a claim should not be paid without it. At
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destination, damages noted at delivery should be annotated and
the form dated and signed by the driver and the servicemember.
Damages may be listed on this form or on the DD Form 1840 (Joint
Statement of Loss or Damage at Delivery).

(b) DD Form 1863 (Accessorial Services-Mobile
H-. For shipments after 1 November 1987, DD Form 1863 lists
all services the carrier is required to provide, including line-
haul, payment of tolls, overdimension charges, permits and
licenses, provision of anti-sway devices, axles with wheels and
tires , temporary lights, and escort services. All costs and
services may not appear on the GBL. For shipments prior to 1
November 1987, damages may also be listed on this form.

(C) DD Form 184011840R. Beginning 1 November 1987,
(See Appendix 5-3) later-discovered damages must be listed on DD
Form 1840R and dispatched to the carrier within 75 days of
delivery. Timely notice on mobile home shipmerits differs
slightly from such notice on other shipments. Item 306 of the
carrier’s rate solicitation provides that “upon delivery by the
carrier, all loss of or damage to the mobile home shall be noted
on the delivery document, the inventory form, the DD Form 1800,
andior the DD Form 1840. Late discovered loss or damage,
including personal property within the mobile home, will be noted
on the DD Form 1840R not later than 75 days following delivery
and shall be accepted by the carrier as overcoming the
presumption of correctness of delivery receipt.” ●

(d) DD Form 1412 [1nventorv of Items Shiuued in
Housetrailer\. Prior to 1 November 1987, the servicemember
prepared DD Form 1412. After 1 November 1987, the carrier is
required to prepare this in coordination with the senicemember.

(e) DD Form 1841. If a Government representative
does not inspect the mobile home at delivery, .an inspection
should be requested.

(f) priver ‘s Statement. The mobile home carrier
should be requested to provide (within 14 days) a statement from
the driver of the towing vehicle explaining the circumstances
surrounding the damage as well as detailed travel particulars.
If the mobile home carrier does not respond, the file should be
so annotated. Such statements are often self-serving and should
be reviewed critically to determine whether the carrier is
attributing damage to a latent defect:

(g) Owner ‘s Statement. The claimant should provide
a statement concerning the age of the mobile home, the date and
place purchased, any prior damage or repairs, all prior moves,
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‘and prior claims.

(h) ~timates of ReDaj&.
claimant should obtain two estimates of

When possible, the
repair from firms in the

business of repairing, rather than selling: mobile homes. Such
estimates should list the approximate value of the home before
and after damage, a detailed breakdown of the repairs needed and
their cost, and the cauae of damage.

(i) -eer’s Sta~. Where the facts indicate
the possibility of a latent defect, the claimant should be
assisted in obtaining a statement from a qualified engineer or
vehicle maintenance professional with expertise in mobile homes
explaining the cause of damage. The claims office should
coordinate in advance with facilities engineers or with local
resexwe units with engineering expertise to provide such
inspection where possible. -

(5) QU!ll!l ma .
claimant may be paid for loss of
except when the damage is due to
servicemember’s failure to ulace

In adjudicating the claim, the
or damage to the mobile home
a latent defect, to the
the home in fit condition to

ship, or to the senicememb~r’s failure to have the roof
resealed. The servicemember may also be compensated for the
reasonable cost of repair estimates provided by firms in the
business of mobile home repair and of opinions prepared by
qualified engineers. The claimant may not be compensated for
services the carrier failed to perform or performed improperly or
for other incidental expenses. The claimant should be referred
to the transportation office for these. Such services (listed on
DD Form 1843 and the GBL correction notice) include:

(a) Escort or pilot services, ferry fees, tolls,
permits, overdimension charges, or taxes.

(b) Storage costs or parking fees en route.

(c) Expand charges and charges’ for anti-sway
devices, brake. and brake repairs, or adding or replacing axles,
tubes, or tires.

(d) Wrecker service.

(e) Connecting or disconnecting utilities.

(f) Blocking, unblocking, or removing or installing
skirting.

(g) The cost of separating or reassembling and .
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resealing a double-wide mobile home.

(6) Carrier Liabilitv and Attempted Waivers.
absence of additional coverage, the carrier’s maximum
for personal property shipped with the mobile home is
The carrier is fully liable for damages to the mobile

In the
liability
$250.00.
home

itself. Carriers a>e also liable fo~ damage caused by third
parties with whom they contract, such as wrecker services. Some
carriers may still try to obtain waivers from the servicemember.
A waiver signed by the servicemember, however, is not binding on
the United States. The Navy is the contracting party and the
owner has no authority to sign a waiver agreement or any other
document purporting to exempt the carrier from the liability
imposed under the GBL.

12. PATMENTS AND COLLECTIONS

Payment of approved personnel claims and deposit of checks
received from carriers, contractors, insurers, or members will be
made by the Navy or Marine Corps disbursing officer serving the
adjudicating authority. Payments will be charged to funds made
available to the adjudicating authority for this purpose. Credit
for collections will be to the accounting data specified in Navy
Comptroller Manual section 046370, paragraph 2 or in superseding
messages, if applicable.

13. PARTIAL PAYMENTS

a. Partial Pavments when Hardship Exists . When claimants
need funds to feed, clothe, or house themselves and/or their
families as a result of sustaining a compensable loss, the
adjudicating authority may authorize a partial payment of an
appropriate amount, normally one-half of the estimated total
payment. When a partial payment is made, a copy of the payment
voucher and all other information related to the partial payment
shall be placed in the claim file. Action shall be taken to
ensure the amount of the partial payment is deducted from the
adjudicated value of the claim when final payment is made.

b. Marine Hardshiu Pavments. The Marine claimant’s
Transportation Management Office (TMO) shall ensure compliance”
with all requirements of paragraph 13(a) above, and may request
authority for payment by message from the Commandant of the
Marine Corps (MHP-40).

c. Effect of Partial Pavment. Partial payments are to be
subtracted from the adjudicated value of the claim before payment
of the balance due. Overpayments are to be promptly recouped.
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14. RECONSIDE7UTION AND APPEAL

Gener 1 When a claim is denied either in whole or in
part~”the cla~mant shall be given written notification of the
initial adjudication and of the right to submit a written request
for reconsideration to the original adjudicating authority within
6 months from the date the claimant receives notice of the
initial adjudication of the claim. If a claimant requests
reconsideration and if it is detensined that the original action
was erroneous or incorrect, it shall be modified and, when
appropriate, a supplemental payment shall be approved. If full
additional payment is not granted, the file shall be forwarded
for reconsideration to the next higher adjudicating authority.
The next higher adjudicating .authority may be the commanding
officer of the Naval Legal Service Office if a properly delegated
subordinate has acted initially on the claim. For claims
originally adjudicated by the commanding officer, the files will
be forwarded to the Judge Advocate General for final action. The
claimant shall be notified of this action either by letter or by
copy of the letter fo~arding the file to higher adjudicating
authority. The forwarding letter shall include a synopsis of
action taken on the file and reasons for the action or denial, as
well as a recommendation of further action or denial.

b. Files Forward ed to .JAG. For files forwarded to JAG in
accordance with paragraph 14a above, the forwarding endorsement
shall include the specific reasons why the requested relief was
not granted and shall address the specific points or complaints
raised by the claimant’s request for reconsideration.

c. Ame la F@ce ure for ~tted bv M rine Corvsa d “s
pers onn~. Where any of the Marine Corps adjudicat~ng
authorities listed in uaraaraK)h 7b above fail to urant the re’lief
requested, or otherwis~ re~ol~e the claim to the satisfaction of
the claimant, the request for reconsideration shall be forwarded
together with the entire original file and the adjudicating
authority’s recommendation, to the Judge Advocate General.

SECTION B: DEMAND ON CARRIER, CONTUCTOR, OR INSURER

15. CARRIER RECOVERY--GENERALLY

. a2QJ2es. This section addresses the recovery process for
lossaor damage occurring during the storage or transport of
household gooda and other personal property for which military
persomel and civilian employees were paid under the provisions
of 31 U.S.C. S 3721. The authority for pursuing recovery action
is found at 31 U.S.C. S 3711.
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b. Responsibility. Recovery of amounts due for personal
property lost or damaged while in transit or in storage at
Government expense is a joint Personal Property Office/Naval
Legal Senice Office responsibility. In order to establish
liability and to effectively pursue a recovery claim against a
carrier, warehouseman, or other third party, it is essential that
all required action be accomplished in an expeditious manner.
Failure of the property owner or any Government agent to exercise
diligence in the performance of duties may render collection of
the claim impossible and thereby deprive the Government of
rightful revenue. Claims approving and settlement authorities
will ensure that all actions required of the property owner and
naval personnel are accomplished promptly.

c. Elements of Collection. There are four elements in the
successful assertion and collection of a recovery claim. They
are:

(1) Proving that a transit loss occurred;

(2) determining who had responsibility for the goods
at the time of the transit loss;

(3) calculating the amount of damages; and

(4) pursuing the responsible party or parties
vigorously.

16. RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Notice of Loss . Claims office personnel must ensure that
Notice of Loss or Damage, DD Form 1840R, is properly completed
and dispatched to the liable third party or parties within 75
days of delivery of the property. See Appendix 5-3.

b. Counseling of Claimant. Claims office personnel should
coordinate with the local personal property office to ensure
proper counseling regarding potential claim procedures.

c. Documents. Claims office personnel must obtain from the
claimant or from,the transportation office the following
documents needed to process recovery actions:

(1) A copy of the GBL or other document used for
shipment or storage.

(2) A copy of the inventory.

(3) A copy of the DD Form 1840 and DD Form 1840R.
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(4) Where storage in transit was extended from 180 days
to 270 days, a copy of the authorization from the transportation
office allowing this extension at Government expense.

(5) Where storage converted from Government paid storage
to storage at owner’s expense, a copy of the claimant’s contract
with the warehouse.

(6) When necessary, a copy of DD Form 1164, Service
Order for Personal Property, from the transportation office.

(7) When necessary, DD Form 619-1, Statement of
Accessorial Se-ices Performed, from the transportation office.

d. Carrier Inspection. ‘Claims office personnel shou?d
inform claimants that the carrier has the right to inspect
damaged goods within 75 days of delivery, or 45 days of dispatch
of DD Fens 1840R, whichever is later, and that damaged items must
be held out for carrier inspection during that period.
Essential items such as washer, dryer, television etc., may be
repaired prior to that time if necessary.

e. Rev air Estim at~s. Claims personnel must ensure that
repair estimates describe the specific location and damage
claimed and that the same damage is claimed on DD Form 1844,”
Schedule of Property and Claims Analysis Chart. Repair estimates
that merely note “refinished” or “repaired” are not acceptable.

f. RD F rm 1844.0 Claims personnel must ensure that DD Form
1844 is.properly completed with the nature and extent of the loss
or damage to each item fully described, the correct inventory
numbers supplied, and correct item weights utilized from the
Military-Industry Table of Weights (when these weights are
required for the code of service involved). See Appendix 5-2.

f5. Peman ds on Th ird Pa-. Claims personnel must ensure
that written demands against appropriate third parties are
prepared as described in paragraphs 19 and 20 below. No demand
will be made where it conclusively appears that the loss or
damage was caused solely by Government employees or where a .
demand would otherwise be clearly improper under the
circumstances. If it is determined that a demand is not
required, a brief written statement setting forth the basis for
this determination will be included on the chronology sheet.
Pursuant to the Joint Military-Industry Agreement on Claims of
$25.00 or Less, claims of $25.00 or less will not be pursued
because administrative costs outweigh recovery proceeds.
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17. NOTICE OF LOSS OR DAMAGE

Exceptions . The claimant is required to take exceptions
and %te any loss or damage at the time of delivery on the DD
Form 1840 (Joint Statement of Loss or Damage at Delivery).
Later discovered damage must be noted on the DD Form 1840R
(Notice of Loss or Damage) and delivered to the claims office or
Personal Property Office within 70 days of delivery. Failure to
take exceptions at delivery and note and report later discovered
damage will result in deduction of any lost potential carrier
recovery from payment of the claim. Failure to note on the DD
Form 1840 items missing at the time of delivery may result in
denial of claims for those items.

b. DD Form 1840118401t. ‘The DD Form 1840/184011 is printed in
carbon sets of five with DD Form 1840 on the front side and DD
Form 1840R on the reverse side. DD Form 1840/1840R is provided
by the carrier to the member at delivery. Carriers were required
to use this revised DD Form 1840/1840R beginning 15 August 1988
for international shipments and 15 September 1988 for domestic
shipments. This is the only document the carriers will accept
for reporting loss and damage to household goods. The
requirement to list all known loss and damage at the time of
delivery on the DD Form 1840 is a joint responsibility of the
claimant and the carrier. If the carrier fails togive the
claimant a DD Form 1840 at the time of the delivery, the carrier
is liable for all damage and does not have to be notified in the
75-day timeframe.

Milita rv-Industrv Memorandum of Understanding on Loss and
Dama~e Rules. The Military-Industry Memorandum of Understanding
on Loss and Damage Rules became effective in 1985 with the
implementation of the new DD Form 1840/1840R. This document
should be thoroughly studied and completely understood. The
Memorandum of Understanding is attached as Appendix 5-4.

18. TYPES OF SHIPMENTS AND LIABILITY INVOLVED

a. Codes 1 and 2 (domestic includinp Alaska\. Increased
released valuation, also referred to as “Basic Coverage,” became
effective within CONUS and Alaska on 1 April 1987 for intrastate
shipments (shipments within a single State), and on 1 May 1987
for interstate shipments (shipments from one State to another).
For Code 1 and 2 shipments picked up after these dates, the
carrier’s released valuation, (the carrier’s maximum liability for
loss and damage) increased from $.60 per pound per article to
$1.25 multiplied by the net weight of the shipment ($2.50 for’
shipments to and f~om Alaska). ‘For Code 1
uP PriOr tO these dates, carrier liability
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pound per article and is calculated the same as for Code 4
shipments. There are also two higher levels of coverage
available in which the owner pays the difference between the
basic coverage and the higher level requested: hiBh or higher
increased released valuation (Option 1) and full replacement
protection (Option 2). These higher carrier released valuation
rates only apply to Code 1 and 2 shipments and they do not affect
the liability of a non-temporary storage (NTS) warehouse which
remains at $50.00 per line item.

(1) I.ncreased Released Val tio~ IRV is the
baaic valuation for semice Codes l“~nd 2 and ii fully paid by
the Government. If the claimant is due additional recovery
money, the words “claimant due carrier recovery” must be added on
the claims file to ensure the recovered amount is provided to the
claimant if eligible. IRV is not reflected on the GBL by any
special language. For Code 1 and 2 shipments picked up after the
effective dates mentioned above, the carrier’s released valuation
is $1.25 multiplied by the net weight of the shipment ($2.50
multiplied times the net weight of the shipment for shipments to
and from Alaska). For example, if the wei~ht of an IRV shipment
moved from Kansas to New York is 10,000 pounds, the most the
carrier could be held liable for would be $12,500 (10,000 pounds
times $1.25 = $12,500). If the same shipment was moved from
Alaska to New York, the maximum carrier liability would instead
be $25,000 (10,000 pounds times $2.50 = $25,000).

(2) ~her I~eas ed Relea sed Val uation (opt ion 1).
This type of coverage may be purchased by an owner who desires
protection for items whose value exceeds a maximum allowance or
for a shipment whose value exceeds the statutory maximum. If the
claimant is due additional recovery money, the words “claimant
due carrier recovery” must be added in the claims file. Option 1
must be annotated on the original GBL. A GBL correction notice
is acceptable only if the carrier or his agent has notice of the
correction before pick-up. Option 1 may be listed in block 27 or
block 30 either as a lump sum, such as “Option 1--$30,000,” or as
a multiple, such as “Option 1--$3.00 times the net weight.” The
carrier’s maximum liability is whatever higher valuation the
claimant places on the shipment. For example: The owner of a
10,000 pound shipment requests Option 1 coverage of $30,000.00
and has this listed on the GBL. The carrier’s maximum liabilitv
is $30,000.00. Under basic coverage, the carrier’s maximum
liability for this shipment would only be $12,500.00. The
claimant must initially file a claim with the carrier. The
Government will only accept a claim if the carrier denies the
claim, if delay would cause hardship, or if the carrier fails
satisfactorily settle the claim within 30 days. The claim is
adjudicated in the normal fashion, applyin~ depreciation and
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maximum allowances. Demand is then made
full value of the item lost or damaged.
effected, the Government keeps an amount
the claimant and disperses the remaining
claimant.

(3) Full Rep lacement Protection

on the carrier for the
When recovery is
equal to that paid to
recovery to the

IOutiOn 2). This type
of coverage may be purchased by an owner who desires protect~~n
for items whose value exceeds a maximum allowance, for a shipment
whose value exceeds the statutory maximum, or because the
claimant does not wish to have the replacement cost of destroyed
or missing items depreciated to their fair market value. The
minimum coverage available under Full Replacement Protection is
$21,000.00 or $3.50 times the net weight of the shipment,
whichever is greater. A member who chooses this coverage must
initially file a claim with the carrier, allowing the carrier the
right to repair or replace’ items. The Government will only
accept a claim if the carrier denies the claim, if delay would
cause hardship, or if the carrier fails to satisfactorily settle
the claim within 30 days. If a claim is submitted to the
Government , the claim is adjudicated normally, applying
depreciation and maximum allowances. The claimant should be
informed that any additional amount will be forwarded after
recovery action is effected against the carrier. Option 2 must
be annotated on the original GBL. A GBL cor rection notice is
acceptable onlv if the carrier or his aeent receives notice of
the corr ection before DiCk-uD. Option 2 may be listed in block
27 or block 30 either as a lump sum, such as “Fu1l Replacement
Protection--$50,000.00, ” or as a multiple, such as “Full
Replacement Protection--$3.5O times the net weight.” The
carrier’s maximum liability is the higher valuation the claimant
places on the shipment. For example: The owner of a 10,000
pound shipment requests full replacement protection of $3.50
times the net weight of the shipment and has this listed on the
GBL . The carrier’s maximum liability is $35,000.00 (10,000
pounds times $3.50 . $35,000.00). Under basic coverage, the
carrier’s maximum liability for this shipment would only be
“$12,500.00.

(4) Calculating Liability on lRV. OutiOn 1. and Oution 2
shipments.

(a) Under IRV and Option 1, the carrier’s maximum
liability for loss or damage to a single item is limited to the
repair cost or depreciated replacement cost of the item. Under
Option 2, the carrier’s maximum liability for a single item is
the repair cost or the undepreciated replacement cost of the
item. The carrier’s maximum liability for the entire claim is
limited to the released valuation, which is either the lump sum
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● declared by the owner or the net weight of the shipment times the
applicable ❑ultiplier. The net weight of the shipment is
normally listed in block 4 of DD Form 1840 (block 3 of DD Form
1840 dated September 84). If the net weight is missing, it
should be obtained from the transportation office.

(b) In completing the carrier liability section of
DD Form 1844, ignore the Joint Military-Industry Table of
Weights. Assert the amount adjudicated on each item for which
the carrier is liable in the carrier liability column. Where the
Government payment was limited by application of a maximum
allowance (or by depreciation on full replacement cost claims),
assert the full, substantiated value. Total the amounta for
which the carrier is liable in the carrier liability column. If
this total exceeds the maximum carrier liability for the entire
claim, the maximum carrier liability should be entered on DD Form
1843 as the amount demanded. Do not, however, change the total
of the amounts for which the carrier is liable on the DD Form
1844.

(c) If the amount the claimant receives from the
Government is limited by application of a maximum allowance (or
by depreciation on full replacement protection claims) leaving
the claimant with an uncompensated loss, the claimant may be due
reimburaement from recovery money after recovery. is effected on

●
the claim. Claimants with uncompensated losses who have basic
coverage are only entitled to reimbursement from recovery money
if the amount recovered exceeds the amount paid by the Government
(unless the loss was in excess of the statutory maximum).
Claimanta with uncompensated losses who purchased Option 1 or
Option 2 are entitled to reimbursement up to the value of their
additional coverage. Such files should be marked: “claimant due
carrier recovery.” The claimant should be informed that recovery
from the carrier is dependent on the amount and quality of the
substantiation the claimant provided, and that. the actual
recovery may be less than anticipated. The claimant should
further be informed that considerable time will elapse before
recovery is effected and reimbursement made. Such claims should
be processed for recovery action as expeditiously as possible.

b. codes 4 and 6 (Inte~tion 1 and Hawai~. On Codes 4 and
6, international GBL shipments, ca~rier liability is computed at
$.60 per pound multiplied by the weight of the article or carton
aa prescribed by the Joint Military-Industry Table of Weights.
In cases where the entire shipment is lost or damaged, liability
will be computed on the net weight of the shipment times $.60 per
pound. The net weight of the shipment may be obtained from the
origin transportation office.
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c. Codes 5 and T (International and Hawaii]

(1) A Code 5 shipment is the movement of household goods
Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) approved

door-to-door shipping containers (wooden boxes)- and where a
carrier provides line-haul service from origin residence to a
military ocean terminal. The Government, through the Military
Sealift Command (MSC), provides ocean transportation to the
designated port of discharge, and the carrier provides line-haul
service to the destination residence.

(2) A Code T shipment is the movement of household goods
where the carrier provides containerization at origin and
transportation to the designated Military Airlift Command (MAC)
termin’al. MAC provides terminal services at both origin and
destination, and air transportation to a designated MAC terminal.
The carrier provides transportation to the destination residence.

(3) On Code 5 and T shipments, it is often difficult to
decide whether the Government or the carrier was in actual
custody of the shipment at the time of loss or damage. In order
to reduce liability disputes in such situations, a 50-percent
compromise agreement between industry and the military has been
reached.

(4) When the 50-percent compromise is appropriate or
applicable, the DD Form 1844 is prepared in the normal fashion
utilizing weights indicated in the Military-Industry Table of
Weights multiplied by $.60 per pound. Two different sums should
be listed for carrier liability at the bottom of the DD Form 1844
the amount of liability due under the 50-percent compromise and
the full amount that will be offset if carrier fails to pay, ~
e.g., “$1OO.OO Code T, $200.00 Full Liability.” This same
computation should be reflected in the “amount of claim” box on
DD Form 1843 (Demand on Carrier/Contractor). If a carrier
refuses to make a satisfactory settlement or fails to make a
timely response to the demand, the carrier’s full liability will
be collected.

d. Codes 7. 8, and J (Unaccompanied Ba~ a~e Shiuments~

(1) Gross Wei~ht Rules. Government payment to the
carrier for transportation of unaccompanied baggage (Codes 7, 8,
and J) is based upon gross weight of the shipment. Unless the
inventory is prepared as a “Proper Household Goods Descriptive
Inventory,” computation of carrier liability for loss or damage
incurred in a Code 7, 8, or J shipment will also be based upon
gross weight. Gross weight is defined as the total weight of all
articles, including necessary packing materials and packing
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containers. The shipping container is the external crate (tri-
wall or other Government approved container) into which
individual articles and/or packing cartons are placed. For the
majority of claims, liability will be asserted on gross weight of
the container.

(2). ~ Prepare d Usinu “Proner Household
Goods De~vtzve The Joint Mili;ary/Industry Table
of. Weights will apply to Code 7, 8, or J unaccompanied baggage
shipments if the inventory has been prepared as a “Proper
Household Goods Descriptive Inventory,” in accordance with
Paragraph 54 of the Tender of Senice for Personal Property
Household Goods and Unaccompanied Baggage (DOD 4500.34-R,
Appendix A). A properly prepared inventory should reflect the
size of each individual carton, give a general description of
carton contents, and note preexisting damage. The complete
inventory, not just a portion, must have been prepared aa a
proper household goods inventory. If an inventory is only
partially prepared as a proper household goods descriptive
inventory, gross weight will be used.

e. Local M veso and NTS. There are basically two types of
NTS shipments: a direct delivery from NTS by the same company
that stored the property and a delivery from NTS which waa picked
up at the warehouse by a GBL carrier. Direct deliveries of
household goods from NTS are often erroneously construed as local
moves. It is sometimes difficult to tell the difference between
the two since a shipment delivered from NTS by the warehouseman
is usually also a short distance (local) move. The type of
contract involved detensines whether or not the shipment is
considered a local ❑eve, a direct delivery from NTS, or a carrier
delivery picked up from NTS.. These distinctions are important
since different liability is involved.

(1) Local MQve. A local move is a shipment performed
under a local contract that authorizea property to be moved from
one residence to another within a specified area (usually a move
from off base to on base, or the reverse). The contract for a
local move is the purchase order prepared by the transportation
office which lists the services required of the Carrier in
accordance with the provisions of the Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR). The purchase order usually includes packing
and picking up the ~oods at origin residence or from storage,
transporting the goods within a designated distance, and
delivering and unpacking the goods at destination. All these
eervicea are performed under the authority of one purchase order
and will usually
days of pickup.
carrier recovery

be accomplished the same-day or within a few
Timely notice must exist in order to pursue
and liability is usually based on a released
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valuation of $.60 per pound per article. The Joint
Military/Industry Table of Weights is used to calculate
liability. There is no insurance coverage required on local
contractors; if the local contractor is no longer in business or
bankrupt, the file may be closed.

(2) Direct Deliverv from NTS. In circumstances where
one contractor is responsible for pick-up, NTS, and delivery of
the shipment, liability for loss or damage is assessed against
that carrier. Contemporary storage of household goods requires
completion of DD Form 1164 (Service Order for Personal Property)
in accordance /with the provisions of the Basic Ordering Agreement
(BOA). The “handling-in” portion of the shipment is accomplished
by issuance of the Initial Service Order, DD Form 1164. The
goods are usually stored for a period of 6 months to 4 years.
The “handling-out” and post-storage services are accomplished by
a supplemental service order. These are usually long term
storage, short distance moves processed under the authority of at
least two documents: the initial service order and the
supplemental service order. The BOA states that the contractor
shall be liable “in an amount not exceeding fifty dollars
($50.00) per article or package listed on the warehouse receipt
or inventory form’” (i.e., $50.00 per inventory line item).

(3) Carrier Deliverv Picked uu from NTS. The NTS
portion of the shipment requires completion of an Initial Service
Order, DD Form 1164, to accomplish the “handling-in” of the goods
into the warehouse for storage, as prescribed by the provisions
of the BOA. When storage is terminated, the “handling-out” and
post-storage services are accomplished by issuance of a GBL in
accordance with the tender of service. The GBL may be issued to
a different company or in some cases to the same company that
stored the goods. These are long-term storage, long-distance
moves processed under the authority of two documents: the
initial service order and the GBL. Liability is assessed
entirely against the delivering carrier at whatever rate is
appropriate for the code of service involved, unless the carrier
prepares an exception sheet (rider) noting damage or loss at the
time the goods are picked up from the warehouse. The exception
sheet must be signed by a warehouse representative. If a valid
exception sheet exists, liability for items noted on the
exception sheet is assessed against the NTS warehouse at $50.00
per inventory line item. An exception sheet should be prepared
by the GBL carrier who picks up the goods from NTS even if that
carrier is the same company that stored the goods. This is
necessary in order to relieve the carrier from liability as a
carrier. If either the carrier alone, or both the carrier and
the NTS facility, fail to pay their proper liability, the file is
forwarded to the Naval Material Transportation Office, (NAVMTO),
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Norfolk, Virginia for offset action.

f. J)irect Pr ocurement Metki od (DPM

(1) A DPM move is a method in which the Government
manages the shipment from origin to destination. Contracts are
issued to commercial firms for packing, containerization, local
drayage, and storage services, or Government facilities and
employees provide these services. Separate arrangements are made
with carriers and separate documents are issued for each segment
throu~hout. DPU contractors are also known as packing and
crating (P&C) contractors, as local drayage contractors, or just
as local contractors.

(2) GBL’s for DPM shipments are usually only issued to
motor freight carriers.

(a) Block 3 on the GBL entitled “service code” will
contain the letters A, B, H, or V, followed by a second letter A,
H, K, N, P, R, W, X, or Y. These two letter codes identify the
GBL as a DPM contract.

(b) Block 18, “consignee,”. and Block 19, “from,” on
the GBL contain the name and address of another carrier or
transportation office rather than the name and address of the
claimant.

(C) Block 27, “description of shipment,” on most
GBL’s contains the statement, “household goods released at a
value of 10 cents per pound per article.” This refers to the
motor freight carrier’s liability only. The origin and
destination contractors’ liability is still $.60 per pound times
the weight of the article or carton, as indicated in the Joint
Military/Industry Table of Weights.

(d) If liability lies against the motor freight- -
carrier, the term “article” is defined as the weight of each
packed item, such as the weight of a broken dish within a carton
rather than the net weight of a carton, as used against the
origin and destination contractors. Liability is computed
against the motor freight carrier at a rate of $.10 per pound
times the weight of the article.

(3) Since 1 January 1981 the destination contractor has
been held liable for loss i
is not at fault, i.e. , tool
The motor freight carrier :
against it during its port:
carrier has noted specific

id damage unless it can prove that it
exceptions prior to receipt of goods.

s liable for any damage
on of the move. If the
damage when it received
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or- loss noted
motor freight
the shipment,
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liability is charged against the origin contractor at $.60 per
pound times the weight of the article or carton. Damage noted
against the origin contractor or motor freight carrier should be
indicated on a valid shipping document and generally involves
distinct damage to or missing containers. These documents must
be signed by all parties involved in the transfer of the goods.

(4) The destination contractor must receive timely
notice of loss or damage via DD Form 1840/1840R and a demand
packet . If exceptions were taken against the origin contractor
or motor freight carrier on a transfer document, they should
receive only demand packets.

(5) In determining destination or origin contractor’s
liability, the term “article” has been defined as each shipping
carton or container and the contents thereof, less any exterior
crate or shipping carton. The net weight of each article (carton
or box) packed within the exterior crate or carton may be used to
determine the contractor’s liability for a damaged or missing
item originating out of that carton.

(6) Claims offices should obtain a copy of the DPM
contract from the local contracting office or transportation
office in order to identify which company has the DPM contract
and verify the limits of the liability clause. Contracts are
awarded on a calendar-year basis. ●

g. Mobile Homes. Mobile home claims represent such a small
percentage of claims received that claims personnel are often
unfamiliar with the requirements and documentation necessary to
process such claims. For an explanation of the adjudication of
such claims and the forms used to effect shipment, see paragraph
llg above.

(1) Carrier Liability

(a) For Dama~e to the Mobile Home. Carrier
liability for damage to a mobile home is generally the full cost
of repairs for damage incurred during transit. A mobile home
carrier is excused from liability when the carrier can introduce
substantial proof that a latent structural defect (one not
detectable during the carrier’s preliminary inspection) caused
the loss or damage.

(b) For Damave to Contents. The carrier’s
liability for loss or damage to household or personal effects
inside the mobile home (such as clothing and furniture, or
furnishings which were not part of the mobile home at the time it
was manufactured) is limited to $250.00 unless a greater value is
declared in writing on the GBL. Under the Mobile Home
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One-Time-Only (MOTO) rate system, effective for shipments after 1
November 1987 the owner no longer prepares his own inventory.
Under the MOTO system, the carrier in coordination with the owner
is required to prepare a legible descriptive inventory on DD Form
1412, Inventory of Articles Shipped in House Trailer.

(c) ~eQ nts of the Mobile Home Carri~. If the
shipment is transferred to another mobile home carrier for
transport, the first carrier will continue to be shown on the GBL
and is responsible for the mobile home from pickup to delivery.
The carrier is also responsible for damage caused by third
parties it engages to perform services such as auxiliary towing
and wrecking.

(d) Mater Dam afie. Water damage to a double-wide or
expando-type mobile home is usually due to the carrier’s failure
to provide sufficient protection against an unexpected rainstorm.
Carriers will often assert that this damage is due to an “act of
God” and attempt to avoid liability. It is, however, the
carrier’s responsibility to ensure safe transit of the mobile
home from origin to destination. Not only should carriers be
aware of the risk of flash floods and storms in certain locales
during certain seasons, but a carrier is supposed
protective covering over areas of the mobile home
elements. Carrier recovery should be pursued for
these types of mobile homes.

to provide
exposed to the
water dama~e to

(e) JJaivers Siuned bv the Cl aiman~. The carrier
may attempt to escape liability by having the owner execute a
waiver of liability. Such waivers are not binding upon the
United States.

(f) ~. a“ The
extension of SIT past 180 days is only applicable to household
goods and holdbaggage shipments. It is not applicable to the
shipment of mobile homes. If a mobile home remains in SIT past
180 days, etorage is at the owner’s expense.

(2) rIotics.. Item 306 of the carrier’s rate solicitation
states that: “Upon delivery by the carrier, all loss of or
damage to the mobile home shall be noted on the delivery
document, the inventory form, the DD Form 1800, andfor the DD
Form 1840. Late(r) discovered loss or damage, including personal
property within the mobile home, will be noted on DD Form 1840R
not later than 75 days following delivery and shall be accepted
by the carrier as overcoming the presumption of correctness of
delivery receipt.” Notification to the carrier may be made on
any of the documents. Claims personnel will dispatch the DD Form
1840R in accordance with paragraph 17.
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(3) Preparation of Demands. The carrier is liable for ●
the full amount of substantiated dama~e to the mobile home itself
(less estimate fees), plus up to $250~00 for loss or damage to
contents (unless the claimant purchased increased released
valuation on the contents). Prepare a demand for this amount.
In addition to the DD Form 1843 and DD Form 1844, the demand
packet should include the following documents:

(a) DD Form 1800, Mobile Home Inspection Record;

(b) DD Form 1863, Assessorial Services, Mobile
Home;

(c) DD Form 1840/1840R, Joint Statement of Loss
or Damage at Delivery/Notice of Loss;

House Trai

towing veh:

moves ;

(d) DD Form 1412, Inventory of Items Shipped in
er;

(e) DD Form 1841, Government Inspection Report;

(f) driver’s statement, from the driver of the
cle;

(g) claimant’s statement

(h) estimates of repair,

concerning previous

preferably two. from
firms in the business of repairing mobiie homes;-and -

(i) engineer’s statement, or statement by other
qualified professionals.

(4) Bfre . Chapter 3 and Appendix E of DOD
4500.34-R, per;a~nsn~~smobile home shipment and contains much
valuable information. Another source is NAVSUP 490, Chapter 10
“Mobile Homes of Military Personnel.”

19. DEMAND ON CARRIER, CONTRACTOR, OR INSURER

a. Carrier. When property is lost, damaged, or destroyed
during shipment under a GBL pursuant to authorized travel orders,
the claims investigating officer or adjudicating authority
(whichever can more efficiently perform the task) shall file a
written claim for reimbursement with the carrier according to the
terms of the bill of lading or contract. This demand shall be
made against the last carrier known to have handled the goods,
unless the carrier in possession of the goods when the damage or
loss occurred is known. In this event, the demand shall be made
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against the responsible carrier. If it is apparent the damage or
loss is attributable to packing, storing or handling while in the
custody of the Government, no demand shall be made against the
carrier.

b. we Corns Cla~. For Marine Corps claimants, the
claims investigating officer will prepare the claim against the
carrier, contractor, and/or insurer and will mail it (together
with the DD Form 1842 claim package) to the Commandant of the
Marine Corps (MNP-40), who will submit and assume the
responsibility of monitoring the claim against the carrier.

c. lC?J5511. Whenever property is lost, damaged, or
destroyed while being stored,under a basic agreement between the
Government and the warehouseman, the claims investigating
officer, or appropriate Naval Legal Service Command (NLSC)
activity, shall file a written claim for reimbursement with the
warehouseman under the terms of the storage agreement.

d. bs ureg. When the property lost, damaged, or destroyed
is insured, the claimant must make a demand against the insurer
for “payment under the terms of the insurance coverage within the
time provided in the policy. If the amount claimed is clearly
less than the policy deductible, no demand need be made. Failure
to pursue a claim against available insurance will result in
reducing the amount paid on the claim by the amount which could
have been recovered from the insurer. When an insurer makes a
payment on a claim in which the Government has made a recovery
against the carrier or contractor, the insurer shall be
reimbursed a pro rated share of any money recovered.

20. PREPARATION AND DISPATCN OF DEMAND PACKETS

Demand on a carrier or contractor shall be made in writing on DD
Form 1843 (Demand on Carrier) with a copy of the adjudicated DD
Form 1844 (Schedule of Property) attached.

a. Pem nd pa ackets. A demand is a monetary claim against a
carrier, contractor, or insurer, to compensate for loss or damage
incurred to personal property during shipment or storage. (DD
Form 1843 represents the actual demand. ) See Appendix 5-5. The
demand packet ia a group of documents, stapled together and cent
to the liable third party. More than one demand packet should be
prepared when more than one party is deemed to be liable. Do not
use original documents. Demand packets should be mailed in
official DON enveloues. No demand uacket should be vreuared for

corner should be marked
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claim files that ha~e been closed o: when potential }ec~very is
$25.00 or lees. In those cases the outside of file folders in
the upper left-hand “CLCSED.” A demand
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packet will include the following:

(1) DD Form 1843, Demand on Carrier/Contractor;

(2) DD Form 1844, Schedule of Property and Claim
Analysis Chart;

(3) DD Form 1841. Government Inspection Report (if
available);

(4) DD Form 1164, Service Order for
(when applicable);

(5) copies of all repair estimates
foreign languages); and

Personal Property

translated from

(6) copies of all other supporting documents deemed
appropriate.

b. Dispatch of Demand Packets

(1) The demand packets are directly dispatched by the
appropriate personal property office or the Naval Legal Service
Office to the third party.

(2) Privatelv Owned Vehicles (POV’S)-. Demands for loss
or damage to POV’S will not be made directly against ocean ●
carriers operating under contract with the MSC. After payment is
made to the claimant, one copy of the complete claim file will be
forwarded directly to Commander, MSC. Each file shall include
the following:

(a) The payment voucher;

(b) the completed personnel claim forms;

(c) the estimated or actual cost of repair;

(d) a document indicating the conditions of the
items upon delivery to the carrier; and

(e) a document indicating the forwarding
condition of the POV upon its return to Government control.

The letter of transmittal should identify the vessel by name,
number, and if available, the sailing date. (See Appendix 5-6
for a sample letter. )
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21. ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMANTS RIGHTS TO THE GOVERNMENT

The claimant shall assign to the Government, to the extent of any
payment made on the claim, all rights and interest the claimant
❑ay have against any contractor, carrier, or insurer or other
party ariaing out of the incident on which the claim is based.
The claimant shall also furnish such evidence as may be required
to enable the Government to enforce its claim. If the claimant
refuses to cooperate, steps may be taken to ensure return of
monies paid on the item which the Government is trying to
collect.

22. RECOVERIES FROM CARRIER, CONTRACTOR, OR INSURER

a. R- overi~. If a claimant receives payment from the
Government under this instruction and also receives compensation
from a carrier, contractor, or insurer for the same loss, the
Government shall collect from the claimant the amount necessary
to prevent the claimant from being compensated twice for the same
loss . If the amount payable on a claim is less than the
adjudicated value of the claim, excess recoveries from carriers,
and other third parties shall be paid to the member as long as
the total amount paid does not exceed the value of the claim as
adjudicated.

b. R~. When lost property is found, the
claimant may, at his option, accept all or part of the property
and return the full payment or a pro-rated share of the payment
received from the Government on the claim for the recovered
property. Surrendered property shall be disposed of under
applicable salvage and disposal procedures.

23. SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES AND THIRD PARTY RESPONSES

a. *2 dures. In the interest of expeditious
office administration, correspondence to carriers and contractors
should be kept to a minimum. Normally, one rebuttal to a third
party’s denial of liability is sufficient, unless the carrier or
contractor raises new arguments or provides new information.

(1) &h ecks from Th ird Partie~. Accept checks for the
amount demanded from carriers and contractors. If a carrier or
contractor fon+ards a check for less than the amount demanded,
review the carrier’s arguments for reducing liability to
determine if they are acceptable. If the third party’s basis for
reducing liability is acceptable in the light of all evidence,
deposit the check and dispatch the unearned freight letter, if
applicable. Mark the front upper left-hand corner of the file as
“CLOSED.”
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(2) Third Partv Offers of Settlement. If a carrier or ●
contractor offers to settle the claim, review the carrier’s
arguments for reducing liability to determine if they are
acceptable. If the third party’s basis for reducing liability is
acceptable in light of all evidence, inform the carrier that the
offer is accepted, but that offset action will be initiated if a
check for that amount is not received within 45 days. If a check
in the amount acceptable to the Government is received, deposit
it and dispatch the unearned freight letter, if applicable. Mark
the front upper left-hand corner of the file as “CLOSED.” If a
check in the proper amount is not received within 45 days, send
the request to NAVMTO, Norfolk (or appropriate contract officer)
for offset action. (See paragraph 25 below.)

(3) Unacceptable Third Party Checks and Offers of
Settlement. If a third party’s basis for denying liability is
not valid, respond to that carrier or contractor. Return
unacceptable checks. Explain the reasons for not accepting the
check or offer, and request the amount that is justified under
the circumstances in the light of all the evidence. If a release
was included, amend the release to the revised amount and sign,
date, witness, and return it. Warn the carrier or contractor
that the claim will be forwarded for offset action if a check for
the amount justified under the circumstances is not received
within 45 days. Suspend the file for 45 days and if a check in
the proper amount is received, deposit it and dispatch the
unearned freight letter, if applicable. If a check in the proper

●
amount is not received within 45 days, request NAVMTO, Norfolk
(or appropriate contract officer) to take offset action.

(4) Third Party Denials of Liabilitv. Upon receipt,
review the carrier or contractor’s basis for denying liability in
the light of all the evidence.

(a) Acceu table Third Partv Reasons for Denial.
Mark the front upper left-hand corner of such files as “CLOSED.”

“Partv Reason>;ir %;;??’y A
cceutable and Unacceptable Third

If the carrier or contractor’s basis
for denying liability is acceptable only in part or is completely
unacceptable, follow the procedures in subparagraph (3) above,
requesting the amount that is justified under the circumstances
in the light of all the evidence. If a response is not received
within 45 days, or if the third party’s reply is not responsive,
request NAVMTO, Norfolk (or appropriate contract officer) take
offset action as described above.

b. Deur eciation. In determining payments to claimants, the
depreciation rates from the Allowance List--Depreciation Guide
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are used. In determining third party liability, however, a
different depreciation guide, the Joint Military/Industry
Depreciation Guide is used instead. In most instances, the
depreciation rates are the same in both guides, and claims
personnel are not required to consult the Joint Military/Industry
Depreciation Guide or alter the depreciation taken on items prior
to dispatching demands. If, however, a carrier or contractor
objects to the depreciation rate utilized for certain items,
consult the Joint Military/Industry Depreciation Guide and use
the depreciation rate found in that guide if it differs from the
rate in the Allowance List-Depreciation Guide.

24. COMMON REASONS FOR DENIAL BY CARRIER OR CONTRACTOR

The following are common reasons given for denial of an entire
claim, or for individual items on a claim. Each reason for
denial is followed by a short discussion of the validity of such
a denial.

a. me Ca- AlleRes that Va lid Exceut ions were made at

tie Time Of Pickuv from the NTS Faca..bJix.
. .

When a carrier
provides an exception sheet it.contends was made at time of
transfer, this exception sheet must bear the signature of a
representative of the NTS facility. Without a signed exception
sheet there is no evidence that the NTS facility was made aware
of these exceptions and given the opportunity to confirm or deny
the alleged condition of the items in question. The burden of
proof is on the carrier to provide the valid exception sheet and
establish its freedom from liability.

b. The Ca~er tv for Mise-j.ne or Damaued Item
Packe d in Cartons Because t did not P ck the Shivment and the
~artons did not Show Outside Dam RQa. ien a carrier accepts a
shipment in apparent good order, it is responsible for damage to
packed items, unless it can prove that the packing was
imProPer and was the sole cause of the damage.

c. ~ Carrier Contends that t~ ew D Re cc s“dsma Ouredh
d no: During its~ an XSansuort of the ShiDm nt Mildew

formation is more likely to occur in NTS thanein” transport.
Unsupported by evidence, however, an allegation that mildew
formation occurred during NTS does not rebut the established
prima facie case of carrier liability. A carrier must prepare an
exception sheet and note any mold or mildew damage when the items
were picked up from the NTS facility. The burden of proof is on
the carrier to show that it was free from negligence and that the
damage was due solely to the formation of ❑ ildew or mold during
the NTS storage.
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d. The Carrier Claims that Damage is Due to “Inherent Vice. “
Although the carrier may allege that damage was due to “inherent
vice,” the mere allegation of “inherent vice” is insufficient to
relieve the carrier of liability. The burden of proof is on the
carrier to establish that an “inherent vice” existed and that it
was the sole cause of the damage claimed. Since the carrier can
rarely establish this burden of proof, denial due to “inherent
vice” is seldom acceptable.

e. The Carrier Contends that it was Denied the Ri~ht to
Jnspect. Often a carrier will state that it made several
attempts to make an inspection, but the shipper failed to keep
the appointment. If such a case exists, the proper procedure for
the carrier to follow is to contact the claims office for
assistance in accomplishing the inspection within a timely
manner. A carrier’s efforts to obtain the inspection should be
documented in the file by claims personnel. Lack of an
inspection alone, however, does not relieve the carrier of
liability and is insufficient to rebut a well-established prima
facie case of liability.

f. The Carrier Denies Liabilitv on Missin~ Items Because the
~~ ot Avvea on the Ne nventor made at Picku om the
~. Nhen a carrier picks up a shipment from NTS and
chooses to prepare a new inventory, it must use identical or
cross-referenced numbers. If an article such as a chair or a
lawnmower is missing, it must be indicated as “missing” on the
new inventory. Whether or not a new inventory is made, an
exception sheet must be prepared and the missing articles must be
noted thereon. To relieve the carrier of liability, both the new
inventory and the exception sheet must be signed by
representatives of the NTS facility and the carrier.

g. The Carr ier Denies Liabilitv Due to “Act of God.” An act
of God is an event that could not have been prevented by human
prudence. It is generally seen as an occurrence in which human
skill or watchfulness could not have foreseen the disaster. The
burden of proof is on the carrier to establish that an ‘“act of
God” existed and that it was the sole cause of the damage
claimed. Since the carrier can rarely establish this burden of
proof, denial due to an “act of God” is generally not acceptable.
The carrier cannot avoid liability if it has been negligent in
exposing the goods to potential danger or if it failed to take
reasonable steps to reduce the extent of the injury once the
danger was discovered.

,.

●

h. The Carrier Contends that the Claimant’s Reuair Estimate
-is Excessiv e and that its OwnR epair Firm can do the Job Cheaper.
A claimant has the right to select a repair firm provided the
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cost is reasonable and not in excess of the item’s value. The
carrier is liable for the reasonable cost of repairing damaged
merchandise that includes labor, material, overhead, and other
incidental expensea incurred in reconditioning or putting the
goods in salable condition. If the carrier did not provide the
claims office with an acceptable, lower estimate to use in
adjudicating the claim, and if the claimant’s estimate ia

reasonable, then the carrier is liable for the amount paid the
claimant.

i. Xhe Carrier Cent ends that Liawtv
. .

Shou~ d hav be n
ed” d~Rilt of a ofa and Hi~e-a~bed.not a

This argument only applies when carrier liability is based on
weight. At the time the inventory is prepared, the carrier’s
driver must establish whether a sofa is merely a sofa, or one
that converts into a bed. Failure to properly identify the item
on the inventory does not relieve the carrier of liability for
the greater weight of a sofa bed.

3. me Caxrier ~ that it 1s not Responsible fox
liaruaue. R at. etc.. Due to Cllmatlc Chan~.

. .
u This argument does

not relieve a carrier of liability unless the carrier offera
substantial evidence to show that the damages resulted solely
from unusual circumstances beyond its control, as with an “act of
God,” or that it occurred while the property was in the hands of
another contractor, as reflected upon a valid NTS exception
sheet. The burden of proof is on the carrier to establish that
the damage was not due to its negligence and that circumstances
beyond its control were the sole cause of the loss. Because the
carrier can rarely establish this, denial due to “climatic
changes” is rarely acceptable.

25. FORWARDING CLAIMS FILES FOR OFFSET ACTION

GeQex.d. Claim files are forwarded with a recommendation
for ~ffset action when 120 days have passed since a demand and a
response has not been received from the carrier or contractor.
Filea are also forwarded for offset action when an impasse is
reached. An impasse occurs when legitimate efforts to collect
the fully justified amount demanded have reached a standstill and ,
the carrier has no valid basis for denial. Prior to forwarding
files for offset action, claims personnel must ensure that timely
notice haa been given, that all necessary documents are included,
and that the demand and any correspondence were mailed to the
proper carrier or contractor at its correct address. When
applicable, claims personnel must also ensure that an unearned
freight packet is included.

●
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b. Claim Files FOIW arded to Local Contracting Off ices .
Claims forwarded to local contracting offices for offset action
include claims involving local moves and DPM shipments in which
the origin andlor destination contractor is determined to be
liable. When the contractor fails to reply to a demand within
120 days or fails to make an acceptable offer, the file should be
forwarded to the local contracting office with a request for
offset action.

c. Uniustif ied Denials and Inadequate Settlement Off
Carrier

ers by
or Contractor

(1) GBL carriers. If a GBL carrier or insurer has
refused to acknowledge or respond to a demand within a reasonable
time (usually 30 days), if the claims investigating officer
considers a valid claim to have been denied or no adequate
settlement offered, or if settlement has been delayed beyond 120
days (see paragraph 22a above), the claim shall be forwarded to
the NLSC activity serving the geographical location recommending
that set-off action be’ taken against the carrier or contractor.
The 120-day period begins to run on the date initial demand is
made on the carrier. The NLSC activity shall review the file and
if the carrier liability is correctly computed, forward a copy of
the GBL, copies of the DD Forms 1843 and 1844, SCAC code, and
final demand on carrier to the Commanding Officer, Naval Material
Transportation Office, Code 023, Bldg. Z-133-5, Naval Station, ●
Norfolk, VA 23511 directing set-off action against the carrier or
contractor.

(2) Nontemporarv Warehousemen. If a warehouseman or
insurer has refused to acknowledge or respond to a claim within a
reasonable time, if the claims investigating officer considers a
valid claim to have been denied or no adequate settlement
offered, or if settlement has been delayed beyond 120 days, the
claim shall be referred to the NLSC activity serving the
geographic location recommending set-off action be taken against
the contractor. The 120-day time period begins to run on the
date the initial demand was made. The NLSC activity shall review
the file and if the warehouseman’s liability is correctly
computed, forward the file to the appropriate MTHC Regional
Storage Management Office for set-off.

26. UNEARNED FREIGHT PACKET

a. Preparation. An unearned freight packet should be
prepared when the loss or destruction of an item in shipment is
attributable to a GBL carrier. Unearned freight packets should
be addressed to the carrier, and not to the agents of GBL
carriers , NTS contractors, or other contract movers. An unearned
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freight packet is required when a mobile home is lost or
completely destroyed. An unearned freight packet includes:

(1) A Request For Deduction of Unearned Freight Charges;

(2) a copy of DD Form 1843;

(3) a copy of DD Form 1844; and

(4) a copy of the GBL.

b. ,Q.&-iavatcla.The unearned freight packet is not dispatched
to the NAVMTO, Norfolk until the carrier has paid its agreed
liability or when offset has.been accomplished.

27. GAO APPEALS

~. Sections 1 through 12 and 52 through 65 of
Titl~”4, GAO Manual -v and rocedures Manual or uidance of
~ederal Aw~ncies, and 4 CFR Parts 30-32 set forth procedures for
carriers to appeal setoff action. Before a carrier can appeal a
setoff action to GAO, the command requesting setoff action must
make an administrative report to GAO.

b. Proce dures for ADu@

(1) The carrier must request appeal from the command
requesting setoff action and request a GAO review.

(2). The command requesting setoff action will review the
appeal and If it is determined the setoff action was appropriate,
will do an administrative report and notify the carrier when this
has been accomplished.

(3) The administrative report and complete claims file
will be forwarded to the NLSC activity serving the geographic
location for review prior to forwarding to GAO.

(4) The complete claims package, including all
correspondence with the carrier, will then be forwarded to GAO.

c. The administrative report and enclosures must support the
setoff action. A sample administrative report is included as
Appendix 5-7.

d. GAO Manual. All NLSC activities have been provided a
copy of a manual published by the Claims Group General Government
Division, U.S. General Accounting Office entitled Proc edures of

e U.S. Gener al Accounting Off ice for Househol d Goods Loss and
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Damaee Claims. Other commands dealing with carrier recoveries ●
should get a copy of the manual from the NISC activity servicing
the local area.
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Priva w Act Statement

AtJIMORIW: 31U.S,C.3721,and EO 9397.November 1943 (SSN).

PRINCtPAL PURPOSE: filing, investigation, pmcetsing and wttfement of claims for lGSSaSincident to service.

ROUltNE USES:

.s. Information i$ principally u$ed to prow”dea legal bask for the administrative payment of cfaims againzt the
GOvernmenL Information is alzci used in COnneti”Gn with:

(1) Recove!y from common carriers. warehouse firm!. insurerz at-d other third parties.

(2) Collection f(om claimamt of improper peymente or overpayments.

(3)lnvesdgationofpozciblefrauddemclaims.

(4) Possible criminal prosecution by the Oeparcrnem of Juctke or other agencies if fraud i$
established.

b. Social SaCuriCYNumbers are used to assure correcc identification of ctaimta”s in ~er tO a$$ure pyment tO
the proper claimant and avoid duplication of daints.

DISCLOSURE: Volunta~ however. failure to supply information w’11cause delay in amtfemem and may result in
denial of a portion or all of the claim.

lNS7RUCftONS TO CJAIMAN7S

1. You must submit your dz.im in writing within two
yeart of the date of the incident giving riie to the
claim. This two year time limitation may not be
waived.

2. The claimant or an authorized agent must
complete and sign Par! I of this form. answering all
questions. If the claim is zigned by an agent fcccchasa
spouse) or a wrvivor of a deceased proper claimant.
that pemon muse have a document showing ttk or her
authority to present the claim, such as a power of
amorney, etc.

3. If the claim i~ for property lost or damaged while
being $hipped or stored pursuant to travel orders,
submit copies of your orders and all shipping
documems, including your inventory and your ‘Joim
Statement of Los or Damage at Oelivery/Notice of Loss
or Oamage,- DO Form$ 1840/l s40R. If you notice
damage after delivery, you mu$: complete the DO
Form 1840R and get it to the Claims Office within 7@
dam after delivwy.

4. You may obtain further information from a Ctaims
Office.

S. You are ●ntitfed to de.im che follw”ng:

a. Reasonable local repair cost. if an item can
be emartomicelly repaired. (You may claim sm.#/
as3XWnk without an estimate. Otherwise,submit an
eztimateof repair”frum a repzir firm or, if repzirs
have been completed. your receipt. The claims
office may waive thiz in appropriatecases,)

b. Reasonable local replacement cozt if an item
is miccing. destroyed, or not economic to repair.
(Replacement costs may be obtained from
ccmtmemialcatalogsor a milita~ ●schange. ff pw
cannot find tha item in a catafog or the exchange
●nd the cost is more then S 100.00. obtain a
statementfmm ● ccunmerda/ firm for the ctzstof a
Jimilar item. If P he- pwchaca receipk, bring
thetato thea~h5 Officeaskvd.)

c. Reasonable cosc of obtaining local estimates
of repair, if the cm of sccchti”mates will not be
credited if repair work is done. (Mrnra//y, P may
stat claimappraisalfem.)

PART Ill - OENIAL OR SUPPLEMENTAL PAYMENT (7o b mmpkcmlbyabm Or&eJ 4

S3.DWIAL W if ●c6cM!&J 14. SCSWMM2UTALPAVUSSCTCS●mi roI?wIereif ,@A.Me]

Th. &trn o nm ccqnizabb w mmwriou! .nda 31 UK.
372! ●nd cht ●pfdicatde prmniom ot cha mncrollmg
demrtmmtd q. facmn,●nd n dmwd,

m&r31 U3S3721, mdVI@ fokwine
N!dnicaalaward0 WArnalnimsd:

;. Sffislarlmfs
CIAIME E3AMINER b, :_GF#ED c. US-G AIS7MORITY 6. ~fiEmNSD

I I I
,. APPROVWGIS[~LCMIN1 AUTHORITY(k_Il,mml Auchodryo rc~d IW .jmiJl,J
7YtIED NAME AND GRADC b, 21GNANRE c. DATE SIGNED

(Mhcoprq

I 1

0 Form 1842 Reverse. OEC88 Appendix5-1 ...*.—. ml.......>“—,W7. *,.
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JOINT STATEMENT OF LOSS OR DAMAGE AT DELIVERY

CEfs[ml ISIS~S - The “,,,e,l ,ew,?nnut,,e w,ll ,o,ncJet. and IIgn 00 Form 1840 ●nd ob,,,n th. ‘qnatu,e Of the member of

●
Inmnbcth ,Q*”C, TIN m.nlba, w In,lnb,., ●Q.”, Vmll ?,0,. *t#*, ,“y “,cu!n*a”cs), q“ . blank 0, **,ally ‘Omolncd 00 W& A
_Dkti 00 FLWM 1~ ●nd Mtnk 00 Form ! B40R wI! be p,avd,d 111,,n,fnbcr w .m,mbe,l q,m by the ,arr,e,,s ,epesem,mvc for ●ach
dlic!tll,nt. If w (QSIw damage IS ,nvotv,d. w,te ‘NOME- ,. tn. dc!cnm column,

Srrnom ● - GrM1nAt (70 b rmld.tdbv ..+,)
1. fJAMEOFOWNER Wfii ASti WO

JOUES, John P.
2.RANK OR GilADE 3. NETW OF SHIPMENT

Ill 1 1900
a,OIUlilNOFSH,PMENl@q ,NSEE,~K_, Is.OFSnI’JaneNOFsMr~MENl@ .ndsrmwc~j

I San Diego, CA I Alexandria, VA

‘%-123,456 8. ISAME 4f40 mo=ss OF ~ER
7“ %%&m1990 WSMOVEIT Van Lines

9,my 0sSESnrs 10,SrAC 1150 Moveit Street
Jacksonville, TN 32223

5[CEleW●.RICORDor10S5onOAMAG[nolxrO,lIDIetiby,nwlbr,,mdc,tiW’,m~lrntafk]

I 9. r40tKs a hw.~ giwe. m th. “me, u whom tin *m.mem. wt.nderti that uu tmmt.m .aa mcskd in cmwikion - ihwm WWI ●nd

tfu &m. if ●ny. wdl h made fw t$!. ..1.. of ulch Iml .- d.m.g. .s mdIut@d subject to f. fzf!.f irupuzmm ●nd nmificatrn to Um c!atms
off~tim 70dap bf 00 km 1S40R found 011III. ,OWW M+. fuw.af.

●. INVENTORY ND. j b. NAME OF17EM [c. OESCSIPTIONOF 10S$ OR DAMAGE Of& .50 &lOsc,lr)

>n I 27” Color I
.“

Sony TV Missing

413 Sofa Cushion !+issing - 12” rip on side

.

I I
u. ACSNOWWIXEMENT m MCMSUI on Aarm 13. ACKNOWWDGEMINT W CARRIERS REPRESENTATIVE

I fuvs aawso w -WY m WPARCN1 cow Cowemo!l
loluk .pplcp?i.m +llf,l) ●nd+ Lulmu)

L7C2PTAE INOSCATEDASOW. A COISTIESE)ASSON $HWl $x01-IC)

m
•1

HAS MS SEOT SEEN Usco

12.. Smfu.s’ues 12b, OATE

}
I I ❑

-OPERSY WAS OWWSSO IN A?PAIE121GOO0

COWETEOMUCSP7 AS OllUSWISS NOS’EDASOVE

I WU Issmsalc TsArEn ●rlmss FOX M2SEUSGEmus

Iluvsssrslvsonlt OeFosM tesm

12<. SIGNATURE 12d, OATE ISa, SIONATURE 1lb, DATE

● DO FORM 1E40. M SIP m fonll. tq[hr Ulm OeFm ls@RrR*mm) .Wccs lX*ncul edltkmlLlfDDFOIm1s40,M ,,eOnwfrcr,
Appendix 5-3 ~ 1 (0122CIN~ . cARXIER
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NOTICE OF LOSS OR DAMAGE

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEMBER: YOU have “0 to 70.3.”, m ,n, De,f your rJroc,et7y and note all 10,, ,na,,xd,,nage. Should you f,nd any ,.,, 0,
damage .0: relmrl,d 0. DD Form 1840 a, the t,me of dehve,y, mmcdete Se.,,.. A below u,. only ballp.a,m O, tyc.c.w r,,,, THE
cOMnFTf O FORM Mu57 OF OEUVEREO 70 YOUR LOCAL CLAIMS OF frcE NOT LATER lHAN 70 DAYS FROM 041E OF DELIVERY. FAILURE
TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN A REDUCTION OF THE AMOUNT PAYABLE ON YOUR CLAIM. KWO a COPYof th,$ form for you< re<.ard$, re,ermed
and dated by the claims OftIw. If more than one page ,S needed. Lxea$e number the page%.

SECTION A (To be ,omD/e ted by memter)

STATEMENT OF PROPERTY LOSSiDAM AGE You are hereby .O?,f,ed of the 10,s and(or damage ,“ the follcmwng sh,pm,n, of ,mrs.nal moc,etiy

MEMBER’S NAME (LaSC, First. Middle lnirkll Ib. DEPARTURE POINT

JONES, John P. [ San Oiego , California
I

ARRIVAL rmNT d. GBL NUMBER e. DATE OF DELIvERY

Alexandria, V,rgin, a QB-123-456 29 FEB 1990

V.auam f“rthe, nm,f,ed that CI,otmrty owner ,merwls to Dre,ent a <Ia, rn for th,s 10,, andmr damage. YOU are hereby extended ●n 00oorw”rty10

LIST OF PROPERTY LOSS/DAMAGE . (NOTE: Tracer arr;on i, requested for <termsI;st,d a, ,nks,rq)

INvENTORY NO. b: NAME OF ITEM c. GE NERbL DeSCriptiOn OF LOSS OR DAMAGE Of mimmg, so indicate)

35 Ruq s Pad Wet and mildewed

20 Lmpshade Shattered glass

42 IDresser ! Gouged and Scratched

1 I

SECTION 0. (70 be <omLIfetti by claims Off;,,) (NOTE: MAIL ORIGINAL TO HOME OFFICE OF CA RRIERI

.10 (Mom. Office of Carrier) (Include ZIP Cod,) ‘Yh’ Van L~nes 3a. DATE OF DISPATCH
1150 Moveit Street
Jacksonville, TN 32223

VounREPRESENTATNE MAY cONTA~ 7HIS CLAIM5 OFFIcE FOR ASSISTANCE:

a. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLAIMS OFFICER 4b SIGNATURE

4,, 04TE SIGNEO ad. TELEPHONE NO.

ID FORM 1E4cJR (Reverse), 84 SEP

.
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MILITA.Y-INDUSTRY MEMORANDUMOF UNDERSTANDING—.

To establish the fact that loss or damage to hous~hold goods owned by mem-
bers of the military was present when the household goods were delivered at
destination by the carrier, it is agreed that the rules set forth below will be
i~lemented with an effrr.tive date to be determined. (See Paragraph G below).

Loss and Oamaqe Rules

Carrier Inspection” of Lc.js or Oamaqe

A.
(1) Upon delivery of the household goods, it is the responsibility of the

carrier to provide the rcmber with three copies* of OD Forms 1840 and 1840R* and
to obtain a receipt therefore on space provided on 00 Form 1840. All 10SS of or
damage to the household goods shal 1 be noted at the time of delivery on 00 Form
1840. For later di scovc:ed loss or damage, including that Involving packed
items for which unpacking has been waived in writing, mitten documentation on
00 Form 1840R* advising the carrier of later discovered loss or damage,.
dispatched not later than 75 days following delivery, shall be accepted by the
carrier as overcoming tl 3 presumption of the correctness of the delivery
receipt.

(2) The carrier’s failure to provide 00 Form 1G40R* and to have proof
thereof wi 11 eliminate ZTY requirement for notification to the carrier. . Written
notice, using DO Forms 1340 and 1840 R*, is not required by the carrier in the
case of major incidents described by Paragraph 32 of the Tender of Service which
requires the carrier to n~tify Headquarters, Military Traffic Flanagement Conznand
and appropriate ITOS of Lhe detai 1s of fires, pilferage, vandalism and similar
incidents which produce ignificant loss, damage, or delay.

8. Loss of Qr damage to household goods discovered more than 75 days after the
date of delivery wi 11 be presumed not to have occurred while the goods were in
possession of the carrier unless good cause for the delay is shown, such as the
off ici ally recognized absence or hospitalization of the service member du~i.ng
all or a portion of the period of 75 days from date of delivery. ;

C. The carrier wi 11 be ?eemed to have waived the right to inspect If:

(1) Exceptions wer’? taken at time
inspect within 75 days P“om the date of

of delivery and the carrier fails to
delivery; or if:

Appendix 5-k
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(2) Uritten documc l:ation of loss or damage has been dispatched within 75
days from the date of dei ivery and the carrier fails to inspect tithin 45 days
from the date of such d: :Patch or 75 days from the date of delivery, whichever
is later. ●
D. No claim shall be denied due solely to carrier’s lack of opportunity to
inspect prior to repair wten the essential nature of the damaged item such as a
refrigerator, washer, drr?r or television reciuired innedi ate repair.

E. The 120-day period within which carriers must settle a clatm for loss or
damage does not cofnnencc” until receipt of a formal claim.

F. It is agreed that ths cl alm will be limited only to the items indicated on
the DD Forms 1840 and 1840R*, except as indicated in. A(2) and B above.. The
claim for loss and/or d?nage shal 1 not be limited to the general description of
LOSS or Damage to those terns noted on DD Form 1840 and 1840 R.*

G. This i4emorandum is to be effective concurrently with the introduction of the
new DO Forms 1840 and lf40R* (copies attached). The specific effective date
wi 11 be jointly announc-i in the future, at which time the current Memorandum
will be considered supe :eded.

H. The original of this Memorandum of Understanding shall be retained by the
American Movers Conference, which shal 1 provide conformed copies to all signa-
tories and other intere’ ‘.ed parties.

Enclosure
As stated

●Reflect changes to tl s Flemorandum of 20 April 1984

2
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DEPARTMENT OF

American Hovers Conferenc.

President
Household Goods Fowarders

Association of America

THE ARMY

Colonel, JAGC.
co~ander. U.S. Army Claims

Service
Office of the Judge Advocate
General

)

*Z). DEPARTMENT OF TEE AIR FORCE
*P. :“

6PP H. flartiigon
.—

0//?
. .

R.R . Sem./

sident
t m“ sehold Goods Carriers Fureau.,

1 b

Movers 6 Uarehousemans
Association.of America

77G2? .=—
T. Peter Wane
President
National Moving & Storage
Association

Chief, Claims and Tort
Litigation Division

Office of the Judge Advocate
General

. .

DEPARTMENT OF THE RAVY

w+ “./;
G. Lewis ?lichae 111
Captain, JAGC, SN
Deputy Assistant””Judge
Advocate General (Claims”)

Enclosure”: DD Forms 1840, S840-1
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DEMAND ON CARRIER/ CONTRACTOR
TO CARR!ER/Contractor

,. COMPANY NAME AND COMPLETE ADDRESS (include Z;P Cm,) b. &MOUNT OF c. ~& RNMENT BILL OF LADING

WS140VEIT Van Lines
60 VERNMENT CUIM

1150 i40veit Street
s

Jacksonville, T!? 32223 d. MAC I AIRWAY BILL NO. e. CONTRACT NO.

TO NONTCMPOK4RY STORAGE [NTS) WA REHOUSE MAN
C0MpAN7 NAME AND COMPLETE ADDRESS find.de Zip cd.) b. AMOUNT OF

GOVERNMENT CLAIM
c. DATES IN NTS S1ORAGE (MMDDW

(1) F,mn
s (2) TO

d. SERVICE ORDER NO. ● . LOT NO.

CI.AIM PRESCNTEO IN CONJUNC11ON WITH SHIPMENT OF (X and,c,m~l,,e ,S armiicable)

●. HOUSEHOLO GOODS b, HOLDBAGGAGE c. OTHER
(specify]

●. FROM (C@ M@ Star,)
SHIPMENT

b. TO (Cify ●rm Sum]

MOVED San Diego, CA Alexandria , VA

a,BY(C.,,ierlc.mrracmrName)
EHIPMENT

b, DATE

PACKED Rusty Warehouse
(A.chcoom

01-25-90
a.OY(C.,,le,/CO”,,amO,Name)

5HIpMENT
b. FROM c. 10

STORED
@fMDOw (MMDDYYI

● . aY (Carr;er,cmltr, “or Name,
SHIPMEN7

b. DATE

DELIVERED WEFSOVEIT Van Li”~S
(Mhccmrn

02-29-90
fMCL0SUFlE5(X.1)that aPDly)

a. OD Form 1844 I [d Government Btll of Lading
!i I b. 00 F.<m, 18a0 /1840R X I e. Est,mates

C. DD Form 1841 I It. Other (Speci~J

REMAR*S

All 10SS and damage noted on DD Form 1840/1840R

When appropriate, if a reply is not wceived within 120 days from the date on which you receive this notice,
offset action will be initiated without further notice. When appropriate, unearned freight charges will be
collected without further notice.

0. SEtCOvOUR REPLV TO (S,,,,1. CiO’, S,,,, ●nd ZiP Code) I 1. ALL cOnnEspONDENcE MUST REFERENCE

Naval Legal Service Office ●.CLAIMNO.
Washington, DC 20374 90-0582

b, CWUMANT NAME
JONSS, John P.

12.MAKE YOUR CULCti P4VABLE TO

Treasurer of the united States
3. OISpATCHER
,. SIGNATURE b, TELEPHONE NuMBER ,. D4TE DISPATCHED (MMDDY~

WILL I)U7SSTIGATE
(Include,,,,m,+,)
(202) 325-0~00 5 May 1990

“.-.. .... -. .--
“ r“, ,,, ,0”, P,,”,.”* ea,t,wll m,” & “s.6 UIwl e’fuu-led Appendix 5-5



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Sample

(See paragraph 20b(2 ))

From:
To: Commander, Military Sealift Command

Subj : CLAIM OF (GRADE, FULL NANE, SSN)

Ref: (a) JAGINST 5890.1

Encl: (1) Pay voucher
(2) Copy of subject claim

1. In accordance with reference (a), enclosures (1) and (2)
are forwarded for action. Subject claim, which haa been
adjudicated and paid by the Department of the Navy, involvea
damage to (description of damaged item) occurring aboard the
(name of ship) that sailed from (port of embarkation) on
(date of departure) and discharged at (port of debarkation).

2. It ia requested that recovery action be initiated
against the ocean carrier in the amount of $

3. Upon completion of your action, it is reque~ted that
enclosures (1) and (2) and any amount recovered be
transmitted to the Office of the Judge Advocate General, 200
Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-2400 (Attention Code
64).
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LETTERHEAD

5890 ●
Ser

USN Claim Number 89-0436
Setoff Amount: $852.00 Disputed Amount: $663.00

U.S. General Accounting Office
CGD/Claims Group
4th and G Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20548

1. This administrative report is filed on behalf of the United
States Navy in response to ari appeal by Stopped Van Linea, Inc.
(SVLM) ‘from a aetoff of $852.00 for lossldamage to the personal
property of Commander Never Moved, U.S. Navy.

FACTS :

2. Pursuant to GBL Number PP586181 issued by the Navy to SVLM on
11 September 1987, the household goods of Commander Moved were
picked up from Alamogordo, New Mexico on 18 September 1987 and
delivered to her new quarters in Spanaway, Washington on 27
October 1987. This waa a Code 1 Shipment for which SVLM had
reaponaibility from origin to destination. ●
3. On 27 October 1987 when the household gooda were delivered,
the DD Form 1840 (Joint Statement of Loss or Damage at Delivery)
was signed by Commander Moved and SVLM’S agent. On 28 December
1987, 62 days after delivery, DD Form 1840R was dispatched to
SVLM’S agent, Mountain Trucking, Ltd., by the Naval Legal Service
Office, San Diego, CA. The DD Form 1840R lists the later
discovered loss/damage and it was dispatched within the
applicable 75-day time limit.

4. Pursuant to the Military Personnel and Civilian Employees’
Claima Act, 32 U.S.C. 55 3701, 3721, and the Manual of the Judge
Advocate General, Chapter XXI, Commander Moved filed a claim for
loss/damage of personal property against the United States (DD
Form 1842) in the amount of $1,071.56. Her claim was approved
for payment in the amount of $873.56.

5. On 14 June 1988 the Naval Legal Service Office, San Diego,
asserted a subrogated demand against SVLM in the amount of
$852.00. It should be noted the SVLM”S agent, Mountain Trucking,
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L.td., prepared the DD 1840 at the time of delivery, with the name
and address of the firm already typed in. It was to that addreae
that the DD Form 1840R was sent.

6. On 14 July, 1988, SVLN acknowledged receipt of the claim. On
28 July 1988, the Navy received a check in the amount of $189.00
from SVLM as final settlement. On 5 August 1988, the Navy
responded to the carrier refusing the offer of settlement. On 7
September 1988, the navy received a letter from the carrier
refusing to pay the additional amount. ON 14 September 1988. the
Navy again responded to the carrier refusing the offer of
settlement.

7. Since a settlement could not be reached, the file waa
forwarded to Navy Material Transportation Office, Norfolk, VA for
setoff. Collection took place on 1 March 1989.

8. By a letter dated 23 May”1989, SVLM haa requested an appeal
of thie setoff. The Navy position had been previously discussed
with the carrier on several occasione. It haa been pointed out
that the carrier-a agent prepared the DD Form 1840, and that ia
where notice was cent.

9. SVLM contends that notice to Mountain Trucking, Ltd., its
undisputed agent, is not notice to them as principal. This
position is clearly without merit. It is and has been well
eatebliehed that a principal ie chargeable with notice of facts
known to its agent. See Hendricks v. Lake, 12 Wash. App. 15, 528
P.2d 491 (1974). It is acknowledged that it is preferable to
give notice to the principal as opposed to the agent, but the
well-established rules of agency ehould be followed where timely
and proper notice was given to the agent. An agent has a duty to
communicate with ite principal.

10. In order to establish a prima facie case of negligence
pursuant to the rule eet out in Missouri Pacific RRc v 1 r
& steh~, 377 U.S. 134 (1964). the chipper must show ~at ia) ‘~ee
gooda were tendered to a carrier in a certain condition; (b) that
the property was not delivered by the carrier or was delivered by
the carrier in a more damaged condition; and (c) the amount of
loee or damage. The attached claim clearly established a prima
facie case of carrier negligence on the part of SVLM.

~ommendation

In light of the fact that SVLN lacks any
this claim, I euggeat that the appeal be

Sincerely,

2
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING
AFFIRMATIVE CLAIMS

=: This enclosure is divided into two sections. Section A
describes how to assert, administer, and collect claims for
damage to or leas or destruction of Government property through
negligence or wrongful acts. Section B describes the assertion
and collection of claims for medical care under the Medical Care
Recovery Act (MCRA). The MCRA states that when the Federal
Government provides treatment or pays for treatment of an indivi-
dual who is injured or suffers a disease, the Government is
authorized to recover the reasonable value of that treatment from
any third party legally liable for the injury or dieease.

SECTION A: PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

a. General. With the exception of MCRA claims, all
affirmative claims for money or property in favor of the United
States shall be processed in accordance with the Federal Claims
Collection Act (31 U.S.C. 5 3711). Department of Defense
Directive 551S.11 of 10 December 1966 delegates to the Secretary
of the Navy. and designees, the authority granted to” the
Secretary of Defense under the Federal Claims Collection Act.

b. statute of limitations. There is a 3-year statute of
limitations on affirmative Government tort claims pursuant to 28
U.S.C 5 2415(b).

2. REGULATORY AUTHORITY

The regulations published in 4 C.F.R. Chapter II control the
collection end settlement of affirmative claims. This enclosure
supplements the material contained in those regulations. Where
this enclosure conflicts with the materials and procedure pub-
lished in 4 C.F.R. Chapter II, the latter controls.

3. CLAIMS TRAT NAY BE COLLECTED

a. Aa ain at Res Donsible Third Parties for Damaae to Govern- -
ment Pr opertv. or the Propertv of NOnaPDrOPri ated-~nd Activi-

E4A2a. It should be noted, however, that as a general rule, the
Government doea not seek payment from aervicemembers and Govern-
ment employees for damages caused by their simple negligence.
Exceptions to this general policy will be made when the incident
involves aggravating circumstances.

Enclosure (6)
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b. For Medical Costs from Third Party Payers in_AccordaW
with 10 U.S.C. 6 1095. These claims are asserted and collected
by the medical treatment facilities under the coordination of
benefits program.

c. For Monev Paid or Reimbursed by the Government for Damaqc
to a Rental Car in &cordsnce with the Joint Federal Travel
~equlations (Volume 1. ParaqraDh U 3415-C and Volume 2. Paracfraph
c 2101-2~. Collection action shall be taken against third
parties liable in tort. Collection action shall not be taken
against Government personnel who rented the vehicle.

d. Other Claims. Any other claim for money or property in
favor of the United States cognizable under the Federal Claims
Collection Act not specifically listed above.

4. ASSERTION OF CLAIMS AND COLLECTION PROCEDURES

a. General. The controlling procedures for administrative
collection of claims are established in 4 C.F.R. 5 102.

b. Officials Authorized to Pursue Claims. .The following
officers are authorized to pursue and collect all affirmative
claims in favor of the United States:

(1) The Judge Advocate General; the Deputy Judge Advo-
cate General; any Assistant Judge Advocate General; and the
Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General (Claims and Tort Litiga-
tion); and

(2) Commanding officers of Naval Legal Service Offices
an”d applicable Detachments, except Naval Legal Service Offices in
countries where another service has single service responsibility
in accordance with DOD Directive 5515.8.

c. Dollar Limitations. All of the officers listed in
paragraph b above are authorized to compromise and terminate
collection action on affirmative claims of +20,000.00 or less.

d. Determining Liability. Liability must be determined in
accordance with the law of the place in which the damage
occurred, including the applicable traffic laws, elements of
tort, and possible defenses.

e. Aeaertion of a Claim

(1) Assertion of the claim is accomplished by mailing to
the tortfeasor a “Notice of Claim.” The notice is to be mailed
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certified
following

mail, return receipt
information:
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requested, and should include the

(a) Reference to

(b) a demand for

the statutory right to collect;

payment or restoration;

(c) a description of damage;

(d) the date and place of the incident; and

(e) the name, phone number, and office address of
the claims personnel to contact.

(2) See also 4 C.F.R. s 102.

f. Full Pavment. When a reaponeible party or insurer
tenders full payment or a compromise settlement on a claim, the
payment should be in the form of a check or money order made
payable to the collection activity, such as the “Commanding
Officer, Naval Legal Service Office, (Name).” The check or money
order shall then be forwarded to the disbursing officer serving
the collecting activity for deposit in accordance with the
provisions of the Navy Comptroller Manual.

9. Installment Pavm ents. See 4 C.F.R. 5 102.11 for specific
procedures. In general, if the debtor is financially unable to
pay the debt in one lump sum. an installment payment plan may be
arranged. Installment payments will be reguired on a monthly
basis and the size of payment must bear a reasonable relation to
the size of the debt and the debtor-s ability to pay. The
installment agreements should specify payments of such size and
freguency to liquidate the Government-s claim in not more than 3
years. Installment payments of less than $50.00 per month ehould
be accepted only if justified on the grounds of financial hard-
ship or for some other reasonable cause. In all installment
arrangements, a confession of judgment note setting out a repay-
ment schedule should be executed. See Appendix 6-1.

h. Damaae to NonanDroDr iated-Fund Inptrumentalitv (N=
Property. Any amount collected for loss or damage to property of
a NAFI shall be forwarded to the headquartera of the
nonappropriated-fund activity for deposit with that activity. In
those situations where the recovery involves damage to both NAFI-
owned property and other Government property, e.g. , destruction
of an exchange building resulting in damage to both the building
and the exchange-owned property inside, recovery for the ex-
change-owned property shall be forwarded to the NAFI. Recovery

Enclosure (6)
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for building damage shall be deposited in accordance with
paragraph f above.

i.. Demaae to Industrial-Commercial Property. When a
cost of repair has been borne by an industrial-commercial

.

loss or
activi-

ty, payment shall be deposited in the Navy Industrial Fund of the
activity in accordance with the provisions of the Navy Comp-
troller Manual. When a claim is based on a loss or damage
sustained by such an activity, a notation to this effect shall be
included in any claim file forwarded to the Judge Advocate
General.

j- ReDlacement in Kind or IkDair. The responsible party, or
insurer, may want to repair or replace in kind damaged property.
The commanding officer or officer in charge of the activity
sustaining the loss is authorized to accept repair or replacement
if, in his discretion, it is considered to be in the best
interests of the United States.

k. Release. The commanding officer or officer in charge is
authorized to execute a release of the claim ‘when (a) all repairs
have been completed to the Government’s satisfaction, and (b)
when all repair bills have been paid. No prior approval from the
Judge Advocate General is required for this procedure. If repair
or replacement is made, a notation shall be made in any
investigation or claims file.

5. WAIVSR, CONPROMISE, AND REFERRAL OF CLAIMS

a. Officials Authorized to Compromise Claims. The officers
identified in paragraph 4b above may collect the full amount on
all claims, and may compromise, execute releases or terminate
collection action on all claims of $20,000.00 or less.
Collection action may be terminated for the convenience of the
Government if the tortfeasor cannot be located, is found to be
judgment-proof, has denied liability, or has refused to respond
to repeated correspondence concerning legal liability involving a
small claim. A termination for the convenience of the Government
is made after it is determined that the case does not warrant
litigation or that it is not cost-effective to pursue recovery
efforts.

b. Claims over $.20.000.00. Claims in excess of $20,000.00
may not be compromised for less than the full amount or collec-
tion action terminated without approval from the Department of
Justice (DOJ).

c. Notification. The
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notified prior to all reguests made to the DOJ to compromise,
terminate collection, or referral for further collection action
or litigation.

d. Litigation Rec.ortS. Litigation reports prepared in
accordance with 4 C.E.R. 5 103 shsll be forwarded to the DOJ
alona with anv case file forwarded for further collection action
or litigation-as reguired by the Federal Claims Collections
Standards.

SECTION B: NSDICAL CARS RECOVSRY ACT (MCRA) CLAIMS

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

Medical Care Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 55 2651-2653 (1982

2. RESPONSIBILITY FOR MCRA ACTION

a. JAG Desian ees

(1) Primary responsibility for investigating, asserting,
and collecting Department of the Navy (DON) MCRA claims and
properly forwarding MCRA claims to other Federal departments or
agencies rests with the following officers:

(a) Commanding officers and officers in charge,
Naval Legal Service Command (NLSC) activities, in their areas of
geographic responsibility (sac Appendix 6-2 for a listing of
geographic areaa

(b)
Rome in his area

(2) JAG
env MCRA claim.

of responaibility);

Officer in charge, U.S. Sending State Office,
of geographic responaibility.

designees may assert and receive full payment on
Thev mav. however. aaree to compromise or waive

oniy claims for S40,bO0.50 or lesa~ illaims in ekcess of
$40,000.00 may be compromised or waived only with DOJ approval.
Such claims will be forwarded to the Judge Advocate General in
accordance with paragraph 7 below. See paragraph 8 below for
further discussion of waiver and compromise.

b. Navv Medical Treatment Facilities (MTF).

(1) Naval NTF”s are responsible for ensuring potential
MCRA claims are brought to the attention of the appropriate NLSC
activity or U.S. Sending State Office (USSSO).

(2) The MTF reports all potential MCRA cases by forward-
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ing a copy of the daily injury log entries and admissions records
to the cognizant NLSC activity or USSSO within 7 days of
treatment for which a third party may be liable. The NLSC
activity or USSSO makes the determination of liability.

(a) The MTF computes the value of the care it
provided on NAVJAG Form 5890/12. (See Appendix 6-3 for sample
form. ) Rates used to compute this value are published in the
Federal Register. Appendix 6-4 contains recent inpatient and
outpatient rates.

(b) Block 4 of NAVJAG Form 5B90/12 requires a
statement from the patient describing the circumstances of the
injury or disease.

(c) An “interim” report is prepared for inpatients
only. An interim report is prepared every 4 months until the
patient is released, transferred or changed to an outpatient
status.

(d) A “final” report is prepared for all patients
when inpatient and outpatient treatment is completed or the
patient’e care is transferred to another facility. A narrative
summary should accompany the final report in all cases involving
inpatient care. In addition, the back side of NAVJAG Form
5B90/12 is completed as part of the final report when the value
of Federal Government care exceeds $1,000.00.

c. The Office of Medical and Dental Affairs [OMA1. The
office pays emergency civilian medical expenses incurred by
active duty members. This office furnishes MCRA claims informa-
tion to the NLSC activity, or USSSO. The address is Bldg 3BH,
U.S. Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, IL 600B8-5200.

d. Civilian Health and Medical Proqram of the Uniformed
Services (CHAMPUS) Contractors. CHAMPUS contractors forward
reports of payments in injury cases to the appropriate NLSC
activity. Responsible JAG designees should, however, initiate
regular contact with contractors within their geographic area to
ensure all relevant cases have been reported.

e. Department of Justice [DOJ~. Only the DOJ may authorize
compromise or waiver of an MCRA claim in excess of .$40,000.00;
settle an MCRA claim which was previously forwarded by the DON to
DOJ for action; or settle an MCRA claim in which the third party
has filed a suit against the United States or the injured person
as a result of the incident which caused the injury.
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a. General,. The DON asserta MCRA claims when medical care
is furnished to Navy and Marine Corps active duty personnel,
retirees, or their dependents, and third-party tort liability for
the injury or disease exists. Claims are asserted when the
injured party is treated in a military NTF or when the DON is
responsible for reimbursing a non-Federal care provider. Claims
for medical care furnished are also asserted using alternate
theories of recovery if the MCRA does not apply. See paragraph
3e below.

b. JndeDendent Cause of Action. The MCRA createe an inde-
pendent cause of action for the United States. The Government
can adhiniatratively assert and litigate MCRA claims in ita own
name and for its own benefit. Procedural defenses. such as a
fail ure of the in~ured uer eon to DrOD erlv fil e and/or serve a
complaint on the third Dartv. that mav Dr event the iniured Derson
from recoverinq. do not prevent the United Statea from purauinq
.ita own action to recover the value of medical treatment Drovided
to the iniured Deu. The right ariees directly from the
statute; the statutory reference to subrogation pertains only to
one mode of enforcement. In creating an independent right in the

●
Government. the Act prevents a release given by the injured
pereon to a third party from affecting the Government-s claim.

c. ~isble Partiee. MCRA claima may be aaserted against
individual, corporations, associations and non-Federal Govern-
ment agenciee eubject to the limitations described in the follow-
ing section.

d. Reaaonsble Value of Medical Care. The reasonable val”ue
of medical care provided to an injured person is determined:

(1) By using the rates set by the Office of Management
and Budget and published in the Federal Register for care provid-
ed in Federal medical care facilities (see Appendix 6-4); or

(2) by the actual amount paid by the Federal Government
to non-Federal medical care providere.

A~y ies o Recove Often, recovery under
the ;CRA ia not poes%le becauae no third-party tort liability
exists. For example, if a member, retiree, or dependant is
driving a vehicle and is injured in a single-car accident, there
ia no tortfeasor. State law, including ineurance, workers”
compensation, and uninsured motorist coverage provisions,
determines the DON’s right to recover in situations not covered
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by the MCRA. If, under the law where the injury occurred, the
injured party is entitled to compensation for medical care
received, usually the Federal Government may recover. The two
most common alternate theories are described below.

(1) Recovery may be possible under the injured party”s
automobile ingurance policy. In most cases, the Federal
Government should seek recovery as a third-party beneficiary
under the medical payments or the underinsured/uninsured portion
of the injured party’s policy. The ability of the Federal
Government to recover as a third-party beneficiary has been
upheld in some states, while other states have taken the contrary
position.

(2) Recovery may also be possible under State workers”
compensation laws. Case law in this area is still emerging, but
in most jurisdictions, the United States stands in the position
of a lien claimant for services rendered.

4. CLAIMS NOT ASSERTED

In some cases, the MCRA or public policy considerations limit the
DON’s assertion of claims against apparent third-party
tortfeasora. MCRA claims are not asserted against:

a. Federal Government Aaencies. Claims are not asserted
against any department, agency or instrumentality of the United
States. “Agency or instrumentality” includes self-insured, non-

aPprOpriated-fund activities but does not include private associ-
ations.

b. Iniured Servicemembers. Dec.endents and EIIIDlOVeeS of the
United States. Claims are not asserted directly against a
servicemember, the dependent of a servicemetier, or an employee
of the United States who is injured as a result of his willful or
negligent acts. The United States does assert, however, against
medical care and treatment insurance coverage the member, employ-
ee, or dependent might have;

c. EMDlOVerS of Merchant Seamen. Claims are not asserted
against the employer of a merchant seaman who receives Federal
medical care under 42 U.S.C. 5 249.

d. Department of Veterans Affairs Care for Service-Connected
Disability. Claims are not asserted for care provided to a
veteran by the Department of Veterans Affairs when the care is
for a service-connected disability. The United States will,
however, claim for the reasonable value of care provided an

. .
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● individual before he is transferred to a Department of Veterana
Affairs hospital.

5. CLAIMS ASSERTED ONLY WITH JAG APPROVAL

The responsible NLSC activity or USSSO will investigate potential
MCRA claims against the following third partiee and forward a
copy of their claims file, along with recommendations on
assertion, to the Judge Advocate General:

a. Certain Governm ent Contractors. JAG approval ia required
before asserting an MCRA claim against a Federal Government
contractor when the contract provides that the contractor will be
indemnified or held harmless by the Federal Government for tort
liability.

b. ForeIon Gove rnm ents. JAG approval ie required before
asaerting MCRA claims againat foreign government, their politi-
cal subdivisions, Armed Forces members, or civilian employees.

Us. Personnel. JAG approval is required before assert-
ing ;CRA claims against U.S. servicemembers, their dependents and
employees of the United States, or their dependents for injury to
another person.

●
6. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Federal. The United States, or the injured party on
beha~f of the United States, must file suit within 3 years after
an MCRA action accrues. 28 U.S.C. 5 2415. Generally this la 3
years from the date of initial Federal treatment or Federal
Government payment to a private care provider, whichever ie
first.

b. State—. Some State atatutea of limitations may also apply
where recovery is based on authority such aa workers’
compensation statutes, no-fault insurance statutes, no-fault
medical paymenta, or uninsured motorist provision of insurance
contracts.

7. ASSERTING THS CLAIM

a. ~nitial Action bv JAG Desionee. When advised of a
potential MCRA claim, the JAG designee will determine the Federal
agency or department responsible for Investigating and asserting
the claim.

(1) When the DON has reimbursed a non-Federal provider
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for health care or when CHAMPUS has made payment for a Navy ●
health care beneficiary, the DON will assert any resulting MCRA
claim.

(2) When care is provided in a Federal treatment facili-
ty, the status of the injured person will determine the agency
which will assert a resulting MCRA claim.

(a) Where Navy or Marine Corps members, retirees,
or their dependents receive medical treatment from another
Federal agency or department, the DON will usually assert any
MCRA claim on behalf of the United States based on information
provided by the treating agency or department.

(b) Similarly, where a Navy MTF provides care to
personnel of another Federal agency or department, that other
agency or department will usually assert any claim on behalf of
the United States.

(3) If the claim is not one which the DON should assert,
the JAG designee will forward all available information to the
appropriate department or agency.

(4) If the claim is one which the DON should assert, the
JAG designee will ensure an appropriate investigation into the
circumstances underlying the claim is initiated and will provide
notice to the injured party and all third parties who may be

o

liable to the injured person and the United States under the
MCRA .

b. Investiaatina the Claim. While there is no prescribed
form or content for investigating these claims, the claims file
will contain sufficient information on which to base valuation,
assertion, settlement, waiver, and/or compromise decisions.
Usually the file will contain:

(1) Identification of each person involved in the
incident including name, address, occupation, and nature of
involvement;

(2) police, social service, and other Federal, State and
local agency reports on the incident;

(3) completed copies of NAVJAG Form 5890/12 or equiva-
lent forms from other agencies and departments;

(4) inpatient summaries and outpatient records of
treatment of the involved injury in non-Federal facilities;

Enclosure (6) 10
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(5) documents reflecting Federal payment for non-Federal
treatment of the injured person;

(6) calculation of the reasonable value of the Govern-
ment-a MCRA claim;

(7) itemized repair bills or estimatea of repair of
damaged Federal Government property;

(8) where an identified third-party tortfeasor ia a
uniformed servicemember or a U.S. employee, information and
findings concerning that peraon”s duty or scope of employment
statua at the time of the incident giving rise to the injury;

(9) where an identified third-party tortfeaaor is a
uniformed servicemember or a U.S. employee or the dependent of a
uniformed service member or U.S. employee, information and
findings concerning whether that individual was grossly negligent
or willfully culpable and whether that individual had insurance
coverage at the time of the incident giving rise to the injury;

(10) financial information on identified third-party
tortfeasora including names and addreases of insurance carriers,
insurance policy numbers, and extent of coverage: and

(11) a statement whether the injured person or his
attorney will protect the interests of the United Statea.

c. Claims Forw arded to JAG or O(3J. In those casee where the
file must be forwarded to JAG or DOJ, the file will also include:

(1) A summary of the case which includee the circumstan-
ces of the incident which caused the injury, the source, extent
and value of medical care provided and a brief of the applicable
law on the liability of the third party;

(2) copies of all correspondence; and

(3) recommended disposition.

d. Reauest for Assistance in Conducting Inveatiaation. When
an injury for which the DON may aasert an MCRA claim occurs at a
place where the DON doee not have a command, unit, or activity
conveniently located for conducting an inquiry into the
circumstances underlying the injury, the NLSC activity or USSSO
having responsibility for administering my resulting MCRA claim
may request assistance from any other command, unit, or activity
within the DOD. Such aaeistance may take the form of a complete

Enclosure (6)
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inguiry into the circumstances underlying the incident or it may
only cover part of the necesssry inquiry and fact gathering. If
a NLSC activity or USSSO receives a “similar request from another
command, unit or activity within the DOD, every effort should be
made to honor the reguest. Assistance will normally be provided
without reimburaement”from the requesting service.

e. Notice of Claim

(1) The JAG designee will assert appropriate MCRA claims
by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a notice of
claim (SF 96) to identified third-party tortfeasors and their
insurers, if known. Many insured tortfeasors fail to notify
their insurance companies of incidents. This failure may be a
breach of the cooperation clause in the policy and may be grounds
for the insurer to refuse to defend the insured or be responsible
for any liability. The United States, as a claimant, may pre-
clude such an invocation by giving the requisite notification
itself. The purpose of the insurance clause is satisfied if the
insurer receives actual notice of the incident, regardless of the
informant. This notice should be mailed as soon as it reasonably
appears an identified third party may be liable for the injuries
to the injured person. It is not neceasarv or desirable to delay
mai linq this notice until the completion of the investigation
convened to inmire into the circumstances underlvina the inci-
dent causina the iniury. The prompt assertion of the claim will
ensure that the Government is named on the settlement draft. If
the United States is not so named, and the claim has been
asserted, the insurer settles at its own risk.

(2) The JAG designee will also notify the injured person
or his legal representative of the Government’s interest in the
value of the medical care provided by the United States. This
notice will advise that:

(a) The United States may be entitled to recover
the reasonable value of medical care furnished or paid for by the
Federal Government;

(b) the injured person is reguired to cooperate in
the efforts of the United States to recover the reasonable value
of medical care furnished or paid for by the Federal Government;

(c) the injured person is required to furnish a
statement regarding the circumstances surrounding the care and
treatment;

(d) the injured person may seek legal guidance

Enclosure (6) 12
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concerning any possible claim for pereonal injury;

(e) the injured person is reguired to furnish
information concerning legal action brought against any indivi-
dual involved in the incident and provide the name of counsel
representing the parties to such an action; and

(f) the injured pereon should not execute a release
or settle a claim ariaing from the incident causing the injury
without first notifying the JAG designee.

f. Adminiaterina the cl.aim

(1) After investigating and asaerting the claim, the JAG
designee will maintain contact with all parties, their legal
representatives, and insurers.

(2) An effort should be made to coordinate collection of
the Federal Government-s MCRA interest with the injured person”s
action to collect his own claim for damages.

(a) Attorneys representing an injured person may be
authorized to include the Federal Government’s MCRA claim ae an
item of special damages with the injured person’s claim or suit.

(b) An agreement that the Government-s claim will
be made a part of the injured person’s action should be in
writing and state that counsel feea will not be paid by the
Government or computed on the baeis of the Government’s portion
of recovery. See Appendix 6-5.

(3) If the injured person is not bringing an action for
damages or is refusing to include the Federal Government’s MCFL4
interest, the JAG designee will pursue independent collection.
The United States is specifically allowed to intervene or join in.
any action at lsw brought by or through the injured person
against the liable third person or bring an original suit in its
own name or in the name of the injured person. The JAG designee
will ensure all partiea are aware that the United States must be
a party to all subsequent collection negotiation.

(4) When the MCRA interests are not being represented by
the injured person and independent collection efforts have “
failed, the JAG designee will reguest JAG to refer the claim to
the 00J for possible suit. In such caaea, the JAG designee will
forward the complete file to JAG in accordance with paragraphs 7b
and 7C above.

13
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~. Access to DON Records and Information

(1) The medical records of the injured person will be
released to the injured person or hia legal representative upon
request. This release will be without cost except in unusual
circumstances. These records may not be released to anyone else
outside the DON except in accordance with the provisions of the
Privacy Act; 5 U.S.C. 5 552a. Usually such a release will
require authorization from the injured individual or legal
representative or an order from a court of competent
jurisdiction. A clerk or attorney signed subpoena is not “an
order from a court of competent jurisdiction.”

(2) In appropriate cases, military health care providers
who have examined or treated the injured person may be made
available by their commands to testify regarding the medical care
provided to the injured person. Requests for such testimony will
be processed in accordance with DOD Directive 5405.2, 28 C.F.R.
Part 725, and SECNAVINST 5820.8, except when the injured party is
aaserting the Federal “Government’s MCRA claim as part of his
action for damages. In that situation, the injured person or
legal representative is considered also to be a representative of
the United States and the foregoing regulations are not appli-
cable. In such a case, the JAG designee may, if appropriate,
request the command of an involved military health care provider
to make the provider available for testimony on behalf of the
injured person.

8. WAIVER AND COMPROMISE

General. A JAG designee may authorize waiver or com-
prom~se of any MCRA claim under his authority which does not
exceed .$40,000.00. A third party-a liability for medical costs
to the United States arising from a particular incident will be
considered as a single claim in determining whether the claim is
more than $40,000.00 for the purpose of waiver and compromise.
When the JAG designee considers waiver or compromise appropriate
in a claim which exceeds .$40,000.00, the claim file will be
forwarded to JAG in accordance with paragraphs 7b and 7C above.

b. Waiver. The JAG designee may waiv<the Federal Govern-
ment’s MCRA interest when a responsible third-party tortfeasor
cannot be located, is judgment proof, or has refused to pay and
litigation is not feasible. Waiver is also appropriate when,
upon written request by the injured person or legal representa-
tive, it is determined that collection would cause undue hardship
to the injured person. In asaessing undue hardship, the follow-
ing circumstances of the injured person should be considered:

●
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(1

(2

(3

(4)

(5)
available;

(6)
tortfeasor; and

(7)
faimeas requires

Permanent disability or

lost earning capacity;

out-of-pocket expenses:

financial atatua;

disability, pension and

amount of

any other
waiver.

settlement or

factors which

disfigurement;

similar benefits

award from third-party

objectively indicate

. upon written requestc. Comur omise. The JAG designee may,
of the injured person or legal representative, compromise the
Federal Government”a MCRA intereet using the criteria listed
above.

9. RECEIPT AND RELEASE

a. Favm ent. The JAG designee may receive payment in part or
in full for any claim for which he is responsible. Written
acknowledgment of this receipt will be mailed to the party making
payment and a copy of the acknowledgement kept in the claim file.

b. Release. The JAG designee will
release to third parties making full or
the Federal Government’s MCRA interest.
will be kept in the claims file.

15

execute and deliver a
compromised payment on
A copy of the release
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
PROMISSORY NOTE CONTAINING AGREEMENT FOR JUDGMENT

.$ , 19_

For value received, I (we jointly and severally) promise to
pay to the order of the Treasurer of the United States the sum of

dollars, with interest at the rate of _ per
annum, in monthly installment of not less than
dollars each, payable at on or before
the first day of each calendar month until such obligation is
fully paid. If any such installment shall remain unpaid for a
period of 10 days, the entire amount of this obligation, with
interest, less payments actually made, shall thereupon become
immediately due and payable at the option of the United States
Attorney for the District of” without
demand or notice, said demand and notice being hereby expressly
waived.

I (we) do hereby authorize and empower the said United
States Attorney, any of his assistants, or any attorney of any
court of record, State or Federal, to appear, for me (us) and to
enter and confess judgment against me (us) for the entire amount
of this obligation, with interest, less payments actually made,
at any time after the same becomes due and payable, as herein
provided, in any court of record, Federal or State; to waive the
issuance and service of process upon me (us) in any suit on this
obligation; to waive any venue requirement in such suit; to
release all errors that may intervene in entering such judgment
or in issuing any execution thereon; and to consent to immediate
execution on said judgment.

I (we) hereby ratify and
do by virtue hereof.

confirm all that said attorney may

I
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the claims office may protect the rights of the Government.

(c) I understand that if compromise or waiver of the claim
of the United Statea is reguested during the recovery process, it
will be considered in view of the facts and circumstances of the
case.

(d) I agree to furnish brief atatua reports relative to the
case of the above-mentioned injured party or parties upon request
or following significant developments in the caae.

(e) I agree thst the Government may at its option terminate
this agreement and enter into negotiations with third partiea or
institute legal action against third parties upon 30 days written
notice if:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The above terms
interest of the
accordance with

Date:

1
1

.

[ fail to provide status reports within 30 days of
~ewest therefor or of a significant development
in the caee:

l’heGovernment-s model allegation ie not
~ncluded in the pleadinga filed in the caae

l’heapplicable etatute of limitations ia
5 monthe or leas from running, negotiations
lot been concluded, and suit has not been f:

or

have
led.

are acceptable to me. I agree to protect the
United Statea of America in this matter in
the terms outlined in this agreement.

Signature:
(mime)
(attorney’s name)
Attorney at Law
(city, state)

The Government acknowledge that (.iniured Dartv-e attornev-s
M) is representing the Government-a intereat in the above
caee. The Government agrees to be bound by any judicial
determination rendered by a court of competent jurisdiction.

Date: Signature:
(name )
Claima Attorney
Naval Legal Service Office
(city, state, zip code)
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SAMPLE REPRESENTATION AGREEMENT NEDICAL CARE RECOVERY ACT CLAIM

I, > attorney at law, represent (name of
~ured Party) who sustained injuries in an accident on or about

I understand that pursuant to 42 U.S.C. ~s 2651-2653 and/or
judicial decisions, the United States of America (hereinafter
called the Government) has the right to recover the reasonable
value of care and treatment furnished or to be furnished by or
for the Government to persons entitled to such care and treatment
when such persons suffer injury or disease under circumstances
that create tort or contractual li+ility on third parties,
including insurance companies, to pay damages.

Title 42 U.S.C. 5$ 2651-2653 provides for an independent right of
recovery by the Government for medical care furnished at
Government expense due to negligence of a third party. It is the
policy of the Navy to authorize the attorney retained by an
injured party to assert the claim of the Government as an item of
special damages in the injured party-s claim or suit. This form
of proceedings allows the attorney to control all aspects of the
joint collection effort, and is intended to prevent any adverse
effect occasioned by the Government’s independent collection
action and by intervention on the part of the Government .in
proceedings brought on behalf of (name of iniured party) .

Title 5 U.S.C~ ~ 3106 prohibits the payment of a fee for
assertion of the Government’ s claims. Further, as the claim of
the Government is an independent cause of action rather than a
lien on any settlement or judgment obtained by the injured party,
any contingent fee arrangement with the injured party applies
only to his claim and not to the Government’s portion of the
recovery. In return for assistance furnished, however the Navy
will furnish available medical records from U.S. Government
medical facilities and locally available Navy medical officers,
who have treated or are treating the injured party without costs.

I agree to represent the Government under the terms and
conditions in the following paragraphs:

(a) I understand that the Naval Legal Service Office must
be consultad regarding any potential compromise of any portion of
the claim of the United States that has been assigned under this
agreement and that the Naval Legal Service Office must agree with
the proposed compromise.

(b) I understand that should it later become necessary for
me to

Legal
withdraw from this agreement, I will provide the Navai
Service Offjce with reasonable notice of my intent so that
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